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0.1 Abstract 
This report contains ill«* result of an experimental and theoretical investigation 
of the oxygen ordering process in tlte High 7", superconductor YBo^Cuj/O^.,. It 
falls in two part* 
Firstly, a series of 350 simultaneous structural and thermodynamic measure-
ments are performed as function of temperature and oxygen stoichiometry on an 
equilibrated powder sample Neutron scattering on a powder diffractometer is used 
in connection with in situ monitoring in a gas-volumetric equipment of the oxygen 
in-difTusion. Information on the variations of the structural phases, thr twin do-
main sizes, the elastic forces, the chemical potential of oxygen as well as diffusion 
is provided. I 'ing Monte Carlo sin»uLtions we lind that a simple two-dimensional 
lattice gas model of the oxygen ordering process, the ASYNNNI model, gives an 
excellent description of the vast majority of these data. Adopted values for the in-
teraction parameters in the model are \\ = -4180 K. V; = 25H K and I3 = -360 
K- The internal strain is shown to increase linearly with oxygen concentration in 
the ordered Ortho-I phase. During slow cooling the size of the twin domains are 
found to freeze shortly after passing the order/disorder phase transition, with 
tverage values that depend on the pertinent structural phase. Based on this infor-
mation a discussion of the influence of the elastic forces on the low temperaturr 
ordering process is given. The in-diffusion process is at high and intermediate tem-
peratures governed by the bulk kinetics, with resulting Arrbenius behaviour. Wr 
provide evidence that nearest neighbor hopping is the relevant oxygen hopping 
range, leading to metastability and freezing at low temperatures. 
Secondly, a systematic study of the relationship between the static and dy-
namic variations of the superconducting transition temperature, T{, and the corre-
sponding variations of the low temperatt re oxygen ordering process is performed. 
Statistics from Monte Carlo simulations based on the ASYNNNI model are com-
bined with experimental data from the literature. Applying the available data 
at x = 0.41, the dynamics of both the oxygen ordering and Tc are found to be 
governed by algebraic growth laws, with Tc growing in proportion to the area of 
the Ortho-II domains. The combined static and dynamic analyse make it evident 
that within a charge .ransfer model, a linear T, versus charge transfer relationship 
can only be rationalized if the description is based on extended coherent ordered 
domains and if the dynamic co-existence between the Ortho-I and the Ortho-II 
type of domains inherent to the ASYNNNI model is taken into account. A minimal 
model is proposed, where the total charge transfer is found as a weighted sum over 
the areas of the Orlho-I and the Ortho-II domains, and the minimal size of the 
two types of domains is given by a doubling of their unit cells in both directions. 
Good agreement with the experimental set of data is achieved. 
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0.2 Dansk resume 
Denne rapport indeholder resultatet af en eksperimentel og teoretisk undersøge!*-
af ilt ordningsprocessen i den keramiske superleder >"BOJ('M30„+X. Rapporten 
falder i to dele. 
For det første er der gennemfort en serie på 350 sæt af strukturelle og termo 
dynamiske målinger som funktion af temperatur og Iltstøkiometri på et equili-
breret pulver sample. Et pulver neutron-difTraktometer er anvendt med in V?L 
registrering af den makroskopiske iltoptagelse via et gasvolumetrisk udstyr. IV; 
opnås information om variationen af de strukturelle faser, størrelserne på t villiney-
domæner, de elastiske kræfter, det kemiske potential af ilt samt oni diffusionseg'-ii-
skaberne af materialet. Udfra Monte Carlo simuleringer finder vi. at en siiii|w) 
todimensional gittergas model for ordningsprocessen. ASYNNN1 model!en, giver 
en udmærket beskrivelse af langt hovedparten af disse data. Udfra et fit findes vk 
selvrkningsparametrene i modelien til X\ = -4180 K. 1'3 = 2510 K og I3 = -360 
K. Deformationen af materialet vises at vokse lineært med ilt koncentrationen 
i dea ordnede Ortho-I fase. Under langsom nedkøling indefryses størrelsen af 
tvillinge-domæneme kort efter passagen af orden/uordens faseovergangen r.r*d en 
gennemsnitsværdi der afhænger af hvilken ordnet fase der er tale om. lofia disse 
oplysninger diskuteres indflydelsen af de elastiske kræfter på ilt ordnin^sprocesvu 
ved lave temperaturer. Optagelsen af ilt er ved høje og mellemliggende temp«-ra-
turer bestemt af bulk diffusiviteten. med Arrhenius opførsel til følge Nærmeste 
nabo-hop vises al være den relevante mekanisme for mikro-kinetikken i,av tem-
peratur opførslen er følgelig præget af meta-stabilitet og indefrysnipr-r 
For det andet er der gennemført et systematisk studie af samme::ha-ngen mellem 
de statiske og de dynamiske variationer af den superledende ovet gangstemperat ur. 
Tc, og de tilsvarende variationer af ilt ordningsprocessen ved lave temperaturer. 
Statistik fra Monte Carlo simuleringer af ASYNNM modellen er kombineret med 
brug af eksperimentelle data fra litteraturen. For de kendte data ved x - 0.41. 
finder vi at bade iltkinetikken og Te data'ene opfylder algebraiske v.rkstlove. 
med Tc voksende proportionalt med arealet af Ortho-I 1 domænerne. Den kom-
binerede statiske og dynamiske analyse gør det klart, at en lineær model for 
sammenhængen mellem ladningsoverførsel og T, kun er forene'ig med ASYNNNi 
modellen, såfremt beskrivelsen baseres på koherænte ordnede domarner, og de,t 
indbyggede dynamiske sameksistens mellem Ortho-I og Oriho-II type domæner 
tages i betragtning. Der opstilles en fænomenologisk minimal-model. ti vor lad-
ningsoverførslen findes som en vægtet sum af arealerne af Ortho-I 0% Ortho-I I 
domænerne, og den minimale størrelse af disse to typer af ilt domæner er givet ved 
en fordobling af de respektive enhedsceller i begge retninger. En ged iverenstem-
melse med de eksperimentele data opnås. 
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1 Introduction 
The unexpected discovery of superconductivity in copper-oxid^ Perovskitr> in l!tst; 
[1] has lead to an unprecedented burst in scientific activity within road«-CM-d imi-
ter physics. At present, the superconducting pairing mechanism remain* rlusiv«-
and the normal state properties of these materials have sent the th*nrrticiau> 
searching for a general formalism to describe the physics of strongly correlate! 
electrons- From an experimental point of view there ar* several reasons that a high 
priority should be given to detailed structural studies, especially on the nano-sralr 
properties. Firstly, there b the intriguing possibility of a direct coupling to tin-
crystalline lattice. Here, evidence from pressure, thermal conductivity, ultrasound. 
NQR-measuremenU and fetmo-second spectroscopy points towards lattice anoma-
lies around the superconducting transition temperature T, (see e.g. the review by 
Ranninger [2]). It should be mentioned that such observations - apart from br-
ing not universally accepted - do not preclude that the pairing mechanism may 
be partly or predominantly caused by strong electron correlations, which without 
any doubt are present. Secondly, the superconducting properties have been found 
to depend in a crucial way on the introduction of structural defects and I lo-
arrangements of such defects. Abo the internal strain, which may br elucidated 
by structural probes, is of importance. Finally, structural measurements remain 
the best source of information on the electrostatics of the materials, most notably 
on the number of electronic boles in the C*0* layers, the commmon structural 
feature of all the compounds believed to be the source of the superconductivity. 
Tt is widely believed to depend drastically on this number. 
The most intensely studied of the copper-oxides is the layered compound V Ba?( "1/3 
which comprises a CuO-> bilayer. and a CvOT layer which exhibits a large ability 
for intercalating oxygens (the parameter x can be varied between 0 and I). In 
many ways this compound constitutes a unique material for investigating tin- re-
lationship between structure and electronic properties. Thus, the low temperature 
structural phase diagram is richer than for the other compounds, and at thr same 
time the Tr — Tr(x) behaviour exhibits additional features in terms of what is 
known as the plateau-behaviour. Perhaps more important, in the present case Kr 
have direct experimental evidence, that Tr is correlated not only with tlir> average 
oxygen stoichiometry - the value of x - but with the configuration of oxygens in the 
CuOr plane [3], [4]. Thus, samples with identical average oxygen concentrations 
but different local configurations may deviate by as much as 30 K in transition 
temperature. This observation makes it relevant to correlate the electronic proper-
ties not only with information on the average structural properties, but also with 
the thermodynamics of the oxygen ordering process in the material. 
The oxygen ordering process in VBi^CtijOg+x i* further known to give rise 
to a rich structural phase diagram, which to a very good approximation is two 
dimensional in nature. The description of the thermodynamics of this process is 
an interesting example of low dimensional physics, which deserves attention in its 
ovn right. 
The object of the work presented in this report is to investigate the order-
ing process of oxygens in KBajCt.306+1- and relate the resulting instantaneous 
oxygen configurations to the superconducting properties of the material. A close 
combination of experimental studies (neutron diffraction and thermodynamic mea-
surements) and theoretical studies, mostly Monte Carlo simulations, is intended 
The outline is as follows: in chapter 2 most of the background material is con-
tained. This includes a listing of the basic properties of Y Ba^Cu^O^, aimed at 
the reader unfamiliar with this subject. Next a review of the experimental and 
theoretical work on the structural phase diagram is given. Emphasis lias been pul 
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on a presentation of thr driaib ©f a »Ripfc- asssetrep«- lattice gas nw4»l of tbr 
oxygen ordering known a* the ASYNNSI model. The I»IKW is not intended lo U-
complete. Next a skort introduction to Montr Carlo simulation lecknMrar in gm-
eral is presented, with examples relevant to lb* ease of the ASYNNNI lattice *.*» 
mod*!. Finally a very skort revir« of the physic* of growth process« u include«! 
- relevant for simulations presented in chapter -I. 
Ckapter 3 coat »ins our work on the structural phase diagram and the tbermody-
nimirt of oxyfen ordering. First the experimental technique (neutron diffract HMI 
ranminin1 with gas-volumetric mrusnremects) is introduced and the experimental 
results on equilibrium as well as dynamic properties presented. Next, these result* 
are dncu—id in relation to the ASYNNSI model using Mon»e Carlo simulation*. 
A lew additional experimental results front tbr literature are included in ordVr to 
achieve more (enetal conclusions. Abo. somr •L'oreticnl work on how to treat the 
internal strain degrees of freedom is presented and related to our experiments. 
Chapter 4 contains a discussion of the relation between structure, sir- u, charge 
transfer and superconductivity in V Be;C»jO*+r. First some relevant experiment 
are discussed and the concept of a linear rharfe transfer model introduced. Next, 
a systematic Monte Carlo simulation study of the equilibrium features of the 
ASYNNNI model allows us to set strong constraints on the nature of a linear 
charge transfer model. In the following section ? corresponding simulation study of 
the dynamic feati res of the ASYNNNI model is performed. Based on a reanalysi* 
of experimental data from the literature a rather fundamental relation between thr 
time-evoiution of structural and superconducting properties is revealed. Finally, 
in the discussion part we demonstrate bow tbr static and dynamic information 
merge to give a coherent picture of the charge transfer process. 
Standard notation is used throughout. The one exception is the critical tem-
perature for the structural >hase transition between tetragonal and orthorhombir 
symmetry, which we denote T#. in order to distinguish it from t ie superconducting 
critical temperature. T,. 
The thesis is based on research work reported in the scientific papers listed 
oejow. 
1. Tar Structural Phase Diagram ami Oxggtn Equilibrium Peril«/ Pnssun of 
y'B«7C«30«+r Studied • • Seutron Pewitr Diffraction end Ces Volume trg 
N.H. Andersen, B. Lebech and H.F Pouben. Physic« C 172 (1991). 31-42 
2. Tuna Domain Size mmd Bulk Oxugeu In-itffmsion Kinetics e/Y"Ba-*CvyO*+T 
Studied bg Neutron Powder Diffraction and Gas Volume tru. HF Poulsen. N. 
H Andersen and B. Lebech. Phys ra C 173 (1991). 387-398. 
3. DgnamiculScaling of Oxggen Ordering n YBa^uzOf^.,. HF Poulsen. N. 
H Andersen. J V Andersen. H. Bohr and OG Mouritsen. Phys. Rev. Lett. 
66 (1991), 465-468. 
4. Rektion between Superconducting Transition Temperature and Orugen Or-
dering in YBa2Cu3Ot+r H.F. Poulsen. N.H. Andersen, J.V. Andersen. H. 
Bohr and OG. Mouritsen. Nature 349 (1991), 594-596. 
5. Lattice Gas Simulation of Oxggtn Ordering $n Y BajCuaOt+r showing Dg-
namical Scahng HF. Poulsen. N. H. Andersen, J.V. Andersen. H Bohr and 
OG Mouritsen. Modern Physio Lett. B 5 (1991), 827-832. 
6. Structural Phase Diagram and Equilibrium Oxggtn Partial Pressurt ofYBa^Cu^ 
NH. Andersen, B Lebech and HF. Poulsen. J. Leu-Common Metals 164-
165(1990). 124-131. 
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7. Stmé§ øfSirmctmnl ft«** Dtmmnm. Ormftm Bulk lu[hffwfi»m and l'amiM-
nmm Pmrttml Pnssan •fYBm^m^Otr M l Andrrsm. R Lrl«-rh u d N t 
Powlim. Proc. of ihr 3rd Inlrrnatioaai Sy iitpaxani on SuprrrotHliKtivity (ISN 
"90) November 6-9 1990. Srndai. Spnngrr-Vrrlac Tokyo 1991 124- Ul . 
$. Oxmdmtiøm h'nulus tu Oiwftm Dtfetrml V #«;<'• jt>*+, Slméud ka Stmln.* 
Pawétr Dtffrmcttmn J Ab-Nirbra. X.H. Andrrern.C Broholm. KN Chiasm. 
B- Lebech, M. Nirbrn and HF Poubrn IEEE Transactions on Magnrtio 
2S (19*9). 2254-2261 
9. Cmptftr Stmwlmttøn af Pkast Stpanhmm and Oiétrtma » Løtr-dttmemstmmal 
Systems. O G Mouritsen. P.J Shak. J.V. Andersen. HF Poubrn ond H 
Bohr, Pfcys. Ser. (in press). 
10. Anhferr»m*fnetusm mmd Mtlmlhc Cmmdrnctintm i* .Vi,jO>.. R.J. Ca*a. R 
Batiofg. JJ Krajrwski. P. Gammel. HF Poubrn. W.F Perk and L W 
Rapp Jr., Nature 350 (1991). 596-600. 
11. Electmu ami Mfthe Pnpetttes »f ShOi-t CrystalUfTapktr SktmrSlrw* 
tmns. RJ. Cava. B. Baliofg, JJ. Krajrwski. P Gtmmrl, HF Poubrn. W.F 
Peek and L.W. Rupp Jr.. Pkys. Rev B 44. 13 (1991) 6973-6991. 
12. Oifftm Ori*nm§ and Smptirmmdmelmta »• Cø-smkstitmtrd YBa?('mjO*+r 
J.V. Andmrn. H.F. Poubrn. N. H. Andersen, and OG. Mouritsen. Preprint 
13. Mamlt Carlø Simulations oftkt Orlko-H Struct ar, Factar af tkt Oiaat* Or-
itrtma PrKtss n YBa^C'mjDt+x. J.V. Andrrsrn. H.F. Poubrn. X. H. An-
dersen, and OG Mouritsen, Preprint 
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2 Background 
2.1 Basic Properties 
The copper oxide superconductors may structurally be characterized as layrrr.l 
Perovskiles. with a stacking sroueuce consisting of OaO; planes alternating with 
rock-salt layers that have intrinsic defects. The structure of 1 B*2C*&t+, (YBCO) 
B shown in Fig. I- A bilayer consisting of two CwOj planes separated by yttrium 
atoms is stacked on top of a block comprising a sequence of BuO.CmO, and BmO 
lawns. The copper site in the bua*n> has a rather unusual fivefold coordination, 
with nearest neighbors positioned in a square pyramid. The standard way of in-
dexing the various sites, due to Jorgensen et al. ($). is indicated at the figure. The 
oxygen site 0(4) positioned at the apex of the pyramid is known as the apk-ai 
oxygen. Likewise, the CuO, mirror-plane containing the 0(1). 0(5) and Cu(l) 
site«, shown arbitrarily at the base of the unit cell, is known as the basal plane. 
One major difference between YBCO and nearly all other copper oxide super-
conductors is the way the defec*-: are introduced. Normally, this is done by sub-
stituting cations when synthesizing the material, e.g. in L*-*.
 xSrrC*0+. where 
Sr3* ions substitute Lth. In the case of YBCO. vacancies on the oxygen 0(1) 
and 0(5) sites constitute the defects. The corresponding variatim in oxygen stoi-
chiometry is rather large: 0 < x < 1. During synthesis the 0(1) ard 0(5) sites an* 
depleted, and oxygen has to be intercalated bv an oxidation process afterwaHs. 
In equilibrium, at high temperatures and for low oxygen partial pressures in the 
environment i s O , while for low temperatures and high partial pressures x * I. 
Varying the temperature T and the partial pressure P of oxygen in lb* environ-
ment one can map out the stable structural phases as function of x and T. The 
resulting structural phase diagram, has turned out to be very rich and rewarding 
to **udy. The main feature is the existence of a tetragonal phase at high temper-
atures and low x-values, and a series of ortborhombic phases at low temperatures 
and high r-values. A schematic representation of the variation with x and T of the 
transition temperature T4 for the transition between the two symmetry groups i* 
shewn in Fig. 2. Studying the pha*e diagram has proven to be experimentally de-
manding, due to slow kinetics of the oxidation process at low temperatures, where 
some of the most interesting phenomera take place. 
YBCO exhibits dramatic variations in its electric and magnetic properties as 
function of oxygen concentration. For x ~ 0.3 the material is an antiferromagneiir 
semiconductor, with a Neel temperature of 415 K for x = 0. At higher oxygen 
concentrations the material becomes metallic, and superconducting for low tem-
peratures. The superconducting transition temperature. Tc. rises with increasing 
oxygen concentration, reaching a maximum of 93 K at x = I, but exhibits im-
portant additional features in terms of what is known as the plateau-behaviour. 
Thus Tt is approximately constant for 0.85 < x < 1.0 (T, a 90 K). followed by 
a smooth decrease to another constant value between x = 0.65 and x = 0.45 
[Tt * 60 K), and a final decrease to OK in the vicinity of the tetragonal to 
ortborhombic phase transition. The (rather diffuse) transition between the semi-
conducting and the metallic regime is known as the metal/insulator transition. A 
schematic representation of the electronic properties as function of temperature 
and oxygen stoichiometry x is shown in Fig. 2. 
The electronic properties of both the superconducting and the normal metallir 
state in the copper oxide superconductors are highly unusual- Thus, the resistivity 
is linear in the temperature while the Hall coefficient exhibits an anomalous tem-
perature dependency with changes in its sign and slope depending on the direction 
of the external field [6]. Among the exotic propert.es of the superconducting state 
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are unprecedented high critical temperatures and very small coherence lengths. 
At present no consensus has been reached, concerning the theoretical description 
of these phenomena. Among other things, it is still debated whether t«e super-
conducting pairing mechanism is due to strong electron correlation effirrts and/or 
the lattice plays a crucial part. 
It is known from spectroscopy that superconductivity occurs predominantly 
in the CkOs planes of the copper oxides. These are intrinsic insulators. Thus, a 
natural model that arises from the common structural features of the copper oxides 
is that the role of the rock-salt layers is to provide carriers for the CvO? bilayers. 
Based on this hypothesis, it is instructive to view the YBCO unit cell as consisting 
of conduction layers (the C a d layers) and charge reservoir layers, cf. Fig. I. 
The cations Y and Ba can be treated as classical 3+ and 2+ ions, respectively. 
Speaking in terms of formal valences, the only variable valences are then the Cu( 1) 
and Cu(2) valences. Thus, from charge conservation, knowing one we can infer the 
other. In the language of formal valences it is therefore meaningful to talk of charge 
being transferred from the reservoir to the conduction layer. In the present case, 
increasing the oxygen content, different structural phases appears with different 
local configurations for the Cu(l) copper. It » now natural to try to establish 
a model that relates the local configuration of Cu(l) (the thermodynamics of 
the oxygen ordering) to an effective transfer of charge to the CvOj planes. Such 
models has come to be known as charge-transfer models [7J. 
Using formal valences b probably a misconception, because it conceals the ef-
fect of the apical oxygen. However, it is still relevant to ark the question if - a* a 
first order approximation - we m*y decouple structure (thermodynamics of oxy-
gen ordering) from e.g. superconductivity by claiming that the thermodynamics 
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only determines the amount of charge transferred to tb* CmO* plane*, and the 
supercoaducuag propertis* in tara are simply determined by tb* charge in the 
CmOj plaaes and features intrinsic to these planes. There are many reasons why 
sucb a picture could fail, most notably the charge reservoir layer might parckipatr 
directly in the pairing mechanism in case of e.g. a coupling to the lattice. More-
o m , the structure might be speculated to give rise to some special symmetry or 
internal strain needed for an in-plane coupling mechanism to take place. 
Finally, the layered structure of l ie material should be noticed. Huge anisotropies 
are found in resistivity data, where the in-plane conduction has a metallic charac-
ter, while conduction along the c-axis gives rise to semiconducting like behaviour. 
Likewise, the superconducting coherence length is highly dependent on direction, 
with a coherence length along the c-axis that is comparable to or below the repeat 
distance of the unit cell in that direction. Structurally, Rotbman et al. ($] report 
that the in-plane components and the r-axis component of the oxygen diffusivity 
teasor dofer by six orders of magnitude. Abo, as will be argued in this thesis 
the distance between two consecutive basal plane* is too large for any inter-pUnr 
oxygen-oxygen Coukxnbk repulsion to be of importance. For all pr»>; ical purpose* 
tim means that the tberrnodynamics of the oxygen ordering process is a 2-D phe-
nomenon (the three dimensional registry of some of the ordered phases are due 
solely to the interplay of the internal strain). The combination of this structural 
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anisotropy with the similar anisotropy in the electronic properties makes YBCO 
an interesting candidate for studits of phvsics in lower dimensions. 
2.2 Review of the Structural Phase Diagram: 
Experimental 
The structural properties of YBa^Cu^O^r are to a first approximation deter-
mined by the wide range in oxygen stoichiometry 0 < x < 1, that can be achieved 
in a reversible manner by varying the temperature T and the partial pressure P 
of oxygen in the environment. Early on it was found by Jorgensen and coworkers 
[5] ia a powder neutron diffraction study, that the oxygen non-stoichiometry is 
associated with the oxygen 0(1) and 0(5) sites. Slight deviations from the ideal 
site occupancy of 1 were also found for the apical oxygen site, 0(4). However, 
structurs-'iy refining this site is known to be troublesome, possibly due to the exis-
tence of a split site, and the reported values of the site occupancies, n = n(0(4)), 
a«'- consistent with 1 except from the interval 0.28 < x < 045 with a possible 
minimum of n = 0.95(2) at x « 0.28 [9]. Accordingly, we will neglect this effect 
in the following1. The oxygen concentration also determines the stability range of 
the perovskite structure. Under high pressures the material is unstable towards 
formation of the superconducting perovskites YBaiCv3 5Ø7+X and V Ba2Cu^Oa 
[10]. Likewise, the structure decomposes below a critical pressure, that is approx-
imately 10 - 3 atm at 800 °C and 10 -7 atm at 550 °C [11]. 
The compound exhibits two structural phases at high temperatures: a tetrag-
onal phase for small x-values and an orthorhombic one for large x-values [12]. 
The corresponding space groups are Pmmm and PA/mmm, respectively [5]. The 
orthorhombic phase is also known as the Ortho-I phase. At the stoichiometric 
composition for the Ortho-I phase x = 1.0, the oxygen configuration in the basal 
plane consist* of oxygen chains parallel to the b-axis situated on the 0( 1) sites, 
while all the 0(5) sites are depleted. As oxygens from the 0(1) sites are removed 
- lowering t '•••• x-value - the degree of ordering is also reduced with a finite num-
ber of oxygens moving to the 0(5) sites. Eventually, when the remaining oxygen 
atoms become equally distributed between the two sites, the structure transforms 
from orthorhombic to tetragonal. This generally accepted idea of an order/disorder 
transformation was originally motivated by the experimental study by Jorgensen 
et al. [5]. 
The phase transformation is accompanied by the creation of twin domains in 
the orthorhombic phase. Thus the transition may be initiated by entropic forces, 
but in the final stages of the process the elastic forces are predominant, creating 
a regular tweed pattern of domains tilted 90° towards each other. The dynamical 
description of the formation of the twin domains have turned out from experiments 
to be far from trivial, but the subject is outside the scope of the present thesis2. 
The equal site-occupancies in the tetragonal phase does not imply a random 
distribution of the oxygens on a local scale. In fact, local probes of symmetry -
perturbed angular correlation studies [13] - indicates that the Cu(l) site remains 
in an anisotropic field for all values of x, at least at high temperatures. Thus, 
the oxygens seemingly remain ordered locally in chain-fragments along either the 
a- or the b-axis, throughout the tetragonal phase. The orthorhombic distortion 
building up in connection with sirh local anieotropy will be very small, and the 
'The effect of deviations from full stoichiometry at the apical site would arguably be very 
important, if the oxygen diffusion process involved jumps to vacant positions at the apical site. 
But, this i* not the conventional view of the workings of the micro-kinetics. 
'The process of twin domain formation will play a crucial part in some of the discussion« in 
chapter 3, but the elastic forces will be treated in a way that leaves mosl experimental detail* 
irrelevant. 
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material appears tetragonal on the scale of the probes. 
At low temperature many additional phases have been observed as faint super-
structures, using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques. However, 
with one exception - the Ortho-H phase - the stability of the phases is still de-
bated. The oxygen kinetics is very slow at the relevant temperature of 300 K. In 
fact, it has been proven, that the diffusivity at room temperature is too slow to 
allow for any global diffusion from the surfaces to be detected (tht »toichiometry i-
being constant over weeks), while local re-arrangements of oxygens may take place 
[4]. Hence, measurements are generally performed on out-of-equilibrium samples, 
with resulting problems of sample dependency and irreversibility. Also, despite 
many attempts most of the additional phases have not been probed by neutron 
nor X-ray diffraction techniques. 
The evidence in favour of the stability of the Ortho-H phase is now overwhelm-
ing. One argument in terms of thermodynamic measurements will be given in the 
present thesis. Furthermore, Flemming et al. [14] have been able 10 probe the 
structure by X-ray diffraction, and very recently Zeiske et al. [15] provided a neu-
tron diffraction identification. The Ortho-II structure hasorthorhombic symmetry, 
and - analogous to the Ortho-I structure - it can be described in terms of chains of 
oxygens parallel to the b-axis. In this case every second of the O(l) chains is filled, 
while al! 0(5) sites are empty, leading to a .stoichiometric compound at x = 0.5. 
The X-ray study by Flemming reported on diffuse peaks centered at (£,0,0) in a 
quenched crystal. By calibrating their lattice parameters to our lattice parameter 
vs. oxygen concentration results (see chapter 3), the stoichiometry of the sample 
in question is found to be x = 0.58(5). The width of the peaks yielded coherence 
lengths of 21, 16, and 9 A in the a,b, and c directions, respectively. Thus, the 
domains formed were scarcely larger than a single Ortho-H unit cell. In contrast, 
the crystal used by Zeiske and coworkers was oxidized by stepwise cooling from 
650 "C to 150 "C in 200 hours, followed by long-time annealing (400 h) at 150 
°C. The correlation lengths derived were 40, 90 and 22 Å, relative to the u,b. 
and c-axes, respectively. The oxygen content was again derived from the lattice 
parameters: x = 0.40(5). 
Recently Sonntag et al. [16] also reported on the detection by neutrons of a 
structural phase at the concentration x = 0.35(5) with super lattice peak. posi-
tioned at ( i , i , 0 ) , ( i , 2 , 0 , ( 5 , | , 0 ) and (§<§'°) The authors proposed a tetrag-
onal 2y/2a x 2V2b x c structure, but afterwards it has been pointed out by several 
e.g. [44] that their data are more consistent with an orthorhombic 4\/2a x2\/2fcx r 
structure. In both cases the compound is stoichiometric at x = 3/8. The latter 
structure corresponds to maximizing the distance between oxygen nearest neigh-
bors, given the concentration. The sample exhibited magnetic peaks and was non-
superconducting. Hence, it is likely that its electronic properties should be classi-
fied as semiconducf ng according to the distinction made in the introduction. 
Turning next to the TEM data, a reference study was perfoi-.ed by Beyers et 
al. [18], on a series of slowly cooled powder samples with different x-values. Each 
sample was initially equilibrated at 500 "C for 3-4 days, then cooled to room tem-
perature over a 2U hour period. Superlattice wavevectors were seen in all sample* 
for x > 0.28. In the interval 0.28 < x < 0.65 the Ortho-II phase appeared, al-
though in an asymmetric fashion with the superlattice reflections much sharper 
for x > 0.5 than below (most probably indicating correlation along the c-axis as 
well). Between x = 0.65 and x = 090 a progression of very weak superlattice 
spots were detected, comprising (3/5,0,0), (5/8,0,0) and (2/3,0,0) reflections. In 
this interval the Ortho-II prak disappeared, except at x = 065, where an overlap 
existed. The super lattice peaks appeared generally in pairs, corresponding to the 
wavevectors belonging to the same star. Hence, (m/n, 0,0) and ((n - T7i)/n,0,0) 
were always symmetrically represented. Similar studies by Reyes-Gasga ft al. [19]. 
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[20] exhibited in general the same features but additional weak spots were found 
on occasion at (1/4,0,0) and (1/5,0,0). Now, it is of course impossible to deter-
mine the arrangement of oxygen atoms and vacancies from the diffraction pattern 
alone (this is even more true if only one peak is detected), although the concen-
tration poses a strong constraint. However, the data presented are all compatible 
with a model, where the oxygens are ordered in chains along the b-axis, but 
with different spacings between the chains. Thus, the (2/3,0,0) superlattice spot 
corresponds to a structure with two filled chains alternating with one chain of 
vacancies, or alternatively one filled chain alternating with two vacant chains (in 
general both alternatives were present, although of course for different oxygen 
concentrations). Hence, all of these structures including the Ortho-I and Ortlio-Il 
can be be classified as belonging to a homologous series of chain -structures, the 
Ortho-I "super"-Iattice peak simply being the original Bragg peak (1/1,0,0). 
Reyes-Gasga and coworkers [19] proceed by arguing that the members of the ho-
mologous series - not including Ortho-I and Ortho-II - are all transient states. This 
is done both from an analysis of the scattering geometry and from tn-stiu heating 
experiments, in vacuum. Finally, diffraction spots of the 4\/2a x 2>/26 x c structure 
were always detected in the late stage of the in-siiu heating experiments, after t lie 
sample had become (pseudo)-tetragonal. This structure cannot be classified as a 
member of the above mentioned homologous series of chain structures. 
The question of why the additional phases never has been found in neutron- nor 
X-Ray diffraction work remains to be answered. Initially, there were speculations, 
that it is due to TEM being an interacting probe - the structures being created 
by the beam. However, such a proposal is contradictory to intuition, exposing 
the material to heat should destroy an ordered phase, not create it. Also, several 
groups have performed careful test-measurements on their TEM-equipment. Sam-
ple preparation techniques are seemingly similar. Hence, we are left - for a solution 
- with the inherent differences between the experimental techniques. Here, two 
properties are evident. Firstly, diffraction is a bulk technique, while TEM-imaging 
is done on a very small part of the sample. Thus, TEM is in a sense better at 
probing fluctuations. Secondly, the minimal size of coherence-volume that can be 
detected is smaller for TEM probes. Especially the latter circumstance might be 
crucial, because the additional phases probably lacks registry along the c-axis. A 
more thorough discussion of these matters will be given in chapter 3. 
2.3 Review of the Structural Phase Diagram: 
Theory 
Considerable efTort has gone into the molding of a theoretical description of the 
ground states and the thermodynamics of the oxygen ordering in YBCO. inti-
mately the goal is to base su:' a description on the electronic structure of the 
material. Unfortunately, a serious problem aris« s when attempting to pursue such 
an endeavour. To illustrate this, let us take the example of the ASYmmetric Next 
Nearest Neighbor Ising (ASYNNNI) model, originally proposed by de Fontaine 
and coworkers [21]. 
The ASYNNNI model is formulated in terms of effective pair interactions (EPl's) 
between the oxygens in the basal plane. The EPI corresponding to an interaction 
over the distance (n) is formally defined by 
K, = 1/4(W£ + W & - 2 W £ ) , (1) 
where W?0 represents the total energy in the YBCO unit cell averaged in the 
thermodynamic sense ove* all configurations in the basal plane, which contains 
a pair of oxygens with the given distance (n). Similarly, W£T corresponds to the 
averaged total energy when two vacancies arc present at the specified distance. 
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and IV£ relates to oxygen-vacancy pairs. The therniodyiiaiiiical a.-raging is dono 
at constant oxygen concentration. The EPI's should nol be confused with "con-
ventional'' pair potentials; they are derived from knowledge about the total thret-
dimensional Hamiltonian for the YBCO system. 
Now a "projected" Hamtitonian valid for the description of the ordering process 
in the basal plane can be formulated in terms of an expansion in the EPI's: 
<«) 
HID = 53 V(*) X° i<ri + **3° ]C"' {2) 
(n) ij i 
Here pio is the "projected" chemical potential, cr, is the site occupancy variable 
for site t: it is 1 if the site is occupied, 0 if vacant. In the ASYNNNI model the 
expansion is truncated to contain only the nearest neighbor (NN) and next nearest 
neighbor (NNN) terms. The NNN interactions are allowed to be anisotropic, lead-
ing to a total of three EPI's, Vi, V2 and I3. Here, the \\ interaction corresponds 
to the NN term, V2 to the NNN term where the oxygens bridge a copper site in 
the basal plane and V3 to the NNN term where the oxygens do not bridge any 
copper. An illustration is given in Fig. 3. 
Superficially, the scheme for investigating the 2-D thermodynamics of the oxy-
gen ordering is now specified: the EPl's should be calculated using e.g. band-
calculations, and the thermodynamics derived from Eq. 2. However, it is impos-
sible to average band-calculations in the thermodynamic sense required in the 
definition of the EPI's. Thus, to derive the total Hamiltonian we need to know the 
thermodynamics, and to understand the thermodynamics we need to know the 
total Hamiltonian One solution to this problem is to treat the interaction with 
the rest of the unit-cell in a phenomenological way. For the ASYNNNI model. 
the simplest (and crudest) approximation is to assume that the three interaction 
potentials are concentration an*' temperature independent. 
r o 
-o 
p • 
Figure S. Definition of effective pair interactions. V\,V? and V3 in the ASYNNNI 
>,.odel of oxygen ordering. The lattice in the basal plane is displayed: copper stttn 
are marked by small ipheres, filled oxygen sites by large spheres (all oxygen sii<* 
are filled in this diagram). V\ is the nearest neighbour orygen-c.ygen interaction. 
V2 and V3 refer to the asymmetric next nearest neighbour interactions, when hy-
bridization is taken into account, when the oxygens bridge a copper silt (\ri) 
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2.3.1 The ASYNNNI Model 
In the following the EPI's will !x> treated as conventional concentration indepen-
dent pair potentials. The oxygen configuration in the basal plane can then be 
described in terms of an anisotropic lattice gas model. We neglect elastic forces, 
and therefore the O(l) and 0(5) sites will constitute a square lattice. Each lattice 
node - indexed by a single index i - may be either vacant or occupied. Cor-espond-
ingly, the state of the node <r, is defined to be either 0 (vacant) or 1 (occpied). 
The Hamiltonian takes the form 
SN KSN-Cu SSS-Vm* 
H =-Vi^OiVj - \\ 51 Wj-Yz Yl *t«j-#»»£*•. (3) 
ij ij ij i 
where fi-^D is the chemical potential. NN denotes summation over nearest neigh-
bours only, NNN-Cu summation over next nearest neighbors bridging a copper-site 
only, and NNN-Vac summation over next nearest neighbors not bridging a copper 
site, cf. Fig. 3-
A ground state analysis of the ASYNNNI model was performed by direct enu-
meration by Wille and de Fontaine [22]. For a fixed set of parameters V->/Vt and 
V3/\\ they minimized the energy. Eq. 3. over as many combinations of as as 
possible. Completely ordered structures were found only at i = 0.5 and i = 1.0, 
and the total number of ground states appearing when varying the parameters 
was eight. Lat^ r Stoltze [23] was able to show rigorously that these proposed eight 
structures actually exhausted the set of possible stable ground-state structures. 
Requiring next that both the Ortho-I and Ortho-II structure shall be stable at 
low temperatures, the T — 0 phase diagram is fully determined. The resulting 
inequalities imposed on the interaction parameters are: \\ < 0, V; > 0 and 0 > 
V3 > Vj. This is as expected from simple chemical arguments: all interactions are 
basically (screened) repulsive Coulomb-interactions, except for the I'2 coupling, 
where the hybridization effects should be taken into account. Inoue et al. [24] 
arrive at the same conclusion V2 > 0 > V3 > \\ from a tight-binding calculation. 
For T > 0 there exists no closed-form solution to the Hamiltonian, Eq. 3. Simple 
mean field as well as Bragg-Williams approximations have turned out to behave 
badly. In consequence, the majority of the theoretical studies has been done using 
cluster variational methods (CVM), Monte Carlo simulations (MC) or transfer 
matrix calculations (TM). It is possible to compare the three techniques, by re-
lating the CM and TM results of Aukrust et al. [25] to the CVM calculations of 
Wille et al. [26]. Both groups performed reference calculations of the structural 
phase diagram using (V2/V1,I3/I1) = (-0.5,0.5). MC and TM results are coin-
cident at all temperatures above room temperature, while CVM results for the 
order/disorder transition temperatures in genera! are from 5% to 20 % above the 
results obtained using MC and TM. as might be expected from a mean field ap-
proach. The force of the MC technique is its broad applicability, e.g. it may be 
used for dynamical studies. Traditionally, slow convergence at low temperatures 
or near phase transitions has caused problems. However, due to a variety of tricks 
("the n-fold way" [27], the Swendsen-Wang technique [28] and the Ferrenberg-
Swendsen method [29]) these problems can by now to a large extend be avoided in 
equilibrium simulations. Thus, it is realistic to perform room temperature studies 
of the ASYNNNI model using, say 100 x 100 lattice sites, even on a serial com-
puter. Also, the ingenious work by Lee and Kosterlitz recently [30], facilitates the 
distinction between continiuous and even very weak first order transitions. 
As mentioned earlier, deriving the interaction potentials (or the EPI's) directly 
from first-principles is difficult. Using the rather crude Connolly and Williams [31] 
mode of approximation Sterne and Wille [32] found the values Vj = -372.5 ineV. 
V3 = 130.4 meV and V3 = -60.0 meV. With this set of parameters and employing 
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a 4- and S-point CVM approximation ('»tier et al. [33] calculated the theoretical 
phase diagram. Their results are reproduced in Fig. 4. 
The phase diagram of Ceder al al. contains four stable phase-.- a high t*-ni|««-r 
ature disordered tetragonal phase (T). and three orthorhombic phases. Ortlio-I 
(Oi). Ortho-II (Oil) and Anti-Ortho-I (Ol). At (lie stoichiometric concentration 
x = 1.0 the ground state of Ortho-I consists of alternating chains of filled and va-
cant oxygen sites. The sites in the filled chains bridge the basal plane copper-sites 
The degree of degeneracy of this phase is obviously two. Similarly for the Ortho-II. 
at the stoichiometric concentration i — 0.5 the ground state consists of one chain 
of filled oxygen sites (bridging copper sites) alternating with three vacant chains. 
The degree of degeneracy of this phase is four. (These definitions obviously cor-
responds to the similar structures determined in the experimental part ) Notice. 
the significance of the three interaction parameters: V] empties the 0(5) sites at 
low temperatures, l'z creates the chains and 1'3 stabilizes the Ortho-II structure 
A ve<y important property of the model is that for kgT <C V'? the \\ parameter 
succeds in aligning (nearly) all oxygens into chains. The system accordingly Is-
haves quasi-onedimensional at low temperatures. Actually, it has been proven 
from CVM calculations (using the Sterne and Wille set of parameters) that the 
site-occupancy of the 0(5) sites goes to 0 at a concent! ation independent tem-
perature around 300 K, and simultaneously the next nearest neighbour oxygen 
correlation function in the direction that bridges the copper sites goes to 1. again 
at a (somewhat concentration dependent) temperature around 300 K [33]. Thus, 
for temperatures below 300 K, to a good approximation, there are no "free" oxy-
gens, they are all positioned in very long chains. This behaviour has important 
consequences for theory (and experiment). 
First, we notice that pkast scptralton cannot takt plact in one dimension. For 
the ASYNNNI model this means, that at e.g. a non-stoichiometric position in the 
Ortho-I phase, the equilibrium configuration is that of a percolating Ortho-I clus-
ter with dynamic fluctuations of low-concentration clusters (among these Ortho-II 
clusters) within it. For T —» 0 the chains will become increasingly longer, and the 
remaining entropy will be associated with translational degrees of freedom for the 
chains. Ultimately, at T = 0 degeneracy appears3. At, say x = 0.80, any con-
figuration with the correct average concentration, that consists of a mixture of 
infinitely long chains positioned according to the Ortho-I structure and infinitely 
long chains positioned according to the Ortho-II structure will be a ground state. 
The situation is analogous for non-stoichiometric positions in the Ortho-II phase. 
Such extensions of non-stoichiometric states to T — 0 is also known from the 
2-D ANNNI (Axial Next Nearest Neighbor Ising) model, which has been the fo-
cus of intense studies by Monte Carlo simulations, free fermion theory and other 
techniques. 
Next, it is evident that for sufficiently low temperatures the ASYNNNI model 
can bt mapped into the Ising chain Hamiltonian. with V-j being the antiferro-
magnetic nearest neighbour interaction in the latter model [33]. Likewise, the 
chemical potential fi^D maps into the external field. Here we should use an al-
ternative formalism, where a, = -\ corresponds to a vacancy and <x, = 1 to 
a particle. The solution to the chain Hamiltonian is of course known. At large 
positive fields the stable phase is ferromagnetic with all spins up, then anliferro-
magnetic for small external fields, then ferromagnetic again with all spins down 
for large negative fields. Translating back to the ASYNNNI model we find three 
stable phases: all 0(1) chains filled (Ortho-I), every second chain filled (Ortho-II) 
and all chains empty. The latter does not correspond to the tetragonal phase, 
which is two-dimensional, but to the ordered orthorhombic Anti-Ortho-I phase 
*A pharr transition lakes plucr al T = 0: ihe minority cluster* become percolating. 
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shown in Fig. 4- At nonstoichiometrir positions ( J ^ 0) it consists of long oxygen 
chains, ordered orient at lonally. but not translationally. This analysis is valid a.-> 
long as the one-dimensional approach is solid. 
We will offer a few extra comments to this quasi-one-dim-?nsional properly. 
Firstly, it should be realized that the degeneracy at T = 0 will be lifted by nearly 
any perturbation, but provided all perturbations are sufficiently wak. there might 
still be a temperature window between the alignment of ail oxygen nancies and tin-
onset of the pertubation effects, where the one-dimensional description is valid. 
Secondly, the estimated temperature (300 K) for the alignment is nearly coincident 
with the temperature where the kinetics "freezes" wtiich makes it h-ird to pre-
dict whether any one-dimensional type behaviour can b? ex;>crimentally detected 
(or alternatively experimentally prove a casual relation behind the coincidence). 
Finally, the concentrations at which the OI/OII and OH/OI phase transitions 
take place are (nearly) temperature independent in '.he one-dimensional limit. The 
corresponding Ortho-II span is 0.25 < z < 0.75. 
The CVM result for the phase diagram reported above predicts all phase transi-
tions to be second order, except the T-OII and Oi -Oil transitions. As apparent 
in Fig. 4 a small miscibility gap appears for t'iese transitions for intermedial •• 
temperatures (again, at low temperatures the two phase region collapses due !o 
one dimensionality). In partial contradiction to this TM and MC results prejict 
all phase transitions to be second order [25]. Aukrust et al. 25] also assign- uni-
versality classes to the various transitions. The relevant uiu.ersaiity-class for the 
T-OII and 01 — Oil transitions are the Ashkin-Telier das:;, which probably gives 
the reason for the discrepancy, because mean field approximations are known to 
create erroneous first-order transitions for this class of transitions [34]. 
2.3.2 The Extended ASYNNNI Model 
If the homologous series of chain structures mentioned in the experimental part are 
stable, longer range interactions are needed in order to account for them. It is easy 
to add long range terms of the type £*< OiCj, where the summation is over all fift h 
nearest neighbors, to the ASYNNNI Hamiltonian, Eq. 3, but calculations become 
very cumbersome. However, as mentioned earlier, and originally pointed out by 
de Fontaine et al. [35], at the relevant low temperatures the system behaves quasi-
onedimensionally All pair interactions can then be projected onto the direction 
normal to the chains. Furthermore, because the 0(5) sublattice is completely-
depleted, there will effectively only remain interactions between parallel oxygen-
chains with a spacing that is an integer multipla of a, the side length in the unit 
cell. Such one-dimensional behaviour can be modelled in terms of a 1-D Ising model 
with long range repulsive terms, where the nearest neighbour term corresponds to 
the V& interaction. The longer range interactions, which we may denote V4, V5. V,-,. 
etc., are expected to obey the convexity relation V„ < l/2(V„+i + V„-i), valid for 
(screened) Coulomb repulsion. The quasi one-dimensional ground states for such 
convex interactions are known [36], and may be obtained exactly by a continued 
fraction algorithm, shown to be completely equivalent to a structure combination 
branching mechanism [37]. The branching algorithm as reported by de Fontaine 
et al. [35] is reproduced in Fig. 5. To understand the structures present we will 
symbolize a filled row on the 0(1) sub-lattice by < 1 >, and an empty one as 
< 0 >. T'.us the structures Ortho-I and Ortho-II are now designated as < 1 > 
and < 10 >, respectively, the brackets denoting periodic repetition. These two 
structures (level I in Fig. 5) are the generating structures for those shown at 
successive levels (II, III, IV, etc.). The level II structure is obtained by telescoping 
level I structure elements < 1 > and < 10 > to form structure < 110 >, also 
known as the Ortho-Ill structure. At level III, < 10 > combines with < 110 > 
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OXYGEN CONCENTRATION ON BASAL PLANE 
Figure 4- The theoretical phase diagram calculated by a cluster variational method 
by Ceder et al. [SS], using ab-initio values for the interaction parameters (\\ = 
-372me7,V2 = 130meV, V3 = -GQmeV), derived from tight binding calculations 
by Sterne and Wille [32]. Four phases are present: a disordered tetragonal phase 
(T), and three orthorhombic phases, Oriho-1 (01). Oriho-Il (Oil) and_Anli-Ortho-
I (Ol). A small misabihty gap is associated with the T-OII and Ol-OII phast 
transitions. 
to form < 1110 >, etc. The stoichiometric composition is indicated below the 
structural formula for each of the "branching" phases in Fig. 5. The vertical scale 
is practically that of temperature, as branching to increasingly higher levels is 
expected to occur at successively lower temperatures. 
Undoubtly, the analysis above is theoretically solid. However, the question re-
mains how to judge the strength of the \\ parameter, and most notably whether 
the OIII phase become stabilized above or below the temperature, where the ki-
netics in the sample freezes. Ceder et al. [38] computed the low temperature phase 
diagram when adding the V+ parameter to the simple ASYNNNI phase diagram 
with a CVM technique. As expected they found that the lifting of the T = 0 de-
generacy causes phase separation in most parts of the diagram below the maxima 
temperature, Tom for the 01 to OIII phase transition. (Landau symmetry rules, 
the OIII structure has a periodicity three times that of 01, hence a third order 
invariant is expected in the free energy of the OIII phase, and a first order transi-
tion is predicted.) On varying the strength of the parameter, Tom > 350K, even 
for V« as low as 100 K. However, the tendency for mean-field type calculations lo 
overshoot transition temperatures should be borne in mind. 
Obviously, the chain structures apperaring in the branching scheme of Fig. h are 
reminiscent of the homologous series experimentally observed. A detailed analysis 
shows that all the experimentally observed patterns can be accounted for by (a 
subset of) the first four levels of the branching scheme [35]. When comparing 
with the TEM results of Beyers et al. [18] a compelling agreement is found, even 
quantitatively. 
However, experimentally the most complete investigations suggest that the 
states in the homologous series are transient [19]. Thus, an alternative explanation 
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for these states might be in terms of the low tensperature kinetics of the standard 
ASYNNNI model Little work ha> been done mi this aspect, mostly dur to gen-
eral convergence problems at the temperatures in question. Burmeister et al. (39]. 
[40] reports on a MC study, where transient phases of several of the homologous 
chain-states were found when inspecting the instanteneous configurations appear-
ing during the relaxation process. However, no quantitative statements were made 
Clearly, it would be helpful to derive quantities like the static structure factor for 
comparison with experiments. 
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Figure 5. Branching algorithm for quasi one-dimensional ordered superstructure 
stabilized by the long range interactions in the extended ASYNNNI model. The 
oxygen concentration c = x/2 an marked for the stoichiometric compositions. 
Adapted from Ref. [35]. See text. 
2.3.3 Beyond the ASYNNNI Model 
The ASYNNNI model as specified by the Hannltonian in Eq. 3 has proven itself an 
excellent tool for rationalizing a vast pool of structural and thermodynamic data. 
(The results reported in this thesis clearly emphasizes this point of view.) Actually, 
only one of the observed, stable or non-stable, structural phases presented above 
cannot be explained within the framework it provides: the 4\/5 x 2>/2 structure. 
However, it is clear that the mode) is an oversimplification. The single site poten-
tials have been left out, and the pair potentials should depend on the number and 
the distribution of charges in the system. These quantities change drastically with 
oxygen content x. Furthermore, the elastic degrees of freedom, most notably tho 
internal strain and the energy bound in twin domain walls, have been neglected. 
In the following we will describe in a qualitative sense what happens when the 
fundamentals of the electronic properties are taken into account. 
The interaction parameters in the Hamiltonian. Eq. 3 are purely phenomenolog-
ical, although we have argued, that their signs and relative strengths corresponds 
to what would be expected from sin.ple structural chemistry arguments. A more 
physical description has been provided by Aligia and coworkers [41], [17], [42], 
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[43J, {44} using the Hamittoniaa 
« »i 
where the summation b over interactions between all lattice sites. The interaction 
potentials are given as screened Coulomb potent iais. 
* = -<&£"«-»'* (S) 
where r^ is the distance between sites, A the screening length, q the charge of 
oxygen ions in the basal plane and <o the dielectric constant. The one exception 
from this assignment is the interaction between second nearest neighbors bridging 
coppers - the Vj interaction, using the term from the ASYNNNI model. 
V2 = - j ^ expM/A) + £k>4r (6) 
Here, the hybridisation is taken into account by the additional attractive term 
Ekftr- We will leave the discussion of the premises of this model, and use it to 
illustrate the effect of introducing the electrons. These couple in several ways to 
the Hamiltonian, most notably through the screening length, but also through q 
and the hybridization. 
The most prominent change in the electronic properties is the metal-insulator 
transition, taking putte around x = 04 at low temperatures'*. In the insulating 
phase the screening length ought to be large. Hence, for fixed £ » , * we could 
imagine the Coulomb repulsion part of V? becoming more important than the 
hybridisation term. All interactions are then negative and the ground state will 
roughly be determined by which structure (at a given concentration), that en-
ables the nearest neighbor distance between oxygens to be maximized. The only 
established stable structure (apart from the disordered tetragonal) in the insulat-
ing regime is the 4>/2 x 2\/2 phase [16], which exhibits exactly this property. For 
larger x-values, beyond the metal-insulator transition, A becomes much shorter 
(although still appreciable, due to the low number of carriers). V-, will accordingly 
turn positive, and the situation is reminiscent of the extended ASYNNNI model, 
with the same resulting homologous series of chain structures. 
A more detailed description of the possible ground states of the Hamiltonian 
Eq. 4, and a derivation of £*f»r from an extended Hubbard Hamiltonia. is given in 
references [43], [44] We will refrain from a discussion of the validity of the model, 
because it bears on experimental details of thr electronic transport properties of 
YBCO, a subject that is outside the scope of this thesis. 
Understanding the thermodynamics of the oxygen ordering process in YBCO 
may arguably be simpler than describing the normal state electronic properties 
of the material. In the latter case, experimentally, the anisotropy and the exis-
tence of two channels for transport: the basal plane and the CuOi bilayers pose 
great challenges. Theoretically, the normal stale properties remain at the core of 
the science of High Tc materials. Still, it is the hope of the author that it will 
become possible in the future to describe the coupling between the oxygen order-
ing and the electrostatics of the media, including the charge transfer effects in 
terms of e.g. tight-binding calculations combined in a self-consistent manner with 
thermodynamic tools. 
4The precåe position of the metal-insulator tramition »l higher temperature*, and its defi-
nition, M Mill debated in the literature. 
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2.4 Monte Carlo Simulations of the ASYNNNI 
Model 
Monte Carlo simulations of thermodynamic phenomena are by now an establish«*«! 
field (45], [46]. Based on a known Hamiltoniaii for a model system the Monl>-
Carlo method generates a time sequence of phase spare states of the system by 
performing a random walk. In equilibrium, thermodynamic observables found by 
averagiL ,ver this set of states are then used as a numerical approximation to the 
exact ensemble averaging over all of phase spare. The method is known to give 
the correct answers in the limit where time goes to infinity. It applies to discrete 
as well as continuous, and classical as well as quantum mechanical systems. In 
certain cases, a direct interpretation of the time sequence can be established as 
well, allowing for studies of non-equilibrium physics. 
The object of this section is to discuss Monte Carlo simulation technique in 
relation to the ASYNNNI model, Eq. 3. a classical two dimensional lattice gas 
system. A short introduction to Monte Carlo simulations in general will be given 
along with specific algorithms for the case of the lattice gas. Details relating to 
the simulations presented in chapter 3 and 4 can be found here. First, some ther-
modynamic variables for the lattice gas model in question will be derived. 
2.4.1 The Lattice Gas Model 
The lattice gas model describes diffusion of partiries on a rigid square lattice with 
LxL nodes. At a given time t each lattice node - identified by a single index i - is 
either vacant or singly occupied. Correspondingly the state of the node <J,(t), will 
be either 0 (vacant) or 1 (occupied). The phase space state, x, of the total system 
is given by the configuration x{t) = e(t). The Hamiltonian, H, has the form - from 
Eq. 3 
H = ~ £ Vij<Ti<Tj - HID Yi°'• (?) 
» j • 
where H2D denotes the chemical potential. Because elastic effects are neglected 
only two independent thermodynamic variables appear, /i->ø and absolute temper-
ature T. The density is c = J|J Xli^'- corresponding to an oxygen stoichiometry 
of i = 2c. The lattice gas can by a substitution (5, = 2<r, - 1) be mapped into a 
generalized 2D Ising model. Thus, spin terminology is often used. 
Order parameters for the Ortho-I and Ortho-II phases are given as usual in 
terms of staggered magnitizations, that is by adding sums over different oxygen 
sublattices, multiplied by plus or minus 1. Following Aukrust [25] we define 8 
interpenetrating sub-lattices, as indicated in Fig 6. The Ortho-I order parameter 
is defined 
Qoi =< T | e, + e2 + e 3 + e4 - e5 - e6 - eT - e6 |>. (8) 
©o/ is easily seen to be 1 in the Ortho-I phase. £ in the Ortho-II phase and 0 in 
the tetragonal phase. Analogous for the Ortho-II phase5 
e 0 / /=< •j|(ei + e2)-(e3 + e<) + (e5 + e6)-(e7 + e*)|> o> 
where Qon is 1 in the Ortho-II phase, and 0 in both the tetragonal and the 
Ortho-I phase. Notice, that because 6 = 1 and 0 = - 1 corresponds to the same 
energy the thermal averaging has been done over absolute values. When sampling 
moments of the order parameters, the || operators should be removed from the 
definitions, Eq. 8 and Eq. 9. 
4
 A vectorised version of the Ortho-II order parameter may be needed in some canes. However. 
for the work presented in thit thesis the »ralar definition if sufficient. 
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The conjugate parameter for any order parameter, the susceptibility, can he 
found using 
x = ^ « e * > - < e > 2 ) (10) 
Here again, it is important that the absolute operators || are left out, which is why 
we have used the symbols 6 in stead of 9 . 
The thermodynamic response functions are related to the thermodynamic po-
tentials by the fluctuation- dissipation theorem. Thus the specific beat C is given 
by the fluctuations in internal energy per site V = fåfc 
HiL=£«<">-<">'' nu 
Another important response function is the 'compressibily' T given by the fluctu-
ations in density c 
\dlt2D/T 
(12) 
2.4.2 Equilibrium Simulations 
By definition the thermodynamic average of any observable A of the lattice gas is 
given by 
En'"** 
(13) 
where the summing is done over all N - 1lxL states x (particle/ vacancy con-
figurations) in phase space ft. We wish to approximate < A > by Am, summing 
only a subset Qm of phase space, where the number of elements m in Qm has to 
be reasonably small. Because the vast majority of configurations give vanishing 
contributions to < A > neither sampling in a truncated grid nor random sampling 
will in general give valid results. The essential idea in Monte Carlo technique is 
in stead to sample the most important states (the low energy ones) with higher 
probabilities than the rest. Normalizing by such a probability function Pm{x). Am 
is expressed by: 
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Etu'-'W-rt-S?) 
One obvious choise for Pm(x) a tar equilibrium distribution itself Pt1{x) -x 
txp(-H(x)/kgT), The procedure for averaging then reduces to simple summation 
*« = ij><r). (15) 
The problem with this approach is that computational? we do not have any 
means of ordering the phase space states according to energy. Thus, in Monte 
Carlo the sequence of phate space states ( x \ — .r* _ , ,x", . . . .x") is generated by 
a random waft. The transition probability H'Jt of state Xj occurring at time n 
given state Xj at time n-1 will then be independent of n, and the sequence of 
states can be described as a Markov chain. From generei Markov chain theory (47] 
it fbnWs that the criteria of detailed balance 
2f=« ^r^, (16) 
is suflkient to ensure equilibrium is approached4: Pm{x) — P,f(x) for ail x as 
m —- oo. Calculated averages according to Eq. 1$ are then guaranteed to approach 
the equilibrium values in the same late time limit. 
The detailed balance criteria leaves a lot of freedom choosing M'Jt It can be 
shown (47] that the approach towards equilibrium is exponential with a time con-
stant given by the second largest eigenvalue of W j , (the largest one always being 
1). Unfortunately it is hard from a given Harmltonian to design an optimal If',,. 
Instead one generally chooses matrices where only a few degree of freedom can he 
changed simultaneously. This increases the chance of "staying within the equilib-
rium states once you are all ready there". It should be stressed that the Markov 
chain generated by the transition probability matrix not in any way- has to mimir 
any physical relaxation mechanism. 
In the original Monte Carlo method due to Metropolis (48]. W'„ = 0 if the x, and 
Xj configurations differ at more than one lattice point. The only possible events 
are thus that either nothing happens (i = j). or that exactly one vacancy is filled, 
or one particle removed. In spin-language the latter two opportunities correspond 
to the flip of one spin. Let the change in total energy associated with such a flip 
be A£ . This makes the exact transition matrix for Metropolis looks like 
£ one flip. A E < O 
ur - J 5v'~**^ one flip A £ > 0 . , - , 
*
ji
~
{
 I - E ^ H - no flip,,, = > ( , ° 
0 otherwise 
The corresponding Metropolis algorithm can be formulated as: 
I. Choose an initial configuration x1. m=l. 
2. Randomly pick one lattice node k. 
3. Generate a random number R uniformly from [0,1[. 
4. Compute the total energy difference A £ associated with the vacancy/particle 
"flip" at site k. If A £ < 0 flip the site; otherwise flip it only in case t~ tfr > R. 
5. If equilibrium bas been reached the new configuration xm may be used in aver-
aging thermodynamic observables. 
*StktbT (peaking W,, ha* to be wrafaciMc and aperiodic a* well. Normalljr these coodili.fi* 
do not pose any problem* for the algorithm* chosen. 
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It a easy to show, that tins algorithm in fx t (ivr* rar to the transit*«« n u i n \ 
W in Eq 17. and t f in tnrn » a probability matrix which fulfil* ib*- detail«-.) 
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dynamics. (Note, that the lattice (as HamUtonian Eq. 7 has no kinrtK tcroi In a 
superficial sense we ran think of this nurrostrp: the ftp as an imposed dynamic* ) 
The major drawbacks for Monte Carlo rimuhliraaT in feneral are associated 
with finite time and Sutte sar elects. Treating the tune aspect first. H »clear »hat 
meta-staUr states. Ion« lived transients etr. can prohibit equilibrium t.> be reached 
in a number of steps that are within the capacity of any computer Most notably 
such slowing down of the convergence is found at low temperature (frc-ztng) and 
near phase transitmas (critical stowing down). In the former case the Metropol* 
algorithm spends most of its time fining to do a fip ( r V * * 1 = x") % I ) . It 
is possible to avoid such behavior to a certain extent by expelling the no-flip 
opportunities from the scheme: lt'„ = 0. and lenormahnag the rest of the It*,, '* 
in order that It ' continues to be a probability matrix, whue still fulfilling Eq. 16 
Such an approach was initially described by BorU. Kalos and Lrbowiiz [37] and 
is generaBy known as "the n-fohJ way algorithm" 
Monte Carlo type averaging according to Eq. IS only makes sense tmcr equi-
librium has been reached. However, no rigorous rule can be given to determinr 
when the transients hare dWd out. In practice we monitor the Umr evolution 
A« for various (relatively slowK evolving) observables A. e.g. order-parameters 
and raoraent«. of energy and particle concentration. Furthermore, comparison br-
tneen ddF—enl initial configurations can be useful- In the case of oxygen ordering 
in Y'BuiCujOt+r- we find that a comparison between a random configuration 
(T = oc) and the ground state configuration (T = 0) as initial configuration* i> 
very useful. In the first case energy b generally decreasing with tinw. while in the 
latter it must increase. 
Having reached equilibrium, another concern is the number of iterations of e.g. 
the Metropolis algorithm that is necessary, in order that the various excitations 
within the equilibrium 'state' are sampled adequately. Again no definite rules 
can be given. In practice we monitor the evolution of the variance. I (A), of the 
thermodynamic observable A in question and continue until it has decreased to a 
reasonable level. Because the configurations r"+* and *"* are truly independent 
only for n — or-, the variance 1'(.4) sampled by a fixed number of configurations 
with a regular interval of iterations n between them, will be smaller the bigger n i*. 
Furthermore, it generally takes much longer to calculate A(x) for one configuration 
x Clan to do one Metropolis-iteration. It follows, that a trade off between the total 
number of iterations and the number of samplings is needed. As a rule of thumb 
we sample with an interval of A" = Lx L iterations, corresponding to every nine 
each spin on average has been "visited- once by the algorithm. In the literature 
this is known as a sampling frequency of 1 MCS/sitr (Monte Carlo steps prr sile). 
Finite site problems occur predominantly in connection with continuous phase 
transitions, where fluctuations of all length scales are present. A presentation of 
some of the (rather elaborated) techniques needed to treat such problems is given 
below. It should be noted that such techniques are relevant, even when the correct 
sixe. shape and boundary conditions of the physical system are (known and) used 
Partly to test for metaslability. partly because one generally attempts to explain 
the physics in terms of bulk behaviour plus some finite size corrections 
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2.4.3 simulations of Phase Transitions 
According to standard scaling theory [49], [50]. [51] the free energy F of a finite 
system near the transition temperature Tc is given in general by a homogeneous 
function 
F(L>T) = I- ( 2-a ) /"/(tL I /"); < = T - T , (18) 
The scaling function f depends on the details i.e., the boundary conditions. The 
parameter z = ll}lv is known as the scaled temperature, a and v are the crit-
ical exponents related to specific heat and correlation length, respectively. From 
the free energy the scaling properties of other observables may be derived. Most 
notably, the variation of the order-parameter in question ©, can be expressed in 
terms of critical exponents 0 and e: 
0 = if^ix) ss tp at, L — oo, t / 0. (19) 
The behaviour of the susceptibility is expressed in terms of another critical expo-
nent 7 
Finally, for the specific heat 
f j y f " 
C - C 0 = Lo/"ifc(*)| Zf-* * • " fer« = 0 ( 2 1 ) as L — oc. t ± 0. 
where Co is the non-divergent part. These formulas are valid for L larger than the 
coherence length £, and I close to Tc only. 
In principle it is possible to simultaneously determine the critical exponents and 
the critir-J temperature by a combination of temperature and size investigations, 
using e.g. Eq. 19,20 and 21. In practice one mav be hampered by severe cross-over 
effects (£ » L for relevant T's) and the multidimensional fit is not unambiguous. 
To remedy the latter problem Binder [51] proposed to study cumulants of the 
energy c • the order parameter 6. Thus the fourth order cumulant Vi 
UL = l- < ^_2 > £ , (22) 
3<e >i 
is known [51] to behave according to (U'L is a nontrivial constant) 
UL ~* 0 for L — oo and T > Tc 
UL~\ for L — oo and T < Te (23) 
VL » Ul for .' « {. 
Hence, if one plots UL versus T for various L all curves will have a common 
intersection point located at (T(Jl'l). This is a convenient way of estimating Tr 
without being biased by assumptions about the critica. x*»onents. 
Finally we will demostrat*. how it is possibly to speed up simulations wh°ti 
the dependency of thermodynamic variables on a parameter is wanted, e.g. in 
connection with a phase transition (where the temperatuie-dependency of some 
fluctuation type variable is in question). The algorithm to be presented was re-
cently 'ntroduced by Ferrenberg and Swendsen [29]. 
To understand the algorithm consider the simple Ising Hamiltonian 
NN 
H(T,(i,V) = -V'£<7i<rj, (24) 
y 
equivalent to 
-H/(kBT) = KS, (25) 
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with A' = V/(kgT) and S = £ ^ Oi<Jj In Monte Carlo simulations the thermal 
average of any variable A for fixed K: < .4(A') > is appreciated by (cf. Eq. 14) 
< ^ ( A ) > = % ^ ^ % ^ . (26, 
Emexp(ASm) /Pm 
Normally the Monte Carlo weight factor Pm equals exp( A'5m), and Eq. 26 reduces 
to a simpel geometric sum. Notice, however, that if the set (Sm,Am) for all i is 
stored during the evaluation of < -4(A") >. we have all the information needed to 
evaluate < A(K') > by simply inserting in Eq. 26: 
<A(K')>=^A-^'-^Sf. ,27) 
To summarize: by storing the variables Am,S,,, we are able to determine the value 
of < A(V,T,n) > for all values of (\',T,fi) within a certain distance in the three 
dimensional parameter space in stead of just in one point. (The method breaks 
down when the original random walk no longer gives a "representative*1 subset.) 
Thus the range of temperatures normally needed in order to determine a phase 
transition point is substituted by a single simulation. 
For the ASYNNNI model we substitute A'Sby A',S1+A'2S2+A3S3+(A'/*A/n'V. 
corresponding to the three interaction parameters present V., Vj and V3 and t he 
chemical potential HID- The advantage of using the method is even larger in this 
case, because of the three extra dimensions. Most notably, in an attempt to fit 
the interaction parameters to an experimentally observed phase diagram, we may 
from a single Monte Carlo simulation at fixed T,ft, Vi, l 2 and V3, be able to si-
multaneously determine the phase transition temperature as function of r and the 
interaction potentials (within certain limits). 
2.4.4 Non-equilibrium Simulations 
A dynamic interpretation of the Monte Carlo method is possible [52] for the lat-
tice gas. The diffusion of particles is modeled by stochastic jumping between the 
available sites. The possible microsteps are thus vacancy-particle exchanges, also 
known as Kawasaki dynamics [53] (conserved local concentration, with a possible 
exception at the boundaries). It is assumed that the mean jump frequency is much 
smaller than the "phonon relaxation time". This ensures that the vacancy-particle 
distribution is everywhere in thermal equilibrium at all times. The interaction ra-
dius (how far can the particles jump) and a possible degree of anisotropy have to 
be specified. 
The time step between two successive iterations is to be treated as a stocastir 
increase in time, At 
At = - r y \ R random number in(0,1], (28) 
where r determines the absolute scale of time, (r is the attempt frequency for a 
single jump). Note, that when more than one type of jumping is involved (e.g. both 
nearest neighbour (NN) jumps and next nearest neighbour (NNN) jumps) it may 
be essential to attempt these in the Monte Carlo simulation with the physically 
correct ratio. Normally the ratios - and even the allowed types of jumps (NNN 
or only NN) - are unknown. It is thus important to make sure that the achieved 
results from the Monte Carlo simulations are robust towards changes in interaction 
range. 
It can be shown - using the Markovian master equation [45] - that the time 
dependent average of A, < A(t) > (per definition found by ensemble-averaging at 
time t) can be approximated by averaging over an ensemble of initial states J' . 
This means, that r statistically independent Monte Carlo series with configurations 
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(xj,...,*£,...),it = l,...,r are generated. < A(to) > is then approximated by a 
simple sum, evaluated at the discreet time n, which is closest to absolut«- time lu: 
<A{t0)> KAr{n)=-YtA(*nk) (29) 
t= i 
In practice, when simulating the kinetics after a quench from a temperature T\ 
to 7*2, the ensemble of initial states are generated by equilibrium Monte Carlo 
simulations at T\. 
2.5 Late Stage Growth Phenomena 
Growth processes occur in a vealth of physical sit uations from the dendritic growth 
of a snowflake to the bulk ordering of alloys or the surface ordering of gasses on 
metal surfaces. Such phenomena can be characterized as time resolved studies 
of low symmetry structures governed by irreversible and far from equilibrium 
dynamics. Intense theoretical and experimental interest have been attributed to 
this field during the last two decades - for a review see e.g. [54], [55]. In this section 
we will consider the prototypical example of a latti-e gas being quenched from a 
disordered high temperature phase to below the order/disorder phase transition 
temperature. The description and results can mostly be directly related to the 
case of oxygen ordering in yBa2Cu306+r The only important difference is the 
existence of long range elastic forces (due to internal strain) in the superconductor. 
The implication of the elastic contribution is not a trivial extension, cf. chapter 3. 
The quenched lattice gas will generally be far from its equilibrium state. If the 
relaxation process requires phase seperation, nucleation or spinodal decomposition 
occurs, depending on whether one has quenched into the socalled meta-stable 
or un-stable state [55]. For the presently more relevant case of a quench into a 
stable phase, the relaxation process will be initiated by the random nucleation of 
small domains of this equilibrium phase. Depending of the degree of degeneration, 
domains of different types will appear. At intermediate and late times the vast 
majority of sites will belong to these domains. The lattice gas configuration can 
then be described by the topology of the interfaces, and the dynamics by the 
coarsening and competition between domains. An example of the evolution of these 
patterns for the case of YBCO is given in Fig 7. Because the lattice gas contains 
only short range interactions the excess energy (relative to the equilibrium energy) 
and therefore the thermodynan ' • forces will actually reside solely in the interfaces. 
The usual crystallographic translational- and rotational symmetries does not 
apply to these systems with their stocastic type interfaces. A temporal scaling 
type of symmetry is often postulated in stead. Intuitively one expects that new 
information does not appear on all time scales: after a while the relative size-
distribution of the different types of domains towards each other reach a steady 
state. The dynamics can then be described simply in terms of the evolution of some 
average domain size. Quantitatively this dynamical scaling can be formulated in 
terms of the domain-size distribution P(R.t), defined as the probability thai a 
randomly chosen site of the lattice gas belongs to a domain of linear dimension K 
at time t. The average domain size then becomes 
«(<) = / RP(R,t)dR. (30) 
Jo 
The dynamical scaling implies that the probability of the normalized linear size 
x = R(t)/R(t) is independent of time 
p(jr£,i>)=P(x,t) = f(x). (31) 
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Figure 7. Four snapshots oj lattia gas configurations from a Monti Carlo sim-
ulation of the ASYNNXI model, showing thi time evolution afiir a taiiptralun 
quench to below the order/disorder phase transition. The quench was performed 
at the stoichiometric concentration x = 1.0 tnto the Ortho-I phast The twofold 
degeneracy of thts phase give rist to the nucleatton. coarsenmg and competition 
between 2 different types of domains, marked with grey and black dots. Tht timi 
scale is in Monte Carlo steps per site (MCS/S). A subconfiguratton in snapshot 
S has been marked. The relative sue of thts subconfiguratton with respect to the 
full snapshot is ( ^ ) ° 5 = 0.63. The equivalent appearance of this subcon figuration 
and the full configuration in snapshot 4 " o ptcloral illustration of the fact that fhi 
model exhibits dynamical scaling tn the late time regime with an algebraic growth 
law of the average domain st:e 1(1) oc <° 5. For details set lert. 
For an illustration see Fig 7. 
As a consequence of the scaling symmetry all length variables / follow the saiin-
growth law /(<) a R(t) in the late stage regime. Accordingly we ran test tin-
scaling hypothesis by comparing various length variables. Computationally the 
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self-averaging variables are preferable. Among these the most important one is tin-
excess energy AE", which qualify as a length measure, because it is proportional 
to the perimeter of the interface network. 
The nature of possible late stage growth lav s is of immiuent interest. From a 
mixture of field theoretical approaches [56], [57]. [58], [59] and Monte Carlo simu-
lations [60], [61], [62] the emerging picture at present is the existence of algebrair 
growth laws 
/(f) oci". (32) 
This functional dependency is universal in the sense that the value of n is in-
dependent of temperature, interaction parameters, interaction range, boundary 
conditions, degree of degeneration and even the dimensionality of the system. 
Thus n is believed to depend only on whether the order parameter in question is 
conserved or not. (The order parameter is conserved if particles at the interface 
between two types of degenerate domains cannot diffuse across the border and 
transform into particles belonging to the other domain.) The concept of univer-
sality have important consequences on experiments, because inhomogcnieties and 
lack of detailed information need not be fatal. 
The case for the non conserved order parameter - attributed to Lifshitz, Allen 
and Cahn [56], [57] - is very strong. The exponent is n = ^. For the conserved 
order parameter (attributed to Lifshitz-Slyozov [58]) the argument for degrees of 
degeneracy exceeding 2 relies heavily on Monte Carlo simulations with their in-
herent finite-time problems. (Theoretical descriptions are difficult as one has to 
understand the thermodynamic driving force applying to the growth of a single 
interface-segment and simultaneously solve the global problem of finding the dis-
tribution function f(x) in Eq. 31). However, consensus seems to be [54] that « = 3 
is v ] in general. The slower kinetics in the latter case is easily understood. Be-
cause the particles belonging to one type of domains cannot transform into thr 
ether types long range diffusion of single particles through 'hostile' domains have 
to take place. 
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3 The Structural Phase Diagram 
and the Thermodynamics of Oxy-
gen Ordering 
3.1 Introduction 
The object of the present study [63], [64] is twofold: firstly, to obtain experimental 
information on the structural and thermodynamic properties of the oxygen order-
ing process in YBaiCvsOt+r, detailed enough to allow for a distinction between 
various microscopic models. Secondly, to attempt a coherent description of these 
measurements in terms of the simple ASYNNNI model of oxygen ordering. 
The main experimental problems are assumed to be sample dependencies, slow-
oxygen kinetics at low temperatures and systematic errors in the determination 
of the absolute oxygen stoichiometry. Hence, it is proper to perform stmuUunt-
0B5 studies of the various structural and thermodynamic properties using the 
same sample throughout. Moreover, care should be taken to assure equilibrium 
behaviour to as low temperatures as possible, and the relaxation rate towards 
equilibrium should be monitored. Finally, a systematic investigation of various 
standard ways of measuring the oxygen stoichiometry should be included. 
With these constraints, we have designed and build a gas-volumetric equipment 
for i* siim use on a powder neutron diffractometer. The gas-volumetric equipment 
consists of a closed environment connecting the sample to an oxygen reservoir 
of constant volume. Monitoring the partial pressure in this system allows us to 
evaluate the relative oxygen uptake in the superconductor (the value Ax) and - by 
following the temporal evolution - the relaxation towards equilibrium. The in situ 
thermodynamics of the oxygen ordering processes car. be inferred from the partial 
pressure in the bulb, through the condition of equal oxygen chemical potential 
outside and inside the superconductor. We note, that pressure monitoring probably 
provides the most sensitive measurement of any thermodynamic response function, 
a relevant observation when probing phase transitions. 
The theoretical part focus on the ASYNNNI model. This model is chosen be-
cause it is the simplest possible lattice gas model, that complies with the structural 
condition: the existence of the Ortho-II phase. Moreover, it exhibits a rich vari-
ety of thermodynamic properties including competing interactions, dimensional 
cross-over phenomena and local ordering schemes that allow for a vast number 
of predictions to be made. Also, as evident from the review given in chapter 2, 
the ASYNNNI model provides the basis for several more advanced theoretical at-
tempts. The theoretical calculations will primarily be done by means of Monte 
Carlo simulations. The background for both the model and the Monte Carlo tech-
nique is given in chapter 2. In order to achieve more general conclusions, we will 
include a few additional results from the literature in the theoretical discussion. 
The outline of the chapter is naturally divided in four parts: experimental tech-
nique, experimental results, theory, and a general discussion. 
The section on experimental technique describes the preparation of the sample, 
the gas-volumetric set-up and details related to the neutron powder diffraction 
measurements. The sixteen run-series performed are presented together with a 
description of how we calibrate the absolute oxygen stoichion »try. 
Next, the experimental results are presented, starting with the structural phase 
diagram. Following that an analysis of the broadening of the Bragg peaks for 
all neutron diffraction scans will be performed and related to twin domain sizes 
in the orthorhombic regions. Results for the equilibrium partial oxygen pressure 
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are given, and it is shown how these are related to the chemical potential in the 
superconductor. Finally, our data for the relaxat ion of the oxygen in-diffusion are 
reported. 
The theoretical part initially compares the experimental and the theoretical 
structural phase diagram. A set of ASYNNNI interaction potentials (l"t. l^ >, 13) 
is derived. Using this set of parameters, we predict various other structural and 
thermodynamic features and compare with the experiment. This section includes 
some work on how to treat the internal strain degrees of freedom, and comments 
on the 3-D registry of the low temperature phases. 
The discussion part refers shortly to the impact of our data on other models. 
An attempt to explain some differences in reported data in the literature in terms 
of the cooling-history of the samples used in these experiments is given. 
3.2 Experimental Technique: Neutron Diffrac-
tion and Gas Volumetry 
3.2.1 Synthesis 
The YBCO powder is prepared by standard solid state reaction technique based 
on oxides Y703 (Megon 99.999%), Ba02 (Fluka 97 %) and CuO (Ventron Alfa 
99.9 %). The powder is reacted twice at 950°C for a total of 30 hours, with thor-
ough intermediate grindings. No traces of impurities are observed from analysis 
of X-ray or neutron diffraction patterns of this powder. Resistivity measurements 
reveal that the powder - when fully oxidized - is superconducting with an onset 
temperature of 93 K and a transition width of 1 K. The grain sizes are analyzed 
by laser light scattering technique. Plotting the volume of the grains vs. the loga-
rithm of their lineai size the distribution is found to be rather flat with diameters 
ranging from 2 to 100 /im (10 % with diameters larger than 50 pm, and 10% with 
diameters smaller than 5 fim). Qualitative analysis using SEM confirms this dis-
tribution range, but residual sintering may have shifted the measured distribution 
towards larger diameters. From this powder a cylindrical sample of diameter 11.3 
mm, height 28.8 mm and a density of 81% of the theoretical value is prepared. 
3.2.2 Gasvolumetry 
We use a gas volumetric technique based on the experimental setup shown in 
Fig. 8. A quartz sample tube is placed inside a furnace on a neutron powder diffrar-
tometer and connected via a capillary to a control panel consisting of valves, a gas 
reservoir, a pressure monitor and a turbo drag-pump. A water cooled aluminum 
furnace, with a tantalum foil kept under dynamic vacuum as heating element, is 
used for the measurements. The furnace has very fast response rates during heat-
ing and also during cooling down to 150 °C, where the relaxation times become 
larger than 15 minutes. The furnace is equipped with an alumel-cromel thermo-
couple placed inside the sample tube for temperature monitoring. Standard 99.7% 
oxygen gas is used. The gas pressure monitor is a MKS-Baratron, type 310B, with 
a resolution of 0.01 Torr and an accuracy of 0.08% of the reading. The turbo drag-
pump has an ultimate pressure of 5 • 10"*5 mbar. The gas reservoir consists of a 
bulb of volume Vo = 337.6 ml (valves VI and V2 in Fig. 8 open) while the volume 
of the total system (valves VI, V2, and V4 open) is V = 392.5 ml. With this size 
of volume the variable amount of oxygen in the sample and in the reservoir are 
approximately equal at high pressures (760 Torr), while at low pressures (below 
5 Torr) the amount of oxygen in the reservoir is below 1%. of the sample amount 
The gas volumetric equipment may - with a suitable smaller sample tube volume 
- equally well be used for studies and controlled annealing of mm3-sized crystals. 
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Figure 8. Gas volumetric equipment for on-line pressure measurements on a pow-
der neutron diffraclometer. The sample (S) is mounted in a quartz tube tn iht 
neutron transparent furnace, and connected via a capillary to the gas resertotr 
(GB), pressure sensor/meter (PS/PM), and turbo-pump (TP) with vacuum me-
ter (VM). VI to V5 are valves. 
To evaluate the oxygen uptake Ax of the superconductor the system is approxi-
mated by a two-volume model. The volume of a variable " hot zone" in the furnace. 
V,, is at the variable temperature T, while the residual volume, V — V,, is fixed at 
temperature To (the total volume V is also fixed). A straightforward application 
of the ideal gas law leads to the following expression 
-HKK(M) ) 
Here N is the number of moles of YBCO in the sample, P{ the initial pressure and 
P the momentary pressure in volume V. To check the validity of Eq. 33 and find 
an expression for V, three calibration runs using inlet pressures of 25, 96, and 454 
Torr are performed, decreasing the temperature in steps of 50 "C in each run from 
725 "C to room temperature. An AI2O3 dummy sample of equal specific volume as 
our YBCO sample is used during the calibration. All three runs are satisfactorily 
approximated by Eq. 33 with a linear increase for V, : V, = 13.25 + 5.15 T/295 
(V, in ml and T in Kelvin). 
3.2.3 Neutron Diffraction 
All neutron diffraction measurements are carried out on the multi-detector powder 
diffractometer at the DR3 reactor at Risø National Laboratory. The diffractoine-
ter has twenty detectors separated by 5.228°, giving a total of 2000 data points 
for standard one hundred instrumental settings. It is equipped with a germanium 
crystal of 1 " mosaicity as monochromator. To assure optimal resolution at large 
scattering angles, where the density of Bragg peaks becomes high, the monochro-
mator scattering angle was selected to be close to 90°. The collimation between 
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reactor and monochromator, monochromator and sample, and sample and detec-
tor, is 60'. 10' and 10*. respectively. Diffraction data aiming at a full structure 
determination, to be used for a calibration of the absolute x values, cf. below, art-
collected at room temperature without the use of a furnace, and with a neut rou 
wavelength of A = 1.08 A, in order to access a large Q range. In this case tin' 
(7,1,1) reflection of the Ge monochromator is used. For studies of the structural 
phase diagram, where optimal resolution is required a wavelength of A = 2.32 Å 
is used, corresponding to the Ge (3,1,1) reflection. For Q < 3.0.4"' the resolution 
width (FWHM) is 0.013,4"'. The wavelength calibration is done by full profile 
refinement to a standard AI2O3 powder scan using the EDINP profile refinement 
program [65]. The resolution at a scattering angle of 20 = 70° is found to be 
FWHMr„ = 0.312°, which is consistent with a theoretical model calculation of 
the resolution function. 
Analysis of the powder diffraction patterns obtained in the furnace involved 
subtraction of a background profile by linear interpolation between 12 points. The 
background mainly reflects the diffuse scattering from the quartz sample tube For 
the A = 1.0$ A data a full structural refinement is done using the EDINP profile 
refinement program. For the A = 2.32,4 data a special version of the program is 
used. It refines lattice constants (o,6,c), zero angle offset, an additional angl< 
independent background, the profile parameters (v,v,w), and independent Bragg 
peak intensities. The (u,v,w) parameters result from a simultaneous fit to the 
peak widths (FWHM) of all the Bragg peaks in the diffraction pattern - weighted 
with their intensities - according to the equation: 
FWH Mutw = 2^/u tan2(0i) + v tan(0<) + w. (34) 
(6, being the Bragg angle of reflection). 
The refinements are carried out assuming orthorhombic symmetry and different 
start values for the a- and 6-axes. When the difference A(ab) between the refinpd 
a and 6 becomes smaller than the experimental resolution, the structure is defined 
to be tetragonal. In practice, the phase transition temperature T+ corresponds to 
the temperature above which A(a6) becomes independent of temperature. Test 
refinements above 7^ assuming tetragonal symmetry give essentially the same 
results and merit of fits as those carried out assuming orthorhombic symmetry. 
3.2.4 Calibration of Absolute Stoichiometry 
To calibrate the absolute stoichiometry a comparison is performed between four 
conventionally used techniques. A fully reduced sample is prepared by evacuating 
for four hours at 725 °C, and a fully oxidized sample similarly by annealing in 
pure oxygen at 450 °C for sixteen hours followed by slow cooling to room tem-
perature (60° per hour). Iodiometric titration analysis and neutron diffraction 
measurements are performed on this set of samples. The results are compared 
with data on the maximum span in x-values at room temperature obtained from 
both weight measurements and gas volumetric measurements (difference between 
the pressure values of trace no. 1 and no. 16, cf. Fig. 9). The same sample is 
used throughout. The calibration results are listed in Table 1, while the results of 
the full structure refinement of the neutron diffraction data are given in Table 2. 
The agreement between the results from the various measurements are reason-
ably good. The adopted values are z = 015(2) for the fully reduced sample and 
z = 0.92(2) for the fully oxidized sample. With these uncertainties, the accuracy 
of our x-data are comparable to the degree of homogeneity in the sample. 
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x(oxidized) x(reduced) Ar 
Neutron diffraction 0-89(3) 0.18(3) 0.71(6) 
lodkxnetric titration 0.903(5) 0.194(5) 0 71(1) 
Gas voiumetry 0.77(1) 
Weight measurements 0.79(1) 
Table 1. Determination of the oxygen stoichiomttry parameter z in }' B(iji'u30,;+j 
on M absolute scale. Comparison is made betuetn results from four difft rt ni itptr-
tmental techniques using the samt sumpie throughout Oxidized und reduced rtft r 
to room temperature measurements on a fully oxidized and a fully reducid samplt. 
respectively. Ar is the difference between the measured values for thts< two cases. 
For details on synthesis and annealing refer to the text. Adopted values: r(reduced) 
= 0.15(1), x(oxtdized) = 0.9t(2). 
Sample 
YBa2Cu3Ot& 
298 K 
a=3.8I86(2) 
fe=3.8843(2) 
c=l 1.6777(8) 
ar=0.89(2) 
Æ»=116% 
A»exp=8-3/b 
YBa2Cu306le 
298 K 
a=3.8581(2) 
e=11.8115(9) 
i=0.18(3) 
«»=15.1% 
R»„,=IQ.7% 
Atom 
Y 
Ba 
Cu(l) 
Cu(2) 
0(2) 
0(3) 
0(4) 
0(1) 
0(5) 
Y 
Ba 
Cu(l) 
Cu(2) 
0(2) 
0(4) 
0(1) 
Occu-
pancy 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0.78(2) 
011(1) 
1 
2 
1 
2 
4 
2 
0.18(3) 
X 
0.5 
05 
0 
0 
0.5 
0 
0 
0 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0 
0 
0.5 
0 
0.5 
y 
0.5 
0.5 
0 
0 
0 
0.5 
0 
0.5 
0 
0.5 
0.5 
0 
0 
0.5 
0 
0.5 
-
05 
0.1833(4) 
0 
0.3549(3) 
0.3774(5) 
0.3780(5) 
0.1608(4) 
0 
0 
0.5 
0.1957(4) 
0 
0.3607(3) 
0.3786(5) 
0.1556(4) 
0 
B 
0.31(6) 
0.71(7) 
0.57(7) 
0.54(5) 
0.90(8) 
0.84(8) 
0.80(8) 
0.69 
0.69 
0.44(7) 
1.01(10) 
1.15(9) 
0.48(4) 
0.84(5) 
0.80 
0.70 
Table I. Structural parameters for a fully oxidized and a fully reduced samplt 
of YBCO obtained by EDINP profile refinement to neutron powder diffraction 
data. Rwtxp and R*, are the least squares residuals expected and obtained from 
the full powder profile refinement, respectively. Isotropic B-factors for 0(1), 0(4) 
and 0(5), were fixed at values determined from Jorgtnstn et al. s anisotropic 
temperature parameters [5]. 
3,2,5 Series of Measurements 
Sixteen traces in (x,T)-space are mapped out with simultaneous measurements or 
structural data (neutron powder diffraction scans) and oxygen partial pressures 
The trajectories of these are given as thin curves in Pig. 9. The structural data 
are obtained from powder neutron diffraction measurements at approximately 22 
temperatures along each trace, starting at 725 "0 and ending at room temperature. 
The temperature steps are 22 "C close to the estimated phase boundaries and 45 
*C elsewhere. After each 22 *C or 45 "C quench a 17 minite break is allowed 
for temperature equilibration. The diffraction measurements themselves take 75 
minutes. Each of the traces are initiated by evacuating the sample for four hours 
at 725'C. This procedure is found to give a highly reproducible fixpoint in (J\ 7> 
space, with an uncertainty in the oxygen content of Ax < 0003. Then the pump 
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is disconnected and a controlled amount of oxygen let into the oxygen reservoir 
(volume V'o) and subsequently allowed to flo.v into I in- sample tube (expansion to 
volume V). A waiting time of 60 minutes is sufficient to assure pressure equilibrium 
is established before the first scan. The sixteen traces are performed in randomized 
order. They span an interval in equilibrium partial pressure from 0 5 Torr to 636 
Torr. The inlet pressure Pi in volume V, to be used in Eq. 33 for calculation 
of oxygen stoichiometrics, is derived from the actual inlet pressure in volume 
Vo by multiplication with \'o/V. Values of P,. equilibrium pressures P-->$ and 
Pn, and oxygen stoichiometiics »725 and x;S at 725 "C and 25 °C. respectively, 
corresponding to the values at the beginning and the end of each of the traces, 
are given in Table 3. 
Trace 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
tf(Torr) 
2.41 
16.83 
3504 
7029 
106.33 
134.32 
157.13 
181.41 
205.52 
245.63 
283.44 
324.99 
358.72 
455.70 
788.87 
863.18 
PrafTorr) 
2.55 
5.82 
11.76 
20.95 
29.08 
44.29 
61.46 
79.05 
87.49 
128.67 
161.16 
179.47 
215.12 
297.42 
635.42 
892.86 
*725 
0.146 
0.170 
0.195 
0.245 
0.295 
0.321 
0.336 
0.351 
0.375 
0.376 
0.394 
0.433 
0.451 
0.451 
0.478 
C 1 
P25(Torr) 
0.47 
0.69 
1.59 
1.53 
1.49 
1.77 
2.49 
3.81 
4.64 
4.82 
5.83 
8.37 
11.67 
5323 
375.20 
636.25 
* 2 5 
0150 
0.180 
0.212 
0.280 
0.346 
0.398 
0.443 
0.486 
0.525 
0.600 
0.675 
0.741 
0.807 
0.900 
0.918 
0.922 
Table S. The inlet pressure P,, ard the equilibrium oxygen pressure and stotchwm-
etry at 725 *C and 25 "C. corresponding to the start and end values for the sutttn 
traces in (x,T)-space shown in Fig. 9. 
During the neutron diffraction measurements the pressure and the sample tem-
perature are monitored for all 100 settings of the spectrometer. In this way the 
decay rate of the oxygen partial pressure, and therefore the relaxation time for bulk 
oxygen in-diffusion, may be determined and used to evaluate whether equilibrium 
has been reached. Results of these studies will be presented later on. 
It is important to realize that local equilibration of the oxygen configuration, e.g. 
after a small change of temperature, will be faster than global equilibration with 
respect to in-diffusion of particles from the surfaces. Hence, the set-up has been 
optimized to ensure operation at (nearly) constant x-values at low temperatures 
- no in-diffusion, vertical traces - while in-diffusion in reasonable quantities takes 
place at higher temperatures. In the latter case, the in-diffusion rate provides 
valuable additional information without the danger of slowing down kinetics. 
3.3 Experimental Results 
3.3.1 The Structural Phase Diagram 
The structural phase diagram of YBCO is established from an analysis of the 
350 sets of diffraction scans taken along the trajectories of the sixteen traces 
in (x,r)-space shown in Fig 9. All data are well accounted for by single phase 
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o 500 -
Figure 9. The structural phase diagram of YBCO. Trajectories of the sixteen tr-
perimental traces in x vs. temperature space art given as thm lines. Solid circles 
are experimental values from neutron powder diffraction data of the transition 
line separating the tetragonal and orihorhomhie phases. The open circle for tract 
no. 4 is the extrapolated x-value when tht orthorhombic distortion disappears at 
room temperature. The squares marks tht transition line as tnfered from tht ptak 
broadening due to twin domain formation. 
refinements. The transition temperatures. Tc. separating the tetragonal phase at 
high temperatures from the orthorhombic phase(s) at low temperatures are given 
in the figure as filled circles. Typical uncertainties in the transition temperatures 
are ±40*C For traces nos. 1-4 no orthorhombic splitting is observed. For trar«* 
no. 4 measurements are carried out down to 10 K, but no significant broadening 
is observed during cooling. None of the spectra contains superlattice peaks which 
could be used to distinguish between different orthorhombic phases. 
The structural data of the lattice parameters c, a and 6 - o are displayed as 
contour plots in Fig. 10. The contour lines are found by a linear interpolation 
to nearest neighbours in the 350 data sets using a regular grid. No smoothing 
is performed. For reference purposes the rocm temperature lattice parameters 
are also reproduced in Fig. 10. The uncertainty in terms of absolute and relative 
oxygen stoichiometry is 0.02 and 0.01, respectively. From these two figures we 
may extrapolate the x value at which the orthorhombic distortion disappears at 
room temperature: x = 0.28(2). This point is markes as an open circle in Fig. 9. 
Based on our structural data in Fig. 10 we derive a volume thermal expansion 
coefficient which is approximately independent of both x and T and has a valur 
of43(3)xlO-6A'-'. 
One should note, that the traces in (x,7>space becomes nearly vertical below 
approximately 400 °C (cf. Fig. 9). This reflects the low equilibrium oxygen pres-
sure at such temperatures, which gives a large change in the chemical potential 
of the molecular gas outside the sample with the number of particles, compared 
to the changes in the chemical potential of the atomar oxygen gas in the super-
conductor with the same number of particles. Hence, when the temperature is 
abruptly decreased by, say 45 "0, a small number of in-diffusing particles is suf-
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FifWJt 10. YBCO Imtiia paramtttrs: c, a. nik-o art shown ta Ikt Iknt first 
forts- The contonr bmts A art mmit from tnttrpotation ktwetn tkt 150 peml* 
taken alon§ tkt tnjector.es shown ta F\a. 9. Tkt rtlmttvt mni mksoimft aucertaintm 
n m A i = 0.01 and Ar = 0-02. ttsytetirtlj. For reftrtmct tkt room ttmftralmn 
{strict constants, o, 6 and c/3 air jtrtn i« tkt fourth fynrt. 
ficient to establish equilibrium. Thus we are effectively lowering the temperature 
at constant x-values. This decouples the slow in-diffusion process, and the equi-
librium relaxation time is determined by the much faster internal redistribution 
processes. This decoupling is essential for achieving equilibrium properties at low 
temperatures. 
3.3.2 The Broadening of the Bragg Peaks 
In order to search for multi-phase structures, possibly related to first order phase 
transitions, and to study micro-domain properties we analyse selected Bragg peak 
broadenings for all the neutron powder diffraction scans. These data also provide 
important information on the homogeneity of oxygen concentration in the sample 
Least square fits to Gaussian profiles are performed for some »elected peaks: ihe 
(004), (113), (200) and (020) reflections. Due to problems of overlapping Bragg 
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peaks i h * m-plane reflections (200) and (020) raaaot b«- Kited at all temperature* 
and concentrations The peaks width. F W H M . of ih. t i 13} and (004) reÉWHun* 
ate found to be iudrprudent of tiuipriature and oxygen <~-*reniratioM. with n l n n 
F W H M = 0.33*(2) and F W H M = 0-330*(I5). respremrly (to he compared w«h 
the experimental molution width of 0.312*) Thr Urk of prak broad« ning of ihr 
(004) peaks combined with the variation of the r axis with oxygen slo*eluoo*rtry 
(cf- Fig- 10) gives an uvper bcait on the drgrrr of luhomofmeity in tbr samplr: 
A x < 005- In contrast to the oat of plane prak*, the in-plane reirctioas reveal 
large Tariations as exemplified by the temperature dependency of the peak widths 
in traces nos. 7. $. and 12 shown in Fig 11- Thrre is no qualitative dklrrrucr 
b e t w w the behaviour of the (200) and (020) reflect**!. The room temperaturr 
vatuns o f both the out of plane and the in-plane reflert ions are given for the various 
traces m Table 4. 
From the analysis of individual Bragg peaks wr conclude that only the peaks 
tor responding to the (*£0) reflections show obsrrvablr broadening*, la order to 
get better statistics, we will switch thr P K U S lo an analysis of the weighted mean 
peak broadening of all peaks. FWHM*,*. as it appears in the profile parameters 
(u . * . w ) , cf. Eq. 34. The very large mtersity of thr (200) and (020) powder peak* 
indicates that this pak of reflections wilt give n*r to thr major contributions to 
FWHkimn The variations of FWHMmn will therefore predominantly reåWi 
the variations of the widths of the (200) and (020) peaks The ( u . r . w ) param-
eters are known at all temperatures and x-valurs with good accuracy from tbr 
EOINP refinements The temperature depend*no- of thr FWHM„W s evaluatrd 
according to Eq 34 is sbowu in Fig. 12 for twrlvr of tbr traces. For 9 the value 
9 — 35* is selected because i t represents the renter of mass of integrated peak 
intensity versus scattering angle as well as being approximately the scattering an-
gle for the (020) reflection. Similar plots with otbrr 9 values exhibits the samr 
overall features. The shape of the graphs in Fig. 12 are well described by two con-
stant levels corresponding to orlhorhombir and tetragonal phase, separated by an 
intermediate zone Traces nos. 2 and 4 (and I and 3) contain only one level corre-
sponding to the tetragonal phase. The temperature mid-points of the intermediate 
•oner are presented as open aquirei in Fig. 9. The good agreement between thesr 
temperatures and the transition temperatures. T4. determined by analyzing the 
lattice parameters indicate that the peak broadening is associated with tbr struc-
tural phase transition from tetragonal to orthorhomkir symmetry. The levels of 
the ortborhombic phases (temperature averaged F\\ H\trrm at 9 = 35*) are listed 
in Table 4 for traces nos. 5 to 16. Fo. 'he »'.rely tetragonal traces nos. 2 and -I 
the average values determined in the entire temperatur«- range have been adoVtl 
The results of tbr peak width analysis are consistent with an assumption thai 
the peak broadening results from twin domain formation in ortborhoritbie YBC'O. 
and that the size of the twin domains 'freezes' at a temperature near T0. In 
consequence, we can interpret the FWHMjto data given in rolumn four of Table 4 
in terms of an in-plane correlation length. £. related to twin domain sizes by 
deconvolving with a Gaussian resolution function of half-width FW'HStr., = 
0.312*. The results obtained for ( are given in the last column of Table 4. The room 
temperature (200) peak widths are plotted versus oxygen sloichiometry in Fig. 1-1 
The figure suggests a grouping of the peak widths according lo three intervals of 
oxygen concentration. First an interval 0.15 < x < 0.30 (traces nos. I to 4) . 
corresponding to the tetragonal nhase, with inherent small isotropic broadening*. 
Next two intervals corresponding to orthorhomhic structural symmetry: 0.30 < 
x < 0 5 0 (traces nos. 6 to 8) and 0 5 0 < x < 0 9 2 (traces nos 9 to 16) Thr 
peak widths, and therefore the twin domain sizes are approximately constant as 
function of x within each of the three intervals Thr adopted values for thr turn 
ortborhombic intervals are 250 Å and 350 A. respectively 
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Figure 11. Peak widths (FWHM) of the tetragonal (200) and the orthorhombtc 
(200)/(020) reflections (o), determined from least square Gaussian fits to neutron 
powder diffraction peaks. The trajectories in (x,T)-space for the four traces (nos. 
2, 7, 8, 12) are shown in Fig. 9. The solid curves are guides to the eye. 
3.3.3 The Equilibrium Oxygen Partial Pressure 
The data for the oxygen equilibrium partial pressure P are presented in Fig. 14 
as isotherms. The contour lines are made using a linear interpolation to nearest 
neighbours in the 350 data sets using a reguk. grid. No smoothing is performed. 
The room temperature isotherm is found to be almost indistinguishable from the 
100 °C contour. Due to the small impurity of 0.3 % of the oxygen gas and possibly 
a iil.le degassing from the quartz-tube the data become unreliable for very small 
oxygen pressures. The dotted line in Fig. 14 represents this limit on the validity 
of the data. 
There are three significant features which should be noticed in Fig. 14. First Ij. 
the closely lying isotherms and isobars around x « 0.9 which indicate that i- -
0.92(2) is the maximum concentration that may be obtained at pressures below 
760 Torr, or alternatively that the kinetics becomes very sluggish above this con-
centration. Secondly, a jump in the pressure is observed in the low temperature 
isotherms at x = 0.48(2). Finally anomalous behaviour is reflected in the isother-
mal data for .20 < x < 0.25. From a preparation point of view our pressure data 
show that it should be possible to prepare fully oxidized samples by quenching 
from 400 "C in air. 
The chemical potential of the oxygen molecular gas, n(Oj), can be calculated 
on basis of the equilibrium partial pressures by applying standard formulas for 
an ideal gas with a generalized expression for the specific heat Cp : Cp = n(A + 
BT + CT3), where T is the absolute temperature and n the number of moles of 
molecular oxygen: 
fi(0,) = Go-(S0-A)(T-To)-AT\n(T/To) + RT\n(P/P0) (35) 
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Figure 12. The temperature dependence of the peak widths (FWHMUilUl) for twelve 
of the sixteen traces in (x, T)-space shown in Fig. 9. The graphs for traces nos. 1,2 
and S, as well as for traces nos. 14, 15 and 16 are almost identical. FWHAlUvu 
has been calculated from the refined values of the profile parameters u. t, and w. 
determined from the full neutron powder diffraction pattern, using Eq. .34 and a 
Bragg angle 0/0 = 35°. 
-B(T - To)2/2 - C(T - ToflWTl). (36) 
Here P. is the gas constant, G is the Gibbs free energy, Go its specific value 
at ambient temperature (To) and ambient pressure (Po), and S0 the entropy at. 
(T0,Po). Using values from Barin and Knacke [66] we have A = 7.16, B = 1.00 • 
10-3 ,C = -0.40 105, S0 = 49.005 - all in units of cal/(mol K) - and G0 = -14.611 
kcal/mol. 
The full Hamiltonian for the superconductor may be written in the following 
form that allows for direct comparison with various two dimensional models of 
oxygen ordering in the material: 
H = Vo ^2 °>< + 52 VijOiffj + £» + Eph, (37) 
where E» is the binding energy of Kfla2C'u306, V0 the additional single site energy 
appearing in relation to introduction of an oxygen in the basal plane, £ y Vijcr,ff} 
the pair-interaction Hamiltonian, e.g. the ASYNNNI Hamiltonian, and EPH the 
total contribution from the phonons in the material to the Hamiltonian. All terms 
may be concentration and temperature dependent. Defining mo to be the deriva-
tive of the pair-interaction Hamiltonian with respect to the number of particles in 
the material N, we have for the equilibrium state 
8F i. 
?(03)/NA = 2 ( ^ D + Vo + ^ ) - Ed. (38) 
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Trace 
2 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
16 
Cone. 
*o 
0.180 
0.280 
0.346 
0.398 
0.443 
0.486 
0.525 
0.600 
0.675 
0.741 
0.807 
0.922 
Ful! width half maximum (FWHM) 
(004) 
0.32(1) 
0.33(1) 
0.31(1) 
0.30(2) 
0.32(1) 
0.35(2) 
0.34(2) 
0.33(2) 
0.35(1) 
0.32(2) 
0.30(2) 
(113) 
0-31(1) 
0-31(1) 
0.32(1) 
0.33(1) 
0.33(1) 
0.32(1) 
032(1) 
0.33(1) 
0.32(1) 
0.33(1) 
0.35(1) 
0.33(1) 
(200) 
0.33(1) 
0.35(1) 
0.40(1) 
0.39(1) 
0.39(1) 
0.45(1) 
0.46(1) 
0.45(1) 
U 46(1) 
0.45(1) 
0.44(1) 
— 
(uvw) 
0.330(5) 
0332(6) 
0.356(5) 
0.353(3) 
0.354(5) 
0.366(10) 
0.423(7) 
0.410(8) 
0.386(5) 
0.411(10) 
0.380(13) 
0.365(8) 
Correlation 
length 
C(A) 
775(300) 
525(100) 
330(25) 
355(35) 
355(35) 
255(10) 
245(8) 
255(10) 
245(8) 
255(10) 
265(15) 
Table 4- Analysis of Bragg peak broadening from room temperature neutron pow-
der diffraction data. The numbers in the first coulomn refers to the experimental 
traces presented in Fig. 9. The second coloumn gives the oxygen concentration. 
The FWHM for the (004)-, (US)- and (200)-reflections listed in coloumns 3 to 5 
are the peak widths in degrees of the associated Bragg peaks. The FWHM marked 
(uvw) • in coloumn 6 - are calculated according to Eq. 34 at 0 = 35" - it consti-
tutes a weighted mean of all peaks (see text). The values in coloumn 6 are thost 
pertinent to the tetragonal phase (trace nos. 2 and 4) or the orthorhombtc phases 
(trace nos. 5 to 16), respectively. The instrumental resolution width near (200) 
is 0.312°. The data are used to determine average twin domain sizes. The corre-
sponding in-plane correlation lengths. (. de'trminedfrom the (200) data, are listed 
in the last coloumn. 
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Figure IS. The room temperature peak width (FWHM) of the tetragonal (200) 
and orthorhombtc (200)/(020) reflections, determined from least square Gaussian 
fits to the neutron diffraction peaks. Peak widths are plotted versus oxygen slot-
chiomeiry x. The experimental resolution FWH Mre$ = 0.312" is shown as a solid 
horizontal line. 
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Figure H. Oxygen equilibrium partial pressures shown as isotherms in "C. Data 
taken below the dotted line are of limited validity due to impurities of the oiygtn 
gas. 
The chemical potential fi(07) is in this context defined as the derivative with re-
spect to the number af molecules, not the number of moles; hence the factor Ar .^ 
Ed is the dissociation energy of one oxygen molecule. Estimating ftnD from simu-
lations, important information on the temperature and concentration dependency 
of observable V0 + -gftr can be achieved (Ed is tabulated). Subtracting the phonon 
contribution using specific heat and neutron diffraction data, we may actually de-
termine the single site potential (the internal stress) with a reasonable degree of 
accuracy. We will return to this question. 
3.3.4 Diffusion 
The oxygen in-diffusion process is monitored during each neutron powder diffrac-
tion scan by measuring the pressure relaxation. Thus we sample the pressure 100 
times in the time window between approximately 17 minutes and 95 minutes af-
ter a 22°C or 45°C quench. The furnace is sufficiently fast above 150"C, thai 
for all purposes we may think of the quench and the thermal relaxation process 
in the sample as instantaneous. Several test traces with the sample removed are 
performed. They reveal a small leak and/or degassing from the quartz tube, that 
only influences our data for very small oxygen partial pressures. 
In appendix A a field theoretical approach is given to the physics of in-diffusion 
in the present gasvolumetric set-up. It is assumed, that the diffusion process is 
governed by the bulk behaviour (no slowing down due to surface barriers). This 
assumption will be justified experimentally in this section. The diffusion process 
will then be driven solely by the gradients in the total internal chemical potential 
(hnt = HID + Vo + -53^ *-- The constraint that the chemical potential at the surface 
at all times should be equal to the instantaneous chemical potential of the ideal 
gas outside, effectively means that nin1 will rise during the equilibration process, 
while fi(03) decreases. This complicates the description, and unless the exper-
iments are run under conditions that allow for approximations of the resulting 
differential equation, data analysis will be at best a very tedious endeavour. As 
shown in the appendix the differential equation may to a very good approxima-
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tion be linearized and solved in a closed form provided two operating criteria art-
met. Firstly, the quenches should be performed in sufficiently small steps, effec-
tively operating in a quasi-stationary mode. This criterion is generally met in the 
present case. Secondly, the number of moles of oxygen in the environment should 
be sufficiently high compared to the number of moles in the sample, that we can 
neglect the decreasing piO?) during the in-diifusion process. A specific criteria 
for the validity of this simplification is established. Given the approximations, the 
resulting solution for the relaxation of the pressure P = P(t) is 
P(t) = P(0) + ( P , - P 0 ) ( l - o ) (39) 
• = S E E (a—n'^-ir «p<-<D-<m - l'2f'L*+ *> - "* W >4**)) 
where D%, and Lx is the mutual diffusivity and the sample dimension along the 
a-axis, respectively. Likewise, y-indices refer to the b-axis. PQ and P\ are the initial 
and final pressures, respectively. The diffusion along the c-axis is known to be 10"6 
times slower than the in-plane diffusion [8], [67] and can therefore be completely 
neglected. Also the in-plane anisotropy is known to be sizeable [68], DJ, ^ £>»,. 
The equation above is val:d for a single perfect twin-domain of YBCO. 
Next, we can make a final simplification by keeping only the first harmonic in 
Eq. 40 
P{t) = P(0) + (P, - P0) ( l - ^ exp(-*?(Z£ + D»,)i/L2)) (41) 
As shown in the appendix, this approximation is perfectly valid provided we first 
start monitoring when the pressure has relaxed at least 30 % of its full value'. 
Experimentally, various combinations of power laws and exponentials are tested 
empirically. In general, we find that the pressure data P = P(f) are well described 
by a simple exponential decay8: 
P(i) = Po + AP[1 - exp(- i /r)] . (42) 
The amplitude AP, and the time constant r may be used as fitting parameters. 
An example of the merit of fit is given in Fig. 15. Analyzing our data in terms 
of more complex functions relevant for the rather broad grain size distribution 
gives fits that are less satisfactory. Hence, we conclude that the relevant diffusion 
lengths are determined by some intrinsic materials properties like micro-cracks, 
twin domain distributions, etc., and that these intrinsic properties apparently lia.<> 
a narrow size distribution. 
Three groups of results have to be excluded from the data analysis. Firstly, all 
results related to scans below 150 °C because of insufficient cooling rate of the 
furnace at these temperatures. Secondly, results below 450 *C for trace no. 1 and 
below 400 *C for trace no. 2 because of poor statistics (the pressure differences 
are comparable to the noise level of the manometer). Thirdly, results taken al 
high temperatures and high partial pressures because the pressure is fully relaxed 
under these circumstances before the first pressure measurement takes place. 
In order to ease comparison with other experiments (different densities, etc.) 
we will present the (r, AP) set of values obtained by use of Eq. 42 in terms of the 
in-diffusion flow J, of atomic oxygen through the surface. If we imagine a totally 
dense cylinder of YBCO with the c-axis parallel to the axis of the cylinder and a 
radius rt the in-diffusion flow through the cylindrical walls is: 
'Experimentally one ha* the option to monitor either the IMI 70 % of the relaxation process as 
here, or alternatively the first 5-10 %. The latter can be approximated by a simple error-integral 
'For historical reasons the factor (8 /» 2 ) 2 was set equal to 1 during the analysis of the data. 
None of the qualitative results reported below are affected by this error. 
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Figure 16. Relaxation times r, and prefactors, J0, of oxygen tn-diffusion flow. 
J - /0exp(-</r). The contour lines art determined by linear interpolation in 
pressure relaxation iaU measured along the trajectories of the sixteen tracts shown 
in Fig. 9. The open circles mark the crossing of the contour lines and the trajec-
tories, T isochnnes are in minutes, and J0 in moles of atomic oxygen flowing 
through 1 cm7 of sample surface per second. The J0 values are calculated using a 
cylindrical unit-site model of radius J A with no diffusion along the cylinder axis. 
The ttin curves are boarder lines to regions in (x.T)-space where our exptrimtnlal 
setup could not measure the pressure relaxation with sufficient accuracy. 
J = Jc-exp(-</r) 
mole 
(43) 
(44) 
rT ' em's 
with AP in Torr, r in minutes, T in Kelvin and r, in Å. Contour plots of r, and 
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log10(Jo), with »"i arbitrarily set to 1 A, are given in Fig. 16. The borders to the 
groups of excluded results are marked by thin linps. Generally the contour lines 
of both logi0(Jo) and T follow a Tlog10(P) type behaviour at high temperatures, 
including the dip near r = 022 (cf. Fig. 14). For low temperatures (below 450 "C) 
there is a marked enhancement of both J0 and r in the interval 0.32 < x < 0.48. 
Examples of Arrhenius plots of T for two of the traces are given in Fig. 17. At 
high temperatures we are generally able to fit the data to a first order polynomial: 
ln(r) = C+A/kT, if the tetragonal to orthorhombic phase transition is taken into 
account. However, traces nos. 1, 2, 14, 15, and 16 are not analyzed since data are 
too sparse. Tlie resulting activation energies are plotted versus the final x values 
of the traces in the insert of Fig. 17, and the activation energies, A, as well as the 
prefactors, C, a.e given in Table 5. Both the prefactor and the activation energies 
can within the uncertainties be taken as constants in each of the two phases. The 
adopted activation energies are 0.55 eV and 0 25 eV in the tetragonal and the 
orthorhombic phase, respectively. Below a certain temperature, T^rrh, deviations 
from the Arrhenius behaviour evolve. After a transition region of approximately 
100 K, T approaches a constant level. The onset temperatures, T^rrh, are also 
listed in Table 5. It should be mentioned that trace no. 3 does not fit into the 
pattern presented above. For this trace the non-Arrhenius behaviour is present at 
all temperatures. Actually, as is evident from Fig. 16 the diffusion becomes much 
faster near x — 0.20. 
To account for the cut-off temperatures T^rrh, we analyzed the pressure re-
laxation data for the temperature closest to T^rrh within each trace. At these 
particular temperatures the pressure relaxation achieved when the monitoring 
begins P(17) are found to be related to the total difference in pressure A P by 
(P(17) - P(oo))/AP = 0.75(5) for all traces. As described in appendix A. the 
single harmonics approximation is theoretically known to be break down when 
analyzing data related to the first 30 % of the relaxation process measured in 
absolute terms. This coincidence is highly suggestive that the prominent kinks in 
the Arrhenius plots are due to an over-simplified analysis at low temperatures. 
The T = 70 min isochrone is positioned at approximately the same temperature 
as Tjtrrh- Below this isochrone in the phase diagram, the sample does not fully 
reach equilibrium with respect to in-difTusion, because the total duration of one 
diffraction scan and one break between scans is 95 minutes. However as mentioned 
several times, because of the decoupling of in-diffusion at low temperatures (the 
nearly vertical traces in (x,T)-space in Fig. 9) that also takes place around the 
r = 70 min isochrone, near equilibrium properties may actually be prominent 
down to about 150°C for all traces. 
Based on these arguments we reason that the results for the structural phase 
diagram and the oxygen partial pressure corresponds to near equilibrium data for 
temperatures down to 150 °C. We refrain from extracting absolute values from the 
pressure relaxation data below 7^,./,*,, but feel free to do qualitative comparisons 
for all temperatures above 150 "C. 
3.4 Results of Monte Carlo Simulations of the 
ASYNNNI Model 
As discussed elsewhere we have chosen to analyze the experimental data in terms of 
the simple ASYNNNI model for oxygen ordering, Eq. 3. In order to perform quan-
titative comparisons a series of Monte Carlo simulations is performed, and will be 
presented below. To maintain a coherent presentation, and be able to draw more 
genera! conclusions, we will in some cases include additional experimental work 
from the litterature in our discussion. A clear description of these experiments is 
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Figun 17. Arrhenius plot of the bulk oxygen in-diffusion relaxation times, r, mea-
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activation energies may be related exclusively to the tetragonal (0.55 eV) and ihi 
orthorhombic (0.25 eV) phases. 
TVace 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
*o 
0.280 
0.346 
0.398 
0.443 
0.486 
0.525 
0.600 
0.675 
0.741 
0.807 
A 
(eV) 
0.57(4) 
0.58(4) 
0.59(7) 
0.59(5) 
0.56(4) 
0.55(3) 
0.58(7) 
0.26(1) 
0.29(1) 
0.26(1) 
C 
(ln(min)) 
-4.1(4) 
-3.4(4) 
-4.4(7) 
-4.4(5) 
-4.4(5) 
-3.8(4) 
-4.5(10) 
-2.0(1) 
-2.3(1) 
-2.1(1) 
TATTH 
(K) 
820 
770 
695 
630 
680 
550 
450 
500 
520 
490 
Table 5. Diffusion activation energies, A, and prefactors, C, for the experimental 
traces shown in Fig. 9. These are found from Arrhenius fit to the pressure relax-
ation time T: In(r) = C + A/kaT, when T is absolute temperature. Results for 
traces nos. i-10 are from fit to data in the tetragonal phase, while nos. 11-13 an 
from fit to data in the orthorhombic phase. x0 corresponds to the final oxygen con-
tent (room temperature) of the traces. TATTH denotes the temperature below which 
non-Arrhentus behaviour starts to develop, due to an over-simplified data-analysts 
The uncertainties in TATTH «« approximately 100 K. 
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given either here or in the experimental review in chapter 2. The simulation tech-
nique is in most cases based on standard Metropolis algorithms with Glauber or 
Kawasaki dynamics. An introduction to these algorithms, including a description 
of technical problems to take into consideraton. is given in chapter 2. Hence, we 
will in most cases refrain from a (rather tedious) listing of the tests performed 
to assure that the results represent equilibrium, are size-independent, robust to 
various interaction parameters, etc. 
This section will also contain some comments on how to incorporate the internal 
strain in the theoretical models. We will concentrate on simple qualitative observa-
tions mostly related to the influence of the twin-domains on the low-temperature 
structural behaviour. Various more elaborate models are at the moment under 
investigation. 
3.4.1 The Structural Phase Diagram 
The Ortho-II super-structure is not detected at any point during our experiment. 
However, there are very strong arguments - some to be presented below - for 
believing that the Ortho-II phase is present. Most likely, the structural coherence 
length of the phase is too small, especially along the c-axis, to be detected in 
powder diffraction experiments. Thus, if we compare with the recent single crystal 
neutron diffraction observation of the phase by Zetske et al. [15], it is characteristic 
that they find diffuse peaks, with intensities six orders of magnitude smaller than 
the Bragg peaks. Such a resolution can never be achieved in a powder experiment. 
We will return to this question. 
Initially, we will propose a criteria for whether the ASYNNNI model matches 
the experimentally observed structural phase diagram or not, which is independent 
of the size of the interaction parameters. Hence, assume the Ortho-II structure is 
present, and the multiple point, the vertex between the T, OI and Oil phases, 
is situated well above room temperature in the phase diagram, cf. Fig. 4. Then 
the structural phase transition will take place at an oxygen concentration. J „ . 
that is nearly independent of temperature and interaction parameters and equal 
to x+ fa x+{T = 0) = 0.25 for T *% 300 K. This prediction should be compared 
with the experimentally determined value of x# = 0.28(2), cf. Fig. 10. To go 
a little further, we may for the moment cons'der the TEM measurements by 
Reyes-Gasga and coworkers [19],[20] and Beyers et al. [18]. Their cooling-rates 
are almost identical to the ones used here. In both cases the authors report on 
room temperature detection of faint spots at (^,0,0) in reciprocal space between 
x w 0.28 and x as 065. Again, this should be compared with the T = 0 theoretical 
span 0.25 < x < 0.75. At room temperature we would expect the span to be sligtly 
smaller. The reasonable agreements in both cases are strong indications, that the 
ASYNNNI model migK be a relevant frame-work for theoretical studies. 
To proceed, we need ab tnttio calculations of the interaction parameters. Only 
one set of such first principles parameters is reported in the literature. They are 
due to the LMTO band structure calculations performed by Sterne and Wille [32], 
with resulting values \\ = -375.2 meV, V2 = 130.4 meV and V3 = -60.0 meY. 
Using this set Hilton et al. [69] mapped out the phase diagram employing Monte 
Carlo and Transfer Matrix calculations. The resulting theoretical phase diagram 
is compared with our experimental data-points in Fig. 18. 
The agreement between the two set of data in Fig. 18 is reasonable. Originally. 
Ceder et al. [33] had performed a analogous calculations using a CVM technique 
and found an even better agreement, but this was soon realized to be a fortuitous 
coincidence, due to the fact that CVM models overshoot transition temperatures 
with up to 20 % in the present case. There is a definite need to do more first 
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sponds to first principles parameters, based on Ihe LMTO calculations by Sltnn 
and Willc [32]. 
principles work, preferably reaching beyond the rather crude Connolly-Williams 
method [31] employed by Sterne and Wille. 
The accuracy (5 %) and concentration range over which the phase transition 
temperature, 7^, is determined experimentally, cf. Fig. 9 makes it sensible to 
try as an alternative to fit the interaction parameters. Monte Carlo simulations 
or transfer matrix methods are the natural tools for such calculations, because 
the accuracy needed is beyond what can be obtained by CVM. However, making 
such multi-dimensional fits using standard MC or TM methods are at best a very 
tedious endeavour. Nevertheless Hilton et al. [69] have made an attempt. Their 
resulting best fit to our experimental data points is: V\ = -4176 K. V2 - 2512 K 
and Vz = —360 K. Note especially the small V3 parameter. The corresponding line 
T+ = T+(x,T) is shown for comparison in the same figure as the phase diagram 
made using »he Sterne and Wille interaction parameters. The correspondance 
between fit and experimental data is obviously excellent. However, the inherent 
problems of such multi-dimensional fits should be remembered. Also, successful fits 
to the line of transition points do not guarantee that the interaction parameters 
are constants independent of concentration and temperature. 
Recently, we have discovered that it is possible to circumvent the technical 
Monte Carlo problem by applying an extension of the Ferrenberg-Swendsen method 
[29]. This will in the present case allow for a reduction in computer-time of several 
orders of magnitude, and therefore facilitate realistic error bars to be assigned 
to the fitted parameters. A description of the method and its implication for the 
present case is given in chapter 2. Results are due shortly. Because the fitting 
problem is not completely solved, the original Sterne and Wille parameters are 
used as the standard set of interaction potentials in most of the studies below. 
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3.4.2 The Equilibrium Oxygen Partial Pressure 
The equilibrium oxygen partial pressure P is related to the chemical potential 
in the sample by Ei|. 36 and Eq. 38. The dissociation energy is concentration 
independent. It follows that the three abrupt changes in P with oxygen content 
appearing in Fig. 14 should be ascribed to either variations in the single site 
potential V'o, in the phonon spectra or in the two dimensional oxygen ordering 
process (the term ^D) I" 'he following, we will investigate whether the source 
of each of these abrupt changes could be the oxygen ordering process as described 
by the ASYNNNI model. 
The equilibrium variation of /i;p with x is shown in Fig. 19 for four different 
reduced temperatures: T = 0,0.1,0 125 and 0.175, using the Sterne and Wille set 
of interaction parameters. At T = 0 the curve exhibits three jumps at r = 0,1/2 
and 1. Between the jumps ii->D is constant, an important observation, related 
to the absence of phase-separation even at the lowest temperatures. At higher 
temperatures the jumps broadens, and for kgT »\ V3 | the jump in the middle 
disappears. The existence of a jump at x = 048(2) at low temperatures in the 
isotherms of the experimental oxygen partial pressure, cf. Fig. 14, is a direct proof 
of the thermodynamic stability of the OrthoII structure. Independent of volume-
fraction of Ortho-11 present, we can deduce the temperature of the multiple point, 
where the tetragonal. Ortho-I and Ortho-H phases meet, from the temperature, 
where the jump disappears: T m u | t i = 725(125) K. This is in excellent agreement 
with the independent value obtained from fitting the phase diagram. Tm u | tj = 630 
K, cf. Fig. 18. 
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Figure 19. Monte Carlo simulations of the variation of the chemical potential p2D 
with oxygen sioichiomelry, x, for four fixed temperatures. Thi ASYNKNI model 
with the Sterne and Wille set of interaction potentials is used. Temperatures an 
given both in reduced units of — ^ and on an estimated absolute scale in "C. 
The anomaly around the stoichiometry x = 022 can possibly be related to 
the existence of a disorder line in the tetragonal phase. A disorder line is gen-
erally defined as a line in a phase diagram marking positions where short-range 
correlations change their qualitative behavior [70]. Such disorder lines are often 
found in anisotropic lattice-gas models with competing interactions. The change 
in correlations are associated with increasing local fluctuations, analogous to a 
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conventional global phase transition. The increased amount of fluctuations again 
leads to maxima in the thermodynamic respons«- functions, like - in the present 
case - the compressibility ( J ^ - ) T (X being the oxygen stoichiometry) 
The existence of such an disorder line in YBC'O around x — 0.22 was original!} 
predicted by Rikvold and coworkers [71] using mean-field techniques as well as 
Monte Carlo simulations and Transfer Matrix results. However, they associated 
the change in local correlations with the breaking of local isotropy by formation of 
finite fragments of positional!)' and orientationally disordered oxygen chains. This 
is against intuition, because the formation of chains is energetically favourable 
at ail temperatures in the ASYNNN1 model and the disorder lines exist also at 
very low temperatures, where the entropy-terms are negligible. Also, the position 
of the disorder line is known to be sensitive to the 13 parameter, and RikvoM 
et al. used a value for this parameter that differs from the best fit. \VV therefore 
repeat parts of their survey using the Sterne and Wille set of parameters in stead, 
and are able to confirm their results Our disorder line is found to be positioned 
at x = 0.24(3) independently of temperature up to at least 1000'C, in striking 
agreement with the experimental data. However, the local symmetry-breaking 
is due to local orientational ordering of the already existing chain-fracments on 
increasing concentration. The high-concentration state is thus nothing but a finite-
size variant of the Anti-Ortho-I domain mentioned in the introduction. 
Experimentally, a similar extrema in the derivative of the equilibrium oxygen 
pressure is observed around x = 0.3 by McKinnon et al. [72] in asingle temperature 
study at 650*C. A symmetrically positioned disorder line, also predicted from 
theory and positioned inside the orthorhombir phase near x — 0.78. does not 
appear in neither our experimental data, nor the work of McKinnon et al. 
The most prominent feature of the experimental data, the steep rise in the com-
pressibility at z = 0.92, cannot be explained on basis of the equilibrium ASYNNNI 
model. In stead it may be attributed to an abrupt change in V'o, due to a ferro-
elastic instability [73] or the phenomena of "over-doping" [74]. Alternatively the 
kinetics might be very sluggish [75], or the rise could be associated with the exis-
tence of depleted oxygen regions in connection with the twin-domain walls. In the 
later case the experimental data on the dimension of the twin-domains (~ 250 A) 
requires the depleted layer to have a thickness of 10 Å. In the follow!.ig we will 
have oppurtinity to test several of these hypothesis theoretically. 
Next, we will compare the theoretically derived values for the 2-D chemical 
potential of the oxygens in the superconductor, ft^o, with the experimental 3-D 
values of ft(Oi). The relationship between the two variables is given by Fq 3!*: 
ft(Oi) — 2(/i2£ + V'o + sfr) — Ed In order to avoid the large - and uninteresting 
• thermal depencies of the idea! gas in the gas bulb, the focus is on isothermal 
properties. Because the theoretical values vary more or less linearly with the in-
AC" 
teraction parameters, a full account of the resulting values of V0 + -gfr- is only 
relevant once these parameters have been determined with a good accuracy. Here, 
we will be satisfied with as an example to give the result for the temperature 
T •=• 490°C, using the Sterne and Wille set of parameters. 
The difference between the experimental and the theoretical chemical potential 
is shown as function of x in Fig. 20. To expel the concentration independent trrms 
the two potentials are set equal at x = 0.35. The structural phase transition is 
known to take place at z = 0.54(2). cf. Fig. 9. Evidently, an onset appears exactly 
at the phase transition, with the difference in /i from vanishing beginning to grow 
rapidly towards the high x-value limit. It is found that a fit to A + B(r - 0 VI)2 
gives reasonable results - in eV 
or* 
vo + -z£r - 0 teragonal phase; x < 0.54 (45) 
ON 
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V'o + = 0 .0« + 2 02 (x - O 54)- orthorlKHiibi<-: x > 0 r>4 (-««> 
The best fit is marked with a continuous line m Fig 2U 
This result for the single sitr potential (including th»- I-IUMUHIK contribution) 
may be directly compared to the observations of Shaked and coworkers [76]. They 
have derived the isothermal variation of the single silt- potential at the san» 
temperature (490 *C) from neutron diffraction data of the site occupancies of 
oxygen 0(1) and 0(5) sites, and the quantum chemical approximation*. They 
find similar behaviour and a best fit of l 0 + *§fr = 1 46 (x - 0 5) r\ We havr 
"fitted" our data to the same function, and obtain a very reasonable fit. Hetin-. 
following two completely independent procedures we end up with indistingutshablr 
results. We conclude that the single site potential and pbononic contributions vary 
little with x in the tetragonal phase, but rises steeply in the orthorhoiiibic pliax-
towards the maximum oxygen concentration. From Fig 10 it follows that the 
lattice parameters - and hence probably- the internal strain - develops linearly with 
i at this temperature. Combining this piece of information with the successful fit 
to the quadratic form, we speculate that the rise is caused by the elastic fore-* m 
the material. From similar low temperature calculations we find that the rise m 
Vo + -55^ becomes very prominent towards x = 0.92 Thus we further »peculate 
that the observed maximum in x of x = 0.92 is related to the concentration 
dependency of the elastic forces. 
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 
OXYGEN S70ICHI0METKf x 
Fiearc t0. The difference (o) in c hr mica I potential A/i = ft,Tp/2 - /i;p hetvun 
(Ac expenmentallt measured value and the theoretical ralut. calculated from Monti 
Carlo simulations of the ASYSftSI model. The figur: refers to the variation nth 
oxugti sloichiometru at a constant temperature o/490'C. TAr structural phase 
transition takes place at z = 0.54. cf. Fig. 9. The fully drawn hue represent* thi 
btst fit to AII = a + 6(x - 0.54) for i > 0.54. tri/A resulting a = 0 008(.1)el and 
6 = 2.0(l)eV. The quadratic rise is taken as an indication of the mttrnal strain 
in tkt material growing linearly Kith x within the orthorhomhic phase (see text) 
'The site occupancies on the two oxygen files in the haul plane cannot be rev>lvr.| witli ilir 
setup used in our experiment. 
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5-4-3 T t o InaWnrt , - o f t b r T w i n D o o u k f o r m a t i o n on t h e L«*w T n u -
p c r a t n r * O x y g e n Ordering, Processus 
Oa slow cooling tbr u-tr*co«taI/orlborB»mtM<- phasr transit*« t» initially driv<-ti 
by the ferm related lo tbr confcgwratioaal enrrgy of tbr osyrr« pair int»-r*i-l>««n> 
bat in tbr fetal stages tbr elastic forces became vrry important. ** mantf«-><r.i 
ia tbr creation of t v in domain boawdanrs From tbr analy>i> uf tbr bruadming 
of tbr Brass peaks, w infer that tbr six's of tbr twavdømatn> I w o m r fixr.1 
shortly brio« tbr transition trmprratarr. In a superficial sense wr mav thrf. 
fore think of tbr resulting sar of tbr twin domains a» determmrd bv tb«- biig.tli 
scabr whrrr tbr "connguratioaal f o r m " - trying to create larger ramfciaily «h>-
tribated domains - arr matebrd by tbr iatrroal stress Tbr "frozen" strain enrrry 
will thru prr definition exceed tbr energy involved ih any oxygm oritrrinr, |»r«>-
cessss driven by tbr pair interactions and taking place al fewer tenifx-rature* • ««-H 
within tbr orthorhombtc phasrs). Such processes, will therefore only lafcr pUc«- if 
they comply with tbr restrictions set by tbr iatrrnal s i m s This observation has 
UMportant consrqamers fer tbr possibir pbasr transformations front tit«- Orthu-I 
phasr to any of thr low trmprratarr phasrs brlonging to thr homologous *TTK> «»f 
chain-structrres proposrd by T E M mrasnrrmmts (cf thr experimental ri-vh« m 
cbaptrr 2). Mor* generally, wr may rats«- thr qurstion is it reasonaMr to <-ni|>k<y 
Hatniltoaians thai arr defined solely in Irrms of oxygen pair interaction*, r.r, tl*r 
ASYNNNI Hamiltonian. lor descriptions of thr structural proper ty m i but thr 
ortborhombic phasrs? 
From thr tbrorrtkal point of virw tbr intrrnal sires* mav br deschh«*»i m t«-rn» 
of elastic degrees of frrrdom. To inrlade tbesr in a p r o j r i r d Haniilionun f«»r ih»-
ordering processes in thr basal planr. consider a 2-D pair-interact ton ilainiitonmi. 
Hkmt (e.g. the A S Y N N M model), and raaprr lattice sites situated al r, Thr si ram 
free distance between two nearest neighbour (NN) copper sites, that bridg*- an 
oxygen ion is denoted a. Likewise, the strain-free distance Iietwren tw»» NN *it»->. 
bridging a vacant oxygen site is « ' * A revised Hamikorian. Hlrf. may iren l»-
defiaedby 
#i«* — / /* ,» + /f»rr«M ' ! • ! 
//.»,«. = ^ p 5>,u *'-7' i-*)* ,,s» 
•i 
+ ^ ~D,-*'iHI?.-r.|-«)2 M!», 
•J 
r.'.-.jv 
where o%J is the state of the oxygen site, situated between copper sitr i and j e,, 
is 1 if the site is occupied and 0 if it is empty. The two forme; «.un» providr thr 
coupling to the binary oxygen ordering process The latter is an «« hor penalty 
function introduced to keep the lattice from too excessive local distortions (With-
out the latter term the lattice might self-intercept etc.). Other penalty function« 
with more direct physical intreprrtations can l>e introduced, deprndine on ill-
boundary conditions. 
**Cono åring vith Fig. 20. the infernal strain grow«- linrartv with r from ; t n ' . o r f f ii 
b »aaklMH. Hcrwr, tnr stoidiiowrtrir Ortbn-II ratr v r w to br nrarty Mran-fr". nhil- ill--
•tatdweotrtrk Ortho-I caar n Miributrrt with ikr nvuimum amount »f Mrr*» Tim- i ard '• tn 
E -^ SO must be pwrnrly rmormalarH. 
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The literature provides little guidance for how to treat the extended Hamilto-
nian, Eq. 50. Physically the relaxation of the lattice following an oxygen jump 
will move with the speed of sound. Thus the internal strain is at all times in equi-
librium given the specific oxygen configuration. Therefore, to proceed, let us first 
solve the Hamilto.iian for a given oxygen configuration. Because the phonons have 
been left out, we simply have to find the ground-state of the lattice, r^. In order 
to get a linear description we approximate Eq. 50 by a version where the x- and 
y-paraoieters are decoupled. Minimizing this decoupled version of H,lrain with 
respec«, to x* and y; we end up with a linear set of equations, that even in some 
cases (depending on the boundary conditions) involve a band-matrix. The matrix 
inversion problem is sufficiently simple that it can be done within a reasonable 
time-frame. 
Next, in relation to Monte Carlo simulations of the oxygen ordering the jump-
frequency will to a first approximation be determined by the binary oxygen interac-
tions and the local strain. Thus we may substitute exp(( Af^,, + AE,,raw)/kBT) 
for exp(A£ji„/iCBT) in the Metropolis transition matrix, cf. Eq.17, where A£,rrat,i 
is found by matrix inversion within some (small) square box around the site in 
question. The values of x; and jfc at the boundary of the box are fixed. With 
suitable intervals more global minimizations of the strain energy must be done. 
Simulations performed along these lines are presently under investigation. 
In this context, we will focus on some qua.itative comments and predictions for 
the three dimensional case. We start by noting that the registry along the c-axis is 
determined solely by the internal stress. In fact, for e.g. the stoichiometric Ortho-
II case, the (screened) Coulomb repulsion between oxygens leads to a 3-D ground 
state with a cell doubling taking place along the c-axis. In this ground state the 
chains in all basal planes are aligned, but they are translated a distance a with 
respect to each other between two neighboring planes. However, simple calcula-
tions reveal, that due to the long distance between planes all binary interactions 
are negligible - at least for screening lengths below A « 6a. 
Next, we note all members of the 2-D homologous series of chain-structures 
introduced in the review of the theoretical structural phase diagram, chapter 2. 
including the OrthivII phase have a degree of degeneracy of at least four. The 
degenerate ground states belonging to one specific of these structural phases can 
be mapped into one another by translation and transposing (turning the lattice 
90"). Now, imagine a stack of basal planes positioned on top of one another, 
all in 2-D ground state configurations, but not necessarily the same one. It is 
intuitively clear that mismatch between NN planes that involves transposing costs 
orders of magnitude more in excess strain energy than mismatch due to translation 
only. Effectively this means that once the twin domains are "frozen" only half of 
the 2-D degenerate ground states are available during the transformation to any 
!ow temperature phase. Within the ASYNNNI model (in fact any model with an 
attractive Vi parameter) the low temperature thermodynamics is characterized 
as quasi-one dimensional within the planes. Combining these two observations 
the dynamics in creating any of the low temperature phases will be governed 
by translation of (long) chain fragments, all chains in all planes pointing in the 
same direction. However, the shuffling of chains in different planes need not be 
correlated. The Ortho-I phase itself constitutes an exception: here the degree of 
degeneracy was only two from the beginning, leaving no translational degrees of 
freedom after "freezing". Hence, when quenching into the Or»ho-I phase, the 3-D 
registry will be assured much earlier than when quenching into e.g. the Ortho-11 
* hase at the same temperature. 
For the Ortho-II phase the difference between the T-OII phase transition for 
x < 0.5 and the OI-OII phase transition for x > 0.5 should be noticed, cf. Fig. 18. 
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In the former case twin domains are created, and the dynamics can be described 
in terms of the nudeation and growth of domains of the four types of Orilio 
II ground states. In the latter case the twin domains were already formed in 
connection with the T/OI phase transition, and the dynamics is governed by the 
shuffling of chain-fragments. This has several consequences. First, we expect the 
size of the twin domains for x < 05 to reflect some intrinsic Ortho-ll ordering 
vs. strain feature, while the size for x > 0.5 reflects the similar Ortho-I feature. 
Within the ASYNNNI model the boundary of the Ortho-II phase is known to be 
nearly symmetrical around x - 0.5. Still, based on the arguments above we would 
predict the room temperature twin domain size to change drastically at x = 0 5 
(and only at this concentration), when cooling various samples at near constant 
stoichiometry. This is in perfect agreement with the experimental data, that leads 
to a distinction between two x-intervals, 0.30 < x < 0.50 and 0.50 < x < 0.92, with 
approximately constant twin domain sizes in each of 350 Å and 250 Å, respectively 
If the twin domain boundaries constitute effective channels for in-diffusion 
we would also expect a drastic change in dimisivity around x = 0.5. Again, 
this is consistent with our experimental in-diffusion data, where the 100 min-
utes isochrone is nearly vertical in (x,T)-space at x = 0.5 (cf. Fig 16). To per-
form a quantitative analysis, we note that according to Eq. 41, r oc l?jDm. 
where r is the relaxation time, L is the relevant length-scale and Dm the effec-
tive mutual diffusivity. Assuming Dm to be constant, r should scale with the 
size of the twin domain squared when massing x = 0.5. Experimentally we find 
T(X = 0.45)/r(x = 0.50) «= 2.5 below 3, 3 "C, and for the corresponding ratio of 
the twin domain sizes (L(x = 0.49)/L(x = 0.53))2 = 20. Thus, within the poor 
accuracy of our low temperature pressure relaxation measurements, the experi-
mental data supports the idea of constant Dm and the twin domain boundaries 
as effective diffusion path-ways. 
Finally, concerning the Ortho-ll phase, we note that the speed of ordering pro-
cesses in general terms decrease sharply with the number of degenerate ground 
states. Hence, if we for a moment neglect the existence of an upper limit on do-
mains in terms of the twin-domain size, we would expect the Ortho-II domains 
created when cooling down through the Ortho-I phase to have a larger cohereire 
volumes than similar domains, created when cooling down through the T-Oll 
phase transition. (In .»articular we would expect the coherence along the c-axis to 
be longer in the former case.) This is consistent with the experimental work by 
Beyers et al. [18], who reports on a much larger intensity in the Ortho-II super-
lattice spots appearing in TEM diffraction patterns for x > 0.5 than below. 
Similar type of arguments can be applied for the additional members of the 
homologous series of chain-structures. 3-D registry will only appear when the in-
plane domain sizes reaches a certain threshr'd limit. Due to the very sluggish 
kinetics at the low temperatures in question, it is very likely that this limit will 
r^ver be reached. Furthermore, the question remains whether the phases will ex-
hiSit 3-D registry, even when in equilibrium. Here, it should be remembered that 
for a finite size system with a large degree of anisotropy the ordering temperature 
7$ = T20 for the in-plane ordering does not correspond to the 3-D critical tem-
perature, T^D- (In the thermodynamic limit, L — oc, we must have TID - TZD) 
The finite length scale in the present case is the "frozen" size of the twin-domains. 
Hence, it is probably a good approximation to treat the low temperature structural 
phase diagram in terms of randomly positioned interstitial chains in an Ortho-I 
or Ortho-II matrix. Such an approach has reasonably successfully been attempted 
by Khachaturyan et al. [77]. 
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3.4.4 Diffusion 
Several fundamental questions rise in connection with the diffusion proce» in 
YBCO: Is the kinetics determined by the bulk behaviour?. Does metastable states 
appear?, How non-linear is the process? and what constitutes the effective length-
scale for in-diffusion? Answering such questions is a prerequisite for establishing 
connections between experiment and theory for the microscopic kinetics. Also, it 
should be remembered that the success of dynamical MC simulations may depend 
crucially on the assignment of the physically correct jumping range (e.g.: do the 
oxygens only jump between nearest neighbour (NN) sites or do additional next 
nearest neighbor (NNN) particle/vacancy exchanges take place?) In the following 
we will try to sort out some of these gross scale features. 
First, we note that the succesful fitting of the experimental in-difTusion data 
to Ficks law - a simple exponential, when the higher harmonics have died out 
- provides evidence that the kinetics is determined by bulk behaviour. This is 
consistent with the general trend in the literature. (The mechanism governing out-
diffusion has on the other hand to the author's knowledge not been revealed.) We 
have also speculated that the twin domain boundaries might be effective channels 
for diffusion. Next, we will focus on the concept of metastability. Here, we will 
introduce some additional experimental wor1:, we performed early on [78]. The 
work is related to the far from equilibrium physical properties of large-scale in-
diffusion. An YBCO-sample is initially reduced by evacuation at 750 °C for two 
hours, in sittt on a neutron powder diffractometer. The sample is then cooled to 
room temperature and the chemical potential abruptly changed by exposing the 
sample to one atmosphere of oxygen pressure. The following relaxation towards the 
equilibrium x as 0.92 orthorhombic state is monitored by the time evolution of the 
intensity of the tetragonal (2,0,0)( and the orthorhombic (2,0,0)0 and (0,2,0)^, 
peaks. The temperature is initially kept constant at 110 °C for 16 hours, then 
increased to 165 °C for an additional 60 hours, followed by a final heating for 3 
hours at 252 °C. The resulting time-dependence of the peaks and the temperature 
profile is shown in Fig. 21. The general feature appearing in the figure, is that 
following a small rise in temperature initially a large increase in the intensity 
of the orthorhombic peaks takes place, then the process seemingly dies out at a 
finite ratio, with a substantial amount of tetragonal intensity left. This is not as 
expected from continuum models, like the one used to analyze the quasi-stationary 
in-diffusion data in the experimental part of this chapter. 
However, more pronounced experimental evidence for the concept of metasta-
bility is at hand. At room temperature, it is generally acknowledged that the 
stoichiometry in samples does not change over months, independently of the par-
tial pressure in the surroundings [4]. Such behaviour cannot be explained as a 
temperature effect, extrapolating activated diffusivity coefficients found at higher 
temperatures to 300 K. Hence it must be due to the introduction of some hypo-
thetical surface barriers at low temperatures or due to metastability/freezing of 
the bulk kinetics. 
Trying to understand the concept of metastability/freezing within 'he ASYNNNI 
model, Monte Carlo simulations of the large scale in-diffusion process are per-
formed. Such studies are also important to get a qualitative understanding of the 
structural inhomogenieties in far from equilibrium samples. Here one may compare 
with the case of quenched samples. For the latter case, an extended theoretical 
survey, including comments on the implications for annealing schedules has been 
provided by J.V. Andersen et al. [79]. 
Technically, we pursue fixed temperature simulations, where an initially empty 
configuration is disposed to a fixed chemical potential at the surfaces, sufficiently 
large to allow for full oxidation (x as 1.0) to be the equilibrium state. The sim-
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Figure 21. Time dependence of neutron diffraction peak intensities during Hit 
transformation from tetragonal to orthorhombtc phase (start: i ss {)) obtannd 
from: the tetragonal (200), peak, and th< sum of the orthorhombic (020)o and 
(200)o peaks. Upper part shows the temperature profile for the experiment. The 
two constant temperature plateaus named A and B corresponds 1otA — 110T and 
tg - 165T, respectively. From the experiment by Als-Nielsen tt al. [78]. The Imit 
dependence is taken as indication for NN oxygen jumps only, see text. 
illation algorithm is based on Kawasaki dynamics in the interior and Glauber 
dynamics on the borders of a square 64 x 64 lattice. The attempt frequency for 
sites governed by Glauber dynamics has been set equal to the attempt frequency 
for the Kawasaki sites, implying that the diffusion is governed by the bulk prop-
erties. During the in-diffusion process an analysis of the average oxygen concen-
tration and the amount of Ortho-1 and Ortho-II domains present is continuously 
performed. 
Using the Sterne and Wille set of interaction parameters simulations are per-
formed at reduced temperatures | kBT/Vi |= 0.15.0.13.0.10 and 0.07. the latter 
corresponding to room temperature. Two types of oxygen jumping is considered: 
an isotropic NN case, and an isotropic case with equal jump-frequency for jumps to 
NN and NNN sites. An example of the instantaneous configuration, taken when 
the average concentration becomes x = 0.5 for the NNN case and T = 0.10 is 
shown as a snapshot in Fig. 22. From the figure, it is clear that the kinetics can be 
described in terms of a shell model. Initially an outer shell consisting of a nearly 
perfectly ordered Ortho-1 structure is formed very fast. From the inner interface 
of this shell another shell of nearly perfect Ortho-II structure is nucleated. The 
center region may be described in terms of single or paired chains stretching into a 
tetragonal void. The interfaces between the two orthorhombic shells and between 
the Ortho-II phase and the tetragonal phase are growing with approximately the 
same speed, and the area of the Ortho-II shell reaches a maximum of 209? of 
the total area at x » 0 7 . The model develops a global orientationally preference 
shortly after the beginning, and will generally evolve into a single domain. The 
evolution of the average oxygen concentration with time is shown in Fig. 23. The 
shell-formation does not appear to give rise to major non-linearities". Another 
11
 Diffusion models with temporal evolution of interfaces between different domains with dif-
ferent diffusion constants cannot be solved analytically 
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important observation is that the average oxygen content steadily rises until I In-
equilibrium value of x = 1.0 is reached. Thus, the experimentally observed upper 
limit of z — 0.92 cannot be attributed to a freezing of oxygen vacancies in t In-
case of NNN hopping. The NNN-features reported above are general for the four 
temperatures used in the simulation, with the one exception of the disap|*arait<->' 
of the Ortho-II shell above the temperature for the multiple point. 
The evolution of the average oxygen concentration with time for the case of 
nearest neighbors only is shown together with the previously mentioned NNN case 
in Fig. 23, for T=0.10. The time scale for the two figures are different in order to 
exhibit the main features of both cases in the same figure. Clearly, in the NN case, 
metastability occurs. For iterations beyond 50,000 MCS/site the oxygen content 
is fixed. Comparing snapshots of the instantaneous oxygen configuration taken at 
different times in the interval after this fixation reveals that the configuration is 
truly "frozen": the snapshots are (nearly) identical. The appearance of meta-stable 
states are found for all temperatures, the oxygen concentration of the metastable 
state decreasing with lower temperatures. 
To understand the phenomenon, we note that in the NN scheme the oxy-
gens have to jump successively between the 0(1) and the 0(5) sub-lattice. For 
ksT « Vj the equilibrium ASYNNNI model behaves quasi-onedimensior.al. rf. 
the theoretical review in chapter 2. Thus at low temperatures the 0(5) lattice is 
(nearly) depleted and (nearly) all oxygens are situated in chains. Breaking such a 
chain in the middle will be associated with an energy barrier of at least \\. and 
is therefore a very rare event. Hence, the only "allowed" jumps in equilibrium are 
those associated with adding and subtracting particles from the end of the chains. 
This is in contrast to the NNN case where braking a chain may cost a* little as 
V3 as 350 K in energy. 
For the NN metastable state, we find from the snapshots that a perfect Ortho-
I shell has developed near the surface, preventing further in-diffusion from the 
environment. In the center perfect Ortho-II domains evolve. Locking appears be-
tween these domains, and the domains and the boundary-shell, meaning that the 
relevant particles in the chain ends have no favorable sites to jump into. This 
locking phenomena obviously is the root of the appearance of metastable states 
in the simulations. The exact average oxygen concentration at which the locking 
takes place is to a first approximation given by the ratio between a temperature 
dependent shell thickness ard the total size of the lattice. Without information 
of the lattice size in the neutron diffraction work mentioned above it is not possi-
ble to attempt a direct comparison between theory and experiment. However, the 
qualitative feature of jumps between different metastable states on small varia-
tions in temperature is also found in simulations. Finally, for the experimentally 
observed "freezing" around room temperature, we note the coincidence between 
this temperature and the temperature where the equilibrium site occupancy of 
the 0(5) sites goes to 0, according to the CVM calculations by Ceder et al. [33]. 
It is tempting to relate the two facts, providing an explanation for the freezing. 
However, refinements of room temperature neutron diffraction data of the site 
occupancies [5], [7], [3] generally lend to leave a small fraction of approximately 1 
% of the 0(5) sites occupied. 
We conclude, that the oxygen kinetics is governed (predominantly) by NN 
jumps, leading to metastable behaviour for large scale indiffusion at low and inter-
mediate temperatures. This observation has important consequences for annealing 
procedures and comparison between different set of experimental data in general. 
A complete understanding of the details of the room temperature freezing efTeri 
is still lacking. 
From the analysis above, we argue that a reasonable degree of understanding of 
the fundamental properties of the in-difTusion process lias been achieved. Hence. 
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Figure 22. Snapshot of the instantaneous oiygen configuration in the basal plain 
dnnng in-diffusion from the boundaries of the lattice. Only oxygen siles art shown: 
(*) denotes filled. ('•) empty sites. The lattice was originally empty, then exposal 
to a constant external chemical potential of (i = I. that eventually will lead 1« 
an equilibrium state of the perfect Ortho-I structure. The Stent and Willt pa-
rameters are used, and the constant temperature is \ ilfiT/V'i |= 0.10. /» the bulk-
equal attempt-frequencies are described to all nearest neighbour and turf nearest 
neighbour jumps. 
we may proceed to dedurt micro kinetic properties, like the diffusivity coefficients. 
activation energies etc. from the simulations. Such theoretical investigations arr 
still at an intermediate stage. In this context, we therefore desist from a discussion 
of these properties. 
3.5 Discussion 
During the theoretical part of this chapter we have been focusing on the siinpl'-
ASYNNNI model. Dis<ussing the experimental data in relation to e.g. models with 
interaction parameters depending on the oxygen stoichiometry is nice difficult 
Generally details of the electronic properties for the basal plane have to be taken 
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Figure 23. The simulated dynamics of the in-diffusion process described in term* 
of the relation between average oxygen stoichtometry: 6 + x and time measured 
in units of MCS/site. The initially empty lattice is exposed to a high chemical 
potential at the surface, eventually leading to the stoichiometric Ortho-I phase. The 
temperature is kepi constant. Two curves relating to the case of nearest neighbour 
(NI.7) oxygen jumps only, and nearest neighbour as well as next nearest neighbour 
(NNN) jumps art shown. The Sterne and Wille set of interaction parameters an 
used, the corresponding reduced temperature being | ksT/Vi |= 0.10. To be able to 
display both curves in the same figure different time scales are used. 
explicitly into consideration. Reliable experimental data are often lacking. How-
ever, the size of the V3 parameter determined from the equilibrium partial pressure 
constitutes a fixpoint, because it refers to a constant stoichiometry, J: = 0.5. Thus 
in relation to the Aligia model, Eq. 4, we can determine the screening length 
\(x — 0.5). Assuming the effective charge on the oxygens in the basal plane to 
be q = - 2 | e |, we find a/A(x = 05) = 80, where a is the lattice constant. 
Assuming q — - \ e | in stead, we obtain a/\(x = 0.5) = 6.7. Thus for all rea-
sonable choices of q, the screening length is very small. According to conventional 
wisdom the screening length ought to decrease with increasing oxygen content. 
Hence, for x > 0.5, A will generally be smaller than 0.15a. Inserting in Eq. -r) all 
the longer range potentials - beyond V3 - becomes totally negligible (e.g. the size 
of the V4 parameter is at most 1 K). Clearly experimental input is needed in order 
to determine whether such small screening lenghts are meaningful. If they are. the 
observed homologous series of chain-structures can definitely not be stabilized by 
the oxygen pair-interactions, and must therefore be of a transient nature. If they 
are not, the Aligia model has inconsistencies. 
There is a large scattering between the structural data reported in the literal ure. 
It is our viewpoint that most of these discrepancies are due to different methods 
of estimating the absolute oxygen stoichiometry and different annealing schemes. 
Furthermore, variations in powder densities and grain size distributions will effect 
the formation of twin domains and the diffusion constants. In the following we will 
compare our results to some reference experiments, and try to relate the possible 
differences to these three main factors. 
First let us compare the room temperature value of 7$, x*(300) [5]. [7], [80] 
Here, Jorgensen et al. [5] reports on 0.35 < *,j(300) < 0.38, on quenching to 
liquid nitrogen from 500°C. This agrees with the result of Cava et al. [7] who 
find 0.35 < 1^(300) < 0.45 using a Zr-gettering technique and quenching from 
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440"C. Our data - referring to a slowly cooled sample - points toward a lower 
structural transition concentration 028 < rø(300) < 0.34. Seemingly, the onset 
of the structural phase transition drops toward lower j-values with increasing 
annealing time at low temperatures. This is consistent with the very slow ia-
diffusion relaxation rates measured in this part of phase space, cf. Fig. 16. 
The variation of the lattice parameters as function of temperature and concen-
tration in Fig. 10 is smooth. This is in contrast to the report by Cava et al. [7] of a 
jump in the c-axis parameter of Ac = 0.08 A at 5 K between x = 0.35 and x = 045 
on quenching from 440"C. Initially the sample had been annealed for four days 
at this temperature using a Zr-gettering technique. It has been suggested that 
the appearance of the jump should be attributed to the Zr-getlering technique, 
speculated to give rise to better equilibrated samples. However, the slow kinetics 
around x — 0.30 below 400 "C might again be the correct explanation. 
For the oxygen partial pressures, a review is due to Lindener [81]. He concludes, 
that the results in the literature are strongly dependent on experimental technique 
and sample preparation method. We have compared our data, cf. Fig. 14. with 
those reported by Specht et al. [82] and Schleger et al. [83], the former cooling 
along the isobars, the latter performing isothermal measurements at temperatures 
above 450"C. Our interpolated isotherms exhibits the same variation with oxygen 
stoichiometry, but are shifted Ax = 0.07 downwards compared to the two other 
data set. This discrepancy is almost certainly due to different methods of deter-
mining the absolute x-values, the two other groups attributing their most oxidized 
samples to the ideal stoichiometry of x = 1.0. 
The kinetics of the oxygen in-diffusion process in the YBCO ceramic is quite 
complicated, with diffusion taking place along the surface, the grain boundaries, 
micro-cracks and twin domain boundaries in addition to the true bulk kinetics. 
Furthermore, the present study provides strong theoretical arguments for the ex-
istence of metastable phenomena in the bulk behaviour. Moreover, there are theo-
retical indications that mutual diffusion and tracer diffusion coefficients may vary 
with a factor of 100 or more [68] Consequently, the scattering in the experimen-
tal data is on the scale of orders of magnitudes. For a review see e.g. ref. [102]. 
Before the sources of the large scale differences have been identified it is probably 
risky to do calculations of microscopic diffusivity coefficients etc. Studies of the 
macroscopic diffusion properties might also provide valuable input for the most 
important of the remaining sample preparation issues: how to oxidize large single 
crystals. 
3.6 Conclusion 
In the metallic regime, our experimental data provide strong support for the va-
lidity of the 2-D ASYNNNI model description of the oxygen ordering process. 
Thus a jump in the chemical potential at x = 0.48(2) is evidence of the thermo-
dynamic stability of the Ortho-II phase, and the structural phase transition at 
room temperature takes place at x - 028(2), in agreement with theory. Interac-
tion parameters V\ = -4176K, V* = 2512 K, and V3 = -360 K gives an excellent 
merit of fit to the location of the experimental structural phase transition line. 
and predict the correct position of the multiple point (T/OI/OII) at r - 0.5 and 
T = 725(125) K. Multiple phases do not appear, in agreement with predictions of 
second order phase transitions and the existence of non-stoichiometric phases at 
all temperatures. With the difficulties of calculating ab imiio parameters in mind, 
the reasonable correlation with the independent LMTO parameters by Sterne and 
Wille is most encouraging. 
In the semiconducting regime kinks in the oxygen compressibility at r — 0.22(2) 
are consistent with a disorder line in the ASYNNNI model due to local orienta-
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tional ordering of already existing chain-fragments. Hence 1'2 is most likely positive 
for all oxygen concentrations, at least at high temperatures. This is possibly in 
contradiction with the low temperature observation of a stable 4v/2 x 2v/5 x 1 
phase by Sontagg et al. [?]. 
From an analysis of the broadening of the Bragg peaks we find evidence that 
the size of the twin-domains during slow cooling freezes shortly after passing the 
phase transition. Hence the room temperature size is determined by which of the 
orthorhombic phases (OI or Oil) the sample initially enters. The corresponding 
average values for the 01 and OH phases are 250 A and 350 A, respectively A 
discussion on the influence of the twin domain formation on the low temperature 
ordering process, including a novel theoretical approach for including the internal 
strain in Monte Carlo simulations are given. 
The gas-volumetric technique has proven a powerful tool for deducing informa-
tion on both the thermodynamics of the oxygen ordering, and the internal strain. 
Hence, assuming that the ASYNNNT model gives a valid description of the oxy-
gen ordering, a quadratic rise with x in stress energy - corresponding to a linear 
increase in the internal strain - is found in the orthorhombic regime. Associated 
with this steep increase in stress energy is the existence of an upper limit on the 
oxygen concentration: x = 0.92(2). 
The in-diffusion process is at high and intermediate temperatures governed by 
the bulk kinetics. We provide strong evidence - based on earlier experimental data 
- that nearest neighbour hopping is the relevant oxygen hopping range, leading to 
metastabilitv phenomena in far from equilibrium experiments Also, the x = 0.92 
limit on the oxygen concentration might be related to freezing of chain-segments 
of vacancies. We further speculate that the twin-domain boundaries are effective 
pathways for the diffusion. Experimentally, we find Arrhenius behaviour of the 
pressure relaxation times at high temperatures for all x-values with activation 
energies of 0.55 eV and 0.25 eV in the tetragonal and orthorhombic phases, re-
spectively. Below 450 °C a marked enhancement of the relaxation time appears 
in the interval 0.32 < x < 048 , relevant in connection with e g discussions of the 
plateau-behaviour of the superconducting transition temperature-
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4 The Relationship between Struc-
ture and Superconductivity 
The object of this second part [104]. [105]. [106] of the thesis is to theoreticalU 
investigate the possibilities for explaining the observed static and dynamic varia-
tions of the superconducting transition temperature - reported in the literature -
within the framework of a linear charge transfer model. 
The outline is as follows: first an introduction to the relevant experiment* i> 
given in connection with some general comments on the relationship between 
structure and superconductivity in Y Ba^CusO^r. The linear charge transfer 
model is presented. Next a systematic Monte Carlo simulation study of the equi-
librium features of the ASYNNNI model allows us to set strong constraints on t lu-
nature of a linear charge transfer process. A specific model is established. In the 
following section a corresponding simulation study of the dynamic features of the 
ASYNNNI model is performed. Based on a reanalysis of the experimental data 
a rather fundamental relation between the time-evolution of the structural and 
superconducting properties is revealed. Finally in the discussion part we demon-
strate how the static and dynamic information merge to give a coherent picture 
of the charge transfer process. A physical interpretation of this result is offered. 
and suggestions for extensions to other copper-oxide superconductors are added 
4.1 Introduction 
Shortly after the discovery of > BetiCuzOt+r, il was realized by Cava ami cowork-
ers [107], that the variation of superconducting transition temperature, Tr. with 
oxygen content exhibits so-called plateau effects. From a later reference work by 
this group [7], the resulting variation is reproduced in Fig. 24. On lowering x. a 
plateau of Te ss 93 K for x > 085 is followed by a broad intermediate region, then 
another plateau of Te s« 58 K for 0.45 < r < 0.6, before a final disappearance 
of superconductivity takes place near x — 0.3. The Meissner volume fraction in 
this study is above 50 % for all superconducting samples, while the widths of the 
superconducting transitions are much broader (up to 3 K) for samples belonging 
to the intermediate region, 06 < x < 0.85, than for samples belonging to the 
plateau regions. 
Many similar studies have been performed, most notably by the Argonne group 
headed by Dr. Jorgensen [9]. In general the generics of the lineshape of the curve in 
Fig. 24 (two plateaus and a distinct cutoff for Te) is reproduced, but details tend to 
vary. The differences are believed to be due partly to different standards for deter-
mining the absolute x-values, partly to different annealing procedures. Especially 
the latter cause has proven to be crucial, with more pronounced plateaus for better 
equilibrated samples. The plateaus can in fact be made to disappear completely 
by quenching from sufficiently high temperatures [103]. At present it remains an 
open question what the Te versus x curve looks like for the true equilibrium state. 
A major breakthrough took place in 1990 by findings due to the Argonne group 
[4], [3], [84] of time-dependent variations of Te appearing in quenched YBCO as 
function of room temperature annealing. As a part of this work Jorgensen et al. [3] 
icports on the equilibration of a powder sample at 520 °C for 112 h. The oxygen 
content at this point is determined by iodiometric titration to be x — 0 41 The 
sample is then quenched into liquid nitrogen, and broken into two pieces. During 
the following week both pieces are annealed in air at room temperature, the first 
one in sit« on a neutron diffractometer. With suitable intervals the second piece is 
cooled for a short time in order to measure the magnetization with a SQUID, and 
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Figure 24- Comparison of superconducting transition temperature T, and the bond 
valence sum of the bilayer Cu(2) copptr as function of oxygen stoichtomeirg. Re-
produced from Cava et al. [1] 
infer the value of Tt. The resulting transition temperature as function of annealing 
time is reproduced in Fig. 25. 
3000 6000 
Time (min) 
9000 
Figure 25. Superconducting transition temperature, T(, as function of the annulling 
time at room temperature for a quenched sample ofYBajCuzOe.Ai- The indicated 
Tc 's are the onset temperatures for dtamagntttsm. The solid line ts the the fnni tivn 
Tc(t) = T e (oo)- (r c (oo)-r e (0))exp(-( f /r) 0 5 ) . with r = 386 mm. Reproduced 
from Jorgensen et al. [S] 
From Fig. 25 it is evident that T, begins to increase rapidly with time after 2 
hours from a value of 0 K for later to level off at an asymptotic vahif near 20 K. 
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This behavior is shown by Veal [4] to take place independent of the- oxygen pres-
sure in the environment, reflecting the well-known fact thai at room temperalure 
the oxygen in-diffusion is extremely sluggish, effectively not altering the oxygen 
stoichiometry. The dynamical variation of 7", is thus a direct proof, that the super-
conducting properties depend on the configuration of oxygens in the basal plane, 
not just on the average oxygen concentration. This dependency is the reason for t he 
above mentioned variations in the static T, versus x data, due to differences in ox-
idation procedures The experimental data shown in Fig. 25 was originally - on an 
empirical basis - fit to the function Te(t) = T f(oc)-(7,(oc)-7;(0))exp(-(i/r)0 h) 
The curve corresponding to the resulting best fit, with r = 386 min. is also shown 
in the figure. Obviously the merit of fil is reasonable. However, from the numlx-r 
of experimental points it is clear, that the functional form cannot be determine*! 
in a unique way. 
The corresponding neutron diffraction study reveals a drastic decrease with 
time in the a- and c-parameter of about 0.049* while the b-parameter is almost 
constant. It is possible to fit the evolution of the orlhorhombk strain to the same 
type of empirical curve as used for T< with the same value of r, suggesting a 
common origin to the temporal evolution. Another important finding from thi> 
work, is that the site occupancies on the 0(1) and 0(5) sites are constant during 
the experiment with values n(0l) = 036(1) and n(05) = 0.04(1). respectively 
Any oxygen ordering process taking place will therefore effectively be reduced to 
local reordering within the 0(1) sublattice. 
Next, the Argonne group investigated the concentration dependency of the dy-
namic effect. The resulting rise in Tr. ATf = 7"f(oo) - T,(0). following a fast 
quench to room temperature is plotted as function of x in Fig. 26 (reproduce«! 
from ref. (84]). Evidently the dynamic effect reaches its peak value at low x-value> 
associated with the 60 K plateau, while it is vanishing in the intermediate region 
and on the 90 K plateau. This behaviour is almost certainly related to difference 
in relaxation time constants. Notice in particular, that the large AT, values are 
confined t o i < 0.5- This coincides exactly with the region where our diffusion 
studies reported in chapter 3, resulted in very long relaxation times, cf Fig 16. 
The kinetics for x < Ob is also expected to be slower from a theoretical point of 
view, cf. section 3.4.3. 
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Ftgvrc 26. Difference in Te for stnglr crystal* anntaltd at 25 "C and crystal* 
annealed at 230 'C and quenched rapidly to room temperature, plotted a* funrtinn 
of b — 1 - x. From Clous rt al. [34] 
Much effort has been invested in trying to relate tlip features of the 7", = 7*,(x) 
curve directly to structural properties. Presently only one thing is nearly univer-
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sally accepted: YBCO only becomes superconducting when urthorhottuW. A.-tu 
ally, the onset of 7"< appears i» a!! studies at x-va!«e< thi! ar** slightly Uisl^ -r '.ha;" 
the x-values for the structural phasr transition. This trend is also found in dynaiu-
ical studies [4]. Studies of the superconducting properties of YBa~( "»j-,.1/,1 >r 
where M is Co or Fe (doping on the Cu(l) site) were originally tin High t i«. ..*i 
tradict this picture: samples were both superconducting and tetragonal for »Hie-
y-values. However, quite recently it has been proven [£$] that the symmetry in «-f-
fect is only tetragonal on the average. The microdomains are actually orthorl*4n 
bic, but their coherence volumes are very small. It is even likely thai a minimum 
amount of orthorhombic strain may be necessary for superconductivity in tht> ma-
terial, as will be discussed later. It should be added, that the question of whether 
ail copper-oxide superconductors have anisotropic CmO> layers when supercon-
ducting has not been experimentally settled. 
The implications of the 90 K plateau have been much debated. As discus*---! in 
chapter 3 the inverse oxygen compressibility rises steeply with x near x = 0 *}'J. 
not permitting the stoichiometric compound to be synthesized with our annealing 
technique. We gave evidence that tbb phenomenon originate in a similar ri»- in 
the internal stress of the material. Hence, we may speculate that the 90 K plairau 
is associi.wed with a ferroelastic instability, with the stable compound under lujli 
oxygen pressures being YBajCuiO* Alternatively, the 90 K plateau is an r\-
ample of "overdoping". the existence of a maximum in the general C'uO? hoh-
concentration versus T, relationship (or the structural and electronic "instabili-
ties" may be related). In the case of overdoping, one would expect the plateau l<> 
be a rounded maximum with the peak centered at x = 0.92. and expert a mini-
mum at the same position for the pressure dependence. JTr/dP. Both phenomrn.-i 
are found in a study by Rusiecki el al. [75]. who claims that the fully oxidizr-d 
state can L* reached by a very prolonged annealing procedure. 
Understanding the nature of the 60 K plateau seems more troublesome. Ii i* 
clear - by comparing to other high T, materials - that it cannot be due to »out-
general feature only related to the CvO? planes. Interpreting the plateau in term* 
of a structural phase, the Ortho-H phase is the only candidate. The (1/2.0.0) 
super-lattice peak identifying the phase, is observed in TEM studies on well equi-
librated samples in the interval 0.28 < x < 0 65 [18]. [19]. [20]. an interval thai 
spans the plateau region. Moreover, in the extensive study by Cava, previously 
mentioned, only one sample, at x — 0.64. showed a multiple transition. iiidi<-aiiur, 
the coexistence of two phases in the sample with Tr's of approximately *>3 K ami 
71 K. Intuitively such behaviour would be expected near the phase boundary, in 
agreement with the above mentioned experimental span for the Ortho-ll ph*.«-
Further. Beyers et al. [18] proposed to interpret the intermediate region a« -> 
superposition of minor plateaus related lo additional phases in this interval. Hit-
point of view rises some problems related to the kinetics. Thus from Fig. 2f> w 
learn that virtually no increase in T, takes place in this region during a dynamir 
measurement. Hence, either the kinetics is very fast, and the T< vs r curve slmul.l 
correspond to equilibrium behaviour, or ihe kinetics is very slow, and the transfor-
mation to the various low temperature phases have hardly started. In the former 
case, the additional plateaus should be present (and the corresponding structural 
phases be clearly visible in e.g. TEM measurements), while in the laller the minor 
plateaus remain a somewhat academic concept. Also, it should he rnnemlwrr.l 
that there are both experimental (section 2.2) and theoretical reasons (section 
35) to believe that the additional phases are of a transient nature 
More generally thr idea of associating plateaus etc. with specific structural 
phases is likely to be a misconception. Thus, from the structural investigation« 
in chapter 3 we concluded that the ASYNNNI model provides a valid description 
of the oxygen ordering proces* in the metallic regime. Within this model ihr 
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BOB rtokhionwtrk compwuuU* are stable even at T = 0 More important i>. at 
jsteraæésate t~~p-~a?«*r-«. ss«l *ay f = 0 6 theeuaUibmuncoafic wrath« runx-^tN 
of a percolating cluster of the Ortku-II type with dynamic (factual k>ii> -4 duM.-r^ 
with higher average oxygen concentration*, most notably Ortbu-I type <-|w»«--r-> 
i mid* it Hence, the relevant description of the oxyeen configuration in tWr l>*>ai 
plane b ia terns of a thern tody n a m * model comprising the dynamical coexoJt-i«.-.-
of several structural pLi*r». nol in term* of a senes of »ingle-phase structure 
following oar after another a> function of x. | l should be added that tber«- *r» 
•o signs in the l i t e ra l« * of dips i a the Mebsner volume fraction near ihr pha>-
tnarit inn lines between any of the (hypothetical) low temperature orthorhatiiU* 
phases. (There b a sharp decrease in volume fraction associated with the cut-off 
for T, near x = 0.3. but that b another story ) 
The conclusion to be drawn from the discussion above is that the superciMi-
dacting transition temperature depends on the oxygen configuration in the !>a»al 
plane; this configuration ran in turn only be described in terms of a model <>f 
the thermodynamics of the oxygen ordering process Based on our experimental 
Jading* in chapter 3. the simple A5YNN.NI model is an excellent candidal'- (<« 
such a model. 
Turning next to the electrostatics of YBCO. it b crucial to gain information 
OB the another of holes in the CwO* planes and in the basal plane as function of 
oxygen stoichiomrtry- Unfortunately direct probes like electron energy loss spe,--
troscopy and angle-resolved pbotoemrrmi-Mi spectroscopy [*7] cannot produce data 
with a sufficient accuracy. (However, they do conform to the picture of disappear 
ance of boks in the CmO? plants for non-svperconducting samples, and they arr 
able to determine t i e symmetry o f the boles: predominantly O 2p character* In 
stead mote indirect measures hate been used. Among these arguably the most >w-
cessful one b an empirical technique based on structural measurements, known %> 
the "bond valence sum" method. \%e will give a short introduction 
The object of the 'bond valence technique- b to relate the valence of a ration 
to the bond-lengths of the ration-anion bonds surrounding i t . by referring (•> a 
data baa*' of well characterized compounds Thus by definition the bond valener 
swn of a specific ration. V - a measure of its formal valence- b given in term* »f 
the distance to the nearest neighbors H,. by 
l'=£exp(r?o -«.) /» <">1) 
The constant B b universal B = 0 37. while Rn charartrrizs the e .tioii-aiii'xi 
pair and the formal valence of the cation (assumed integer) Brown and Aliermaii 
[86] have prepared an extensive tabulation It has been shown that for most e»ni-
pounds where the formal valence is known. V lies within 0 1 oi the correct result 
Interpolating between values of V for different integer formal valence (different 
Aø) has become a widespread method to measure the fonral valence of mix-«! 
valence compounds. For covaleat bindings like the Cu-O pair in the hilayer* of 
YBCO, the bond valence sum of course rannot be taken a* a measure of the ( H 
valence, but reflects the total rharge in the bond instead. One problem with l iV 
metbod b that the bond-lengths are determined not only by the valences, but alw> 
by the internal stress in the material. However H » possible, although demanding, 
to determine both the strain-field and the valences in a self-ronsbteni manner 
[73}. Three additional problems arise in the rase of the Y B C O Cu(2) site: the 
database of C*»3* - 07~ ««rpounds b very limited, the possible split-site of ihr 
0 ( 4 ) site may blur some of the bond-length determinations, and finally, it remain-
a question whether it b meaningful to talk about a Cu forrral valence varying <-on-
tinuousiy between 2 and 3 in the first p l v e . Additional critical remarks in the H V 
of bond valence sums in copper-oxide superconductors studie:« have been given 
recently by Jansen et al. [90}. 
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The most extensive experimental survey that relates to the use of the "bond 
valence sum" concept is due to Cava and coworkers [7]. T '.ey prepared a series, 
of oxygen deficient pellets by a Zr-gettering procedure, measured T.- and related 
their data to neutron diffraction studies at 5 K. The results for the transition 
temperature was mentioned earlier, and are shown in Fig. 24. From the neutron 
refinements all bond-lengths of nearest neighbour atoms in the unit cell are inferred 
as function of x. Comparing the two data sets, the most notable feature is an 
abrupt decrease (0.C8 A) in the length of the c-axis found to coincide with tin' 
appea-ance of superconductivity. This effect is associated with a similar abrupt 
decrease (0.08 A) in the Cu(2)-0(4) distance, and a large additional puckering 
(0.09 A) of the Ba-0(4) plane (Ba moving away from the Cu02 plane). The other 
bond-lengths are less concentration dependent. 
These observations all comply with a model based on the idea of a transfer 
of electronic holes from the basal planes to the bilayers. With increasing oxygen 
concentration at some point such a transfer takes place, introducing holes into the 
CuOi planes necessary for superconductivity. Accordingly the formal valence of 
the Cu(2) site will increase and a Jahn-Teller distortion takes place, the apical 
oxygen being drawn closer to the Cu(2) site. Simultaneously, by simple electro-
statics, the barium is repulsed from the plane of the bilayers in response to the 
transfer of holes. It should be noted that the c-axis was also found to decrease 
drastically with time in the previously mentioned room temperature annealing 
experiments. 
Next, the obtained variation with stoichiometry of the bond valence sum for 
the Cu(2) site is shown in Fig. 24. The bond valence sum clearly exhibits a two 
plateau type behaviour, with the total positive charge decreasing by about 0.08 
e per plane copper as x decreases from 7 to 6. The data were not corrected for 
stress-effects. However, from our structural studies in chapter 3 we know that no 
singularities are present, with a possible exception at x = 0.92. Hence, comparing 
with the Tc versus x data in the same figure, we conclude that there exists a 
strong correlation between the superconducting transition temperature and the 
formal valence (as expressed by the bond valence sum) of the Cu(2) copper. The 
plateaus coincide, and the valence is constant in the non-superconducting region. 
In contrast, the bond valence sum for the chain-copper is found to vary in a linear 
manner. 
The crystal field at the rare earth site in RtBa2Cu30^+T is also sei.sitive to 
the average charge in the CuOi planes. Based on a long series of inelastic neutron 
scattering measurements of the crystal field splitting levels Furrer and coworkers 
have managed to infer the difference as function of oxygen concentration. For a 
recent review see [89]. Their data confirm, that the decrease of Tc between the 
two plateaus coincides with a transfer of approximately 0.03 electrons per Cu(2) 
site, and the disappearance of superconductivity with a further transfer of 0.05 
electrons per Cu(2) site. Thus - relating again to Fig. 24 - it seems that the effect of 
the internal stress on Cu(2) bond valence sum is small, and the correlation between 
Tc and V may therefore be interpreted in terms of a simple proportionality. 
Several sets of experimental data suggest that such a linearity might be a uni-
versal property of the High Tc materials, until a certain upper threshold is reached. 
Most notably the /iSR data by Uemura and coworkers [74] indicates a correlation 
between Te and n,/m*, the carrier density divided by the effective mass. Their 
main result is reproduced in Fig. 27. Interpreting the figure simply in terms of a 
T{ versus charge transfer plot (constant effective mass), it follows that the rela-
tionship for YBCO is linear, at least for x-values less than x=0.85. For x > 0.85 
their data suggest transition to an "overdoped" regime. 
The linear charge transfer model introduced above provides a possible decou-
pling between understanding the electrostatics of YBCO and describing the su-
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Figure 27. Tc plotted versus muon-spm-relazaiion mit a(T —* 0) measured in 
sixteen different specimens of high Te superconductors. The horizontal arts is pro-
portional to n,/m". Triangles represent the La-system, closed circles the YBCO 
system, the stars double layer Bi- and Tl-compounds and the diamonds triple layer 
Bi- and Tl-compounds. Error bars are within the size of the symbols. Adapted from 
Vemura et al. [74]. 
perconducting pairing mechanism. Hence, we may attempt to use conventional 
theoretical tools for the electrostatics. Here band-calculations will probably not 
provide the answer, because as discussed at length in connection with the theoreti-
cal review of the structural phase diagram, cf. chapter 2, it is hard to combine such 
calculations with thermodynamic averaging. Alternatively, one may attempt from 
simple structural chemistry arguments to deduce the charge transfer. Here, the 
focus has been on assigning transfer probabilities to the Cu(l) sites in the basal 
plane depending on the in-phuie coordination number nCOOTd of the copper site in 
question. Thus it seems natural to assign ncoor(< = 0 with monovalent copper, and 
a vanishing transfer probability. Likewise "foorrf - 2 should be associated with di-
valent copper, and some finite probability for charge transfer, etc. However, such 
models based on the coordination number only have generally not been found to 
be able to reproduce the generic Te vs. x relationship. 
4.2 Monte Carlo Simulations of the Equilibrium 
Tc versus x Behaviour 
The object is to investigate, if it is possible to explain the static variations of Tc 
with i within the framework of a linear charge transfer model, combined with 
structural data generated by the ASVNNNI model. A systematic survey of the 
possible topology of the relevant oxygen clusters in the basal plane giving rise to 
the charge transfer will be given. 
For the model, we take the superconducting transition temperature to be di-
rectly proportional to the amount of holes transferred to the CuO? layers. We 
assume, that the charge transfer is a given function of the two dimensional config-
uration of oxygens in the basal plane, and associate each of the Cu(l) sites with 
a transfer probability, determined by the nature of the oxygen cluster around it 
wUbin some (anisotropic) interaction range. Hence, Tc can be related to a sum of 
independent cluster contributions CT(clusteri): 
Te <* CT/A « 7 V CT(cIuster,), (52) 
i 
where A is the total area of the basal plane considered, and CT the total amount 
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of charge expelled from the basal plane. 
A classification is performed on basis of the interaction range: the relevant 
cluster type in Eq. 52 can be either O-dimensional, 1-dimensional or 2-riimensional. 
In the first case the transfer probability for a given Cu(l) site is determined by 
its coordination number: how many of the nearest neighbour oxygen sites are 
occupied. In the second case the probability is a function of the length of the 
chains of oxygens,that bridges the particular copper site. Finally, in the third rase 
the probability will be related to the type and area of the surrounding cluster. 
The emphasis is on showing that the linearity of Eq 52 and the inherent fe?t ures 
of the ASYNNNI model poses strong conditions on the possible cluster dimension-
ality. In fact, the systematic study below will provide evidence for a specific set of 
clusters as the relevant ones. 
4.2.1 Technique 
Equilibrium Monte Carlo simulations are performed using a traditional Metropo-
lis algorithm with Glauber dynamics and periodic boundary conditions on a 
square lattice. The normalized Sterne and Wille set of interaction potentials: 
(Vi.Vi.V^) = ( — 1,0.36,-0.12) is used. To ensure equilibrium is reached, two 
simulations are in all cases run simultaneously with different initial oxygen config-
urations: a completely random configuration, and a completely ordered one. When 
- after ni„j» MCS/site - the average energy and average order parameter becomes 
equal for the two runs, it is assumed that equilibrium is estabiiMied. From this 
point on sampling is done for every 10th MCS/site, for a total of n,amp\ sam-
plings. To test for finite size effects, runs with I? oxygen sites, with L — 1G.32 
and 64 is performed. The corresponding values of (n;,„t, n,ampi) are (20000,12000). 
(60000,6000) and (130000,3000). With these choices the statistical uncertainties 
should be comparable for the three different choices of L. Results below relates to 
L = 64, unless there is a note specifying something else. 
Among the thermodynamic observables sampled are the energy, the number of 
particles, the Ortho-I order parameter and the Ortho-II order parameter. (The 
order parameters are defined in the introduction, chapter 2 ) Further observables 
sampled are results of a picture analysis of the instantaneous oxygen configuration. 
The picture ana'ysis algorithm counts the number of nearest neighbour oxygens 
to each copper site in the basal plane (the in-plane coordination number nCOord) 
The average number of sites having neoord — 0,1,2,3 and 4 are sampled. The 
algorithm also counts the number of unbroken oxygen chains of length /. with 
2 < / < L. Finally an analysis of the distribution of Ortho-I and Ortho-II domains 
are performed, to be explained later. The variance of all variables are found by 
sampling their squared values as well. 
The question of assigning the temperature remains to be answered. From our ex-
perimental investigations in chapter 3 we estimate that the oxygen kinetics freezes 
in between 300 K and 500 K. We choose to perform equilibrium studies for the 
two temperatures at the end of this interval; that is for reduced temperatures 
I ^BT/VX \— 0.07 and 0.11, respectively. If the simulations give the same quali-
tative results for the two temperatures, we will argue that the simulated oxygen 
configurations are representative of the experimental situation. Unless otherwise 
noticed, results given below are all for the case of 300 K. 
4.2.2 Results 
The ratio of Cu(l) sites with coordination numbers 0, 1 and 2 are shown in Fig 28 
as function of oxygen content. The remaining cases with nroor4 = 3 and n,oorii - 4 
are left out, because they always represent ratios of less than 1 %, reflecting the 
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Figure 28. Statistical analysis OH the in-plane coordination number of the cop-
per sites in the basal plane of YBCO. Tht ratio of copper sites with coordination 
numbers nCOori = 0,1 and 2 (fa,f\ and f-<) are given as funclton of orygtn sto-
icktometry x. The ratio of copper sites with coordination numbers :) and 4 an 
vanishing throughout. 
large nearest neighbour repulsion \\. To interpret the figure, we note that a co-
ordination number of 2 represents a chain segment, while n{0orj = 1 is related 
to disorder appearing at the end of chains or in connection with isolated oxy-
gens. For temperatures kaT < Vj> the oxygens tend to be situated in long chains. 
as evidenced by the nco„d = 2 ratio being close to 50 % and 100 % near the 
stoichiometric x-values of 0.5 and 1.0, respectively. At non-stoichiometric posi-
tions dynamical fluctuations of minority phases within a percolating cluster of the 
majority phase takes care of the concentration constraint. The majority of the 
ncoord — 1 contributions arise in connection with these fluctuations. The fluctu-
ations become dominant features near the T/OII and OII/OI phase boundaries 
taking place at x % 0.25 and x * 0.75, respectively. Furthermore, at sufficiently low 
temperatures the ASYNNNI phase diagram becomes symmetric around x = 0.5. 
cf. section 2.3.1. Hence, from theoretical arguments we expect a nf0orA = 1 ratio, 
nearly symmetric around x = 0.5 with maxima at x = 0.25 and x = 0.75, in 
agreement with the numeric result. 
Assuming the relevant interaction range for the charge transfer process to be 
"O-dimensional", Tc should be proportional to a linear combination of the three 
curves in Fig. 28, cf. Eq. 52. Invariably any such linear combination will give 
results that reproduce none of the generic features of the static Tr versus x data 
( the plateaus and the distinct cutoff n^ ar x=0.3). 
The full chain length distribution is calculated. Three representative curves: 
the relative number of chains of minimum length, I ~ 3,5 and 8 are shown in 
Fig. 29 as function of x. It should be noted that the chains of minimum length 
8 will be a subset of the chains of minimum length 3, etc. From the / = 3 curve 
it follows that the vast majority of oxygens belong to chains. If we compare thai 
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Figure 29. Statistical analysis of the orggtn chain Itngth distribution as function 
ofx. The curves correspond to the number of oiggen sites belonging to a chain of 
minimum length /; / = 3 (abort). I = 5. and I - 8 (below). The system sizi used 
15 64 x 64. 
with the ncoord = 1 curve in Fig. 28 it is clear that the entropy presents itself 
in terms of broken chains and not in terms of single site oxygens. Judging from 
snapshots of the instantaneous oxygen configuration, it is further clear that fix-
broken chains in the orthorhombic phases are related to the boundaries between 
the percolating domain and the fluctuation clusters. From this observation it i.> 
easy to understand the shape of the / = 5 and / = 8 curves. At x = 0.5 tin-
concentration poses no constraint on the number of fluctuations. On the other 
hand near the phase boundaries many fluctuations - and therefore many broken 
chains- will be present. The trend from the three curves shown can be extrapolated 
to all the other values of /: the higher the number of /. the more pronounced the 
spike at i = 0.5. Referring again to Eq. 52 we conclude that none of the possible 
linear combinations of the L - 3 curves will reproduce any of the generic features 
of the static Tc versus x behaviour. 
The most general treatment of the two dimensional case is in terms of a full clus-
ter expansion. In this case we cannot allow every cluster-type imaginable (specified 
by area, shape, and intrinsic configuration) to be associated with its own freely 
varying contribution to the charge transfer, and take linear combinations of such 
contributions. Due to the number of degrees of freedom this would be meaningless. 
However it is possible to reduce the number of independent clusters severely by 
taking into account the intrinsic features of the ASYNNNI model, and assuming 
that nearly identical clusters may be attributed with the same average charge 
transfer. Actually we will argue that there exists only one physically relevant set 
of clusters to consider, and the occurrences for these clusters are determined by 
experiment. 
First we note, that the ASYNNNI model at 7 = 0 contains only three types of 
domains: the Anti-Ortho-I type, the Ortho-II type and the Ortho-I type. Among 
these only the latter two have truly 2-D local coherence. At higher temperatures 
but still below the order/disorder transition temperature the main feature of tin-
instantaneous oxygen configuration is the appearance of a percolating cluster of 
a majority type (e.g. the Ortho-II type) with dynamic fluctuations of a minority 
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type (either the Ortho-I type, i > 0.5 or the tetragonal type, x > 0 5) inside it 
Thus also at finite temperature the ASYNNNI model contains only three types 
of extended domains the tetragonal, the Ortho-It aii'i tin- Ortho-I t\|>e Tin-s«-
domains tend to be well ordered intrinsically, especially at low temperatures, with 
few single site disorder points. Now as a boundary condition for the stoichiometric 
Ortho-I case we must have a charge transfer corresponding to C7* = Tr A -
93A' A. Similarly for the stoichiometric Ortho-11 case we must have CT = Tr A — 
58A .4. Finally the tetragonal phase does not give rise to any charge transfer at all 
Combining these informations we propose the following equation for determining 
Tt given the oxygen configuration 
. / Orlht-I Ortk—rt \ 
T c = —(93A- £ .4(i) + 58A £ AW) • <M) 
Here I? is the total number of oxygen sites, while A(i) is the area of cluster 
number t. The areas are found by counting the number of oxygen sites involved 
(occupied or unoccupied)13. Thus Tt is given as a weighted sum of the Ortho-I 
and the Ortho-II contributions, relative to the total number of oxygen sites. 
Next, we define the size and shape of the clusters to be considered in Eq Vi 
Here we emphasize that the clusters should be truly two-dimensional, including at 
least two oxygen chains. Implying isotropy we end up with minima/ si:< clusti rv 
eft«/ to 2 x 2 tht Ortho-I and Ortko-II unit-c tils Hence any cluster, where all 
included sites belong to some square 4 x 4 Ortho-I sub-cluster will contribute lo 
the charge transfer by an amount equivalent to 93 K times the number of sites in 
the cluster. Likewise, any cluster, where all included sites belong to some square 
8 x 8 Ortho-II sub-cluster, will contribute to the charge transfer by an amount 
equivalent to 58 K times the number of sites in the cluster. All sites not included 
in any of these minimal size clusters will not contribute at all. To account for 
some thermal relaxation we permit one defect within each cluster. At the low 
temperatures considered, this relaxation has only a slight effect on the results. 
The theoretical results for Te(r) obtained using the minimal size model and 
equilibrating at 300 K are shown in Fig. 30. The results for the 500 K simulat ion 
are very similar. The theoretical data are compared with two set of experimental 
results from Cava et al. [108], [7] in the figure. The experimental data relate to 
different annealing temperatures as indicated. Obviously the generic behaviour is 
reproduced. 
We emphasize that this result does vary with the size of the minimal clusters. 
However for the present choice, more than 90 % of the sites belong to domains that 
gives rise to charge transfer, in the whole interval 0.45 < x < 1.0. Hence, we have 
effectively managed to divide the oxygen configuration in two predominant classes: 
Ortho-I and Ortho-II, plus some minor disorder term. Using larger minimal size 
clusters leads to more disorder, and worse fit to the experimental data. 
Finally, we mention that the lineshape of the simulated points in Fig. 30 are 
found to be independent of I and reasonably robust towards variations of the 
interaction parameters. 
4.2.3 Discussion 
From the analysis above » ; conclude that no linear charge transfer models based 
on 0- or 1-dimensional clusters will be able to reproduce the generic Tr vs. r be-
haviour. For the remaining 2-dimensional case, we propose to look at the weighted 
"It ra later realized that • technically belter a» well a» physical' more intuitive way > ' 
defining the "area" of a cluster is to count the number of C'u( I) sites within the cluster. Howrvfr. 
the results shown above are independent of (his redefinition. 
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Figure SO. The variation ofTc with oxygen stoichiometry. x. Simulations (solid 
circles) are performed according lo iht minimal size cluster model with only tr-
tended Ortho-I and Ortho-U typi clusters giving rise to charge transfer. Eq. 53. 
Experimental data are from Cava et al. [108]. [7] (open symbols). The line is a 
guide to the eye. 
sum of Ortho-I and Ortho-II domains, cf. Eq. 53. This is a natural description be-
cause of the dynamic coexistence between the two structural phases. With isotropic 
cut-offs for the size of the clusters corresponding to a doubling 2x 2 of the unit-cells 
we achieve an excellent correlation with the experimental results. 
The concept of minimal size clusters with a distinct cut-off between e.g. 7 x 8 
Ortho-II clusters giving rise to no charge transfer contribution at all and 8 x 8 
Ortho-II clusters giving rise to a full contribution should be considered a crude 
approximation to an unknown CT-function depending on size in a more continuous 
matter. Also every basal plane is sandwiched between two CuO* bilayers. the 
one-to-one approximation used here should be taken in an average sense. Henc«\ 
we do not wish to stress the exact agreement between theory and experiment 
exhibited in Fig. 30. Instead we repeat, that the emphasis in this context is on 
creating a minimal type model for the charge transfer based on the distinction 
between Ortho-I and Ortho-II domains, that comprises the thermodynamic fart 
of a dynamic coexistence between the two structural phases. The generics of the 
resulting Tc vs. z curve comes out successfully. 
4.3 Monte Carlo Simulations of the Dynamic Vari-
ations of Tc 
Few experiments have been performed to elucidate the dynamical properties of 
YBCO upon quenching below the order/disorder phase transition. In particular, 
no data exists for the time evolution of the structure factors of the oxygen order-
ing. Thus the magnetic susceptibility measurements by Jorgensen et al. [3], shown 
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in Fig. 25, is the major source of information. As previously mentioned the sus-
ceptibility data were analyzed by the Argomie group in terms of Avrami type fits. 
Trying to reevaluate their data within the concept of the ASYNNNI model, we 
note that the position x = 041 and T = 300 K is well within the Ortlio-II phase 
of the phase diagram. Hence, following a fast quench nucleation and coarsening of 
the four degenerate types of Ortho-II domains should take place The ASYNNNI 
model is nothing but an anisotropic 2D Ising model: we therefore antinpalt the 
coarsening process (the growth of the domains) to behave according to the univer-
sal picture presented in the introduction to growth phenomena, section 2.5. Most 
notably, algebraic growth laws should apply in the late stage regime. In order to 
verify this and elucidate relevant growth exponentials a systematic study of the 
growth dynamics of ordering processes in both the Ortho-1 and Ortho-II structural 
phases is performed. An adequate tool for such a study is again the Monte Carlo 
technique. Knowing the theoretical growth properties of the ASYNNNI model 
we may at the end try to relate this behaviour to the experimentally observed 
dynamical variation of TV 
4.3.1 Technique 
Quenches from infinite temperature to different temperatures well inside the Ortho-
I and Ortho-II phases are simulated. In order to fix the oxygen concentration, 
Kawasaki dynamics is used. Simulations are performed assuming either oxygen 
hopping to NN sites only, or isotropic attempt-frequencies to all NN and NNN 
sites. The Sterne and Wille set of reduced interaction parameters (I'J.V-J, »3) = 
(—1,0.36,-0.12) is used. The corresponcfmg equilibrium phase diagram is given 
in Fig-18. The simulations are carried out on a variety of different lattice sizes L-. 
L = 100,180,260, and 400, in order to eliminate possible size effects. The results 
reported below are believed to be size independent. The time t is measured in 
Monte Carlo steps per site (MCS/site) as usual. To monitor the rate of growth we 
have calculated the temporal evolution of the excess energy, .AF = E(t) — E(T). 
where E(T) is the equilibrium energy. To check this relation we have in some 
cases also used a length-scale measure. /?(/). derived from the full domain-size 
distribution function, cf. Eq 30. 
4.3.2 Results 
The evolution of the excess energy as a function of time at x = 0.5 is shown 
in Fig. 31 for quench-temperatures -k^T/Vi = 009.0.07 and 0.05 The value 
0.07 corresponds to room temperature. The results relate to the case of isotropic 
attempt-frequencies for jumps to all NN and NNN sites. For this temperature w<* 
find an algebraic growth law behaviour with a growth exponent n — 028(3). For 
the reduced temperature 0.05 the curve is initially rounded in the log-log plot. 
It finishes in a straight section with a slope corresponding to a growth exponent 
n = 0.27(3). The corresponding results for fl(f) are n = 028(3) and n = 027(3). 
For the higher temperature of 009 we find a transient of n = 028(3) in the decade 
t=I00 to 1000 followed by a cross-over to a value of n = 0-37(4) over nearly two 
decades. To further elucidate the temperature dependence several simulations with 
low quenching temperatures are performed. For temperatures below 0.04 we find 
fairly low exponent values which we n.ay attribute to crossover eftVcts, since for 
T = 0 the system is known to freeze in and get trapped in a metastahle statr 
For quenching temperatures above 009 we get too close to the structural phaw 
transition and critical slowing down effects start to emerge. 
At the stoichiometric concentration r = 1.0 and for intermediate temperature*, 
asymptotic exponent values of n = 0.47(3) nre observed over several decades. As 
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Fifure 31. Log-log plot of the txcess energy Af( / ) vs. ttmt (gtvtn »II mntls of 
MCS/site) for quenches into the Ortko-II phase at different temperatures. i"flT/l'i. 
The oiugen concentration is fixed at the stoichiometric value x = 0.5. 
an example, the relaxation of excess energy for the temperature —kaT/\\ = 0.27 
is shown in Fig. 32 (lower curve). The growth exponent found for both x = 0.5 and 
x = 1.0 are robust to the specific values chosen for the reduced interaction param-
eters VifV\ and 13/^1- This was tested using the "generic" values of (—0.5.0.5) 
introduced by Aukrust et al. [25]. The results reported above relate to NN plus 
NNN hopping. Analogous behaviour are found in all cases for the restricted rase 
of NN hopping only. 
To investigate the dependence on concentration of the growth dynamics we 
perform simulations at concentrations x = 0-41,0.56,0.90,096 and 1.0. The cor-
responding relaxation of excess energy is shown in Fig. 32. Simulations into the 
Ortho-II phase are performed at a temperature close to room temperature -tflT/l'i = 
0.07, while quenches into the Ortho-I phase are done at temperatures roughly cor-
responding to half of the pertinent orthorhomhic-to-tetragonal phas • t ransitiou 
temperature. In all cases the growth data conform to algebraic growth laws with 
asymptotic exponents of n = 0 28(3),0.29(3),0.51(2).0 45(3) and 0.47(2) for the 
series of concentrations listed above. These results all refer to the case of NN 
particle hopping only. Corresponding sets of data for both NN and NNN hopping 
are analogous for the non-stoichiometric Ortho-II series. On the contrary, for the 
Ortho-I series all concentrations gave rise to effective exponents of n % 1.2 for 
times up to 1 = 1000 MCS/site, with the stoichiometric x = 1.0 case as a no-
table exception. In the latter case n = 0.47(3). We attribute the anomalously high 
exponent values in the non-stoichiometric Ortho-I case to transient coalescence 
effects13. We conclude that the ordering dynamics is little affected by concentra-
tion variations within Ax = 01 of the stoichiometric values x = 1.0 and x = 0.5. 
"Similar transient effects are observed in the simple diluted lattice-gas mode, with purely NN 
repulsive interactions (Vj = 13 = 0) 
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Fifurr 32. Log-lo« plot of tie excess enertg A£(f) vs. ttmt fia units of MCS/sttt) 
for quenches into the Ortko-II and Ortko-I pkases at itffertmt oraatn concentra-
tions c = x/2 as indicated m Ike fiat re. 
4.3.3 Discussion 
The difierent algebraic growth laws and the associated exponents may be ratio-
nalized within (he theoretical context of universality classes for late stage growth 
phenomena, introduced in chapter 2. Except for the well-known effect of freez-
ing in at low temperatures caused by metastability and thermal activation [54]. 
[60]. the coherent picture which emerges from the above results is that the or-
dering dynamics in the Ortho-I phase is described asymptotically by an exponent 
n = 0.5 and in the Ortho-II phase by an intermediate time exponent n — 0.25 
followed by a crossover to n = 0.35 at late times. The dynamics in both phase* 
are characterized by a non-conserved order parameter. Hence one would expect 
the Lifshitz-Allen-Cahn growth law with n = \ to apply. This is consistent with 
our findings in the Ortho-I phase. 
To understand the result for the Ortho-II case, let us look at the interface be-
tween the four types of Ortho-II domains. The interfaces can be classified accord-
ing to the excess energy and excess mass per unit length, the curvature and the 
topology involved (whether the two domains in question are translated or rotated 
in relation to each other). In the late stage nearly all boundaries will he locally 
straight. In that case only five different types of interfaces exist; they are depicted 
in Fig. 33. In the late stage limit the ratio of abundance between any of these in-
terfaces must be constant, but some types may become extinct during the initial 
coarsening. From an x - 0.5. L = 64 and / = 500,000 MCS/site simulation a lim-
iting behaviour was found with all interface types present in non-vanishing ratio!«. 
Thus both interfaces with excess and deficit density will be present at all t imev 
As first pointed out by Sadiq and Binder [60], the annealing of such a network 
with interfaces of excess and deficit densities will require transport of material 
over long distances. Thus the Lifshilz-Slyozov exponent n = 1 should apply. Tln> 
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is indeed consistent with our results for the asymptotic exponent. Furthermore, 
our finding of an intermediate time exponent value of n % 0.25 is in agreement 
with the exponent values obs--rv«J durst:;; t!:t- transient hrhavjoar in spinodal «!•-
composition process«« in a variety of model calculations [tjlj. (w = ^ correspond.^  
to a long-lived transient.) Finally, the effective temperature dependence of tin-
growth exponent at x = 0.5. specifically with regard to tin- low temperature slow-
ing down due to freezing in and the early crossover to Lifshitz-Slyozo\ behaviour 
a«, high temperatures, is in close analogy with the results reported by Sadiq ami 
Binder [60] for four-fold degenerate Ising model- with (2 x 1) structures which alx. 
produce domain walls with excess or deficit density 
Fignre S3- The fire generic tapes of tnttrftcis between domains of thi font d<-
gtnerate Ortho-II ground-stales. Onlu ihi oiggtn sublatlict in the basal plant /» 
shown. The excess energy AE and excess number of particles An per unit ttnglh 
of the interface are marked. Interfaces that do not conserve the drnsil* trill prop-
•fafe bn long range diffusion mechanisms, changing the growth exponent from T, 
to | i* the late stage limit (see text). 
We will now return to a comparison with the experimental data of the Argottn«-
group. In light of the findings of the model calculation above we are led lo reanalyz. 
the data in terms of an algebrair decay Hence, we plot AT, = Tr{t = x ) - 7",(/) 
versus the oxygen concentration. The equilibrium transition temperature is found 
by simple extrapolation: Te(:x) = 204 K. The result of this reanalysis is shown 
in Fig. 34. The figure demonstrates that a power law fit with exponent m » 0 ">1. 
describes the entire set just as well as the Avrami type fits originally proposed 
The experimental data n Fig. 34 should he compared with the simulation result 
for r = 0.41, the upper < urve in Fig 32. It is important to note that the exponent 
value pertinent to the experimental system in t|)r Ortho-II phase is that of th»-
tr? sient regime of a Lifshitz-Slyozov process due lo the inherent limitations nf 
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Fifurt 34- Loj-lof flot of tkt rtlmtirt rtnotion. ATf(f) of tkt suptrrondmctinj 
transition ttmmtrttnrt in YBa^CvjOni os function of timi shown as oot«i*td 
from m rtmnoljsts of tkt trptnmtntol dot* (o) dut to Jormtnstn tt mi. tf. Fif. i-5. 
Tkt sohd tnt is tkt ktst powtr-law fit. AT, x f~° M . 
the ortborhombic crystallinity by the twin domains. 
Comparing thr exponents in Fig. 34 and Fig. 32 we conclude that (AT",)"' dU-
plays dynamical scaling with an exponent equal to the growth of the characteristic 
length scale / squared : 
(ATc(0)-1 oc /2(f). (b4) 
This result is in excellent agreement with the linear charge transfer model based on 
a weighted sum of the area oftheOrtho-I and Ortho-H domains, cf. Eq. 52. with 7~, 
simply growing in proportion to the growth of the area of the Ort ho-11 domain- M 
(There are no Ortho-I domains for x < 0.5.) The structural information [3] that 
the reordering effectively takes place within the O(l) sublattice is also reflected 
by the simulations. The actual site occupancy number for the 0(5) site tend to 
be smaller then the one experimentally determined. We argue that this could br 
due to a systematic error in the Riet veld refinement or to the existence of "bad 
sectors" in the sample. 
The combined experimental and theoretical study of the structural phenomena 
in YBCO reported in chapter 3 lead to some precautions in the present case. 
Firstly, the analysis strongly suggested NN hopping to be the correct description 
of the diffusion process. Accordingly, the spallations used for comparison with the 
experimental data included NN hopping only. Secondly, the effect of the formation 
of the twin domains are neglected in our simulations. However, we may argur on 
basis of universality that the same growth exponents should apply independently 
of the interaction of the internal strain. Notice, that this argument may not be 
valid for quenches into the Ortiio-JI from within the Ortho-I regime {x > 0.5) 
In that case the degree of degeneracy is effectively reduced to two. a* argued in 
section 3.4.3, and the above analysis of the generic interfaces between degenerate 
domains will not hold. An effective n = \ growth exponent might be the result 
"The initial deviation from the straight lin* in the experimental data in Fig. 34 (T,(r) = II 
for l < 2 hours) is not reflected in the simulation data for A£(f) in Fig. 32. Thi« is due i-
the fuel that early on the excess energy i* not proportional to the total perimeter, and not * 
contradiction of the relationship in Eq- 54. ••'»>ng a heller length scale for the initial slagr likr 
S(l) the proportionality is apparent at all lime scales. 
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4.4 Discussion 
From the simulations of in«- dynamics of the ASYNNNi model wr conciu.ie thai 
the oxygen ordering process in YBC*0 will ronform u» the universal picture *»f 
growth kinetics reviewed in section 2.-Y This result i> based on basic physical 
principles of scaling symmetries in non-equilibrium systems, and is unlikely to I-
intWnced by perturbations of the structural phase diagram, including introdur 
tion of internal strain or phase separation. (Additional phases will ha\c growth 
exponents according to the structure of the interfaces present). This theoretical 
prediction makes YBCO an ideal material for studying growth phenomena of !•»» 
dimensional systems. Whereas the experimental study of time-dependent order-
ing processes in three-dimensional systems ts well developed, only recently havr-
detailed time-resolved studies been conducted for surface systems. These stud-
ies are so far limited to the late-stage ordering processes of oxygen clH-uusocl.nl 
on tungsten surfaces [90]. Experimentally such studies are not very error-prone 
evaporation and stacking often destroys the two dimensionality of the system*. 
the LEEDS probes interact with the media, it is hard to make fast quenches awl 
to start out with homogeneous configurations. Thus so far the der.ed "algebrai«-
growth laws" have been based on at most a single decade in time resolution. Pr«v 
vided it b possibl to find an experimental handle on the YBCO system these 
problems would all be absent. 
The finding of the same scaling symmetry in two different material properti«->. 
oxygen ordering and superconductivity, is unlikely to be accidental. Thus the cor-
relation strongly suggests a specific coupling between the coherent oxygen onler 
and the superconducting state of the material. This conclusion is reached inde-
pendent of whether or not a charge transfer model applies. 
Next, the combined analysis of the equilibrium and dynamic properties of ilie 
ASYNNNI model provides evidence that within a linear charge transfer model the 
static and dynamic variations of T, can only be rationalized if the description i« 
based on extended ordered domains, and if the coexistence between the Orth»-l 
and the Ortho-H type of domains is taken into account. A minimal model, based 
on minimal size clusters, gives a surprisingly good quantitative agreement with 
the experimental set of data. 
We will propose an interpretation of the phenomenological minimal sizr r'.uster 
model in terms of a stress relaxation effect originating in the displacements of the 
apical oxygen. In the metallic state the "kinetics" of the holes in the ("BOJ plane 
corresponds to thousands of Kelvins. Hence it is clear that at ambient temperatiirr 
the apical oxygen will only "see" the average charge in this plane The optimal 
position of the apical oxygen will thus be determined by this constant term plus a 
site dependent term related to the oxygen cluster situated around the Cu(l) site 
just below the apical oxygen in question. Due to the effects of the internal strain 
the apical oxygens cannot move independently. The structural coherence needed 
for charge transfer is thus associated with the coherence in the lateral position of 
the apical oxygens. 
Finally, we note that the minimal clusters proposed correspond to the transfer 
of roughly one electron per cluster. Thus, it is known from the work of Cava [7j 
and others, that the average charge transfer per oxygen site in the basal plane m 
fully oxidized samples is 008 r. Assuming a charge transfer of 1 hole per 16 sites. 
the area of a minimal Ortho-I cluster, the simulations give 0.06 r. Similarly for the 
60 K plateau, the simulations give as 0.02'. to he compared with the experimental 
value of 0 05 e. 
The most obvious candidates for an extension of the minimal size cluster model 
are the rare earth substituted compound* RrBa-jC'u3Ot^,. It is well known that 
the superconducting transition temperature for the fully oxidized compounds in 
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tliis scries varies wry little ( T V letra-vab-nt << nuxed-iaicnt n»n» hkr Hr mak>-
M I exception: they are semK«>tiducior» fur all x ) lakewe--. tlw •IthVrrnri-s, >•( ih--
la t tke parameter* ran be accounted for »imply «*n t»a*» «»f th«- variati»>ft> in n a i . 
radia (91]. Hence. « t might expert the A S Y S N X I n**iel i . . I»- valid. an.| the eff>-»-t 
of Rr-swbstituticn to amount to a reparametrisaiioit of the interact MMI |»aram«-ter> 
pins some internal strain effects The plateaus in ih«~ T, vs. j tM-ha\iour will 
maintain. I f t h e picture turns out to be true, important information on both ili>-
reialionship of I \: r = 1 . 2 . 3 . « strain and Tt vs. strain may be obtained Howev«-r. 
there ace some evidence in the literature of mon- pronouncei' variations Thus, i b»-
A'*f-compound exhibits a parabolic 7V vs. x behaviour [92]. possibly connected (•• 
a disappearance of the Ortbo-II phase Provided careful experimental work on I IK-
structare of these compounds are1 1 carried out. they will constitute a crucial te>t 
of the minimal sue dust* r model 
Another interesting extension is to consider YBm^C'm3.9\ltO*.+r. where M 
substitutes for the Cu( 1) site only. Fe. ( V> and Al are believed to have I ho proper i \ 
(93], (94{, [95]. (96J Here Al is arguably the simpler compound to understand 
because it has a fix-d valence AP*. while Fe and ( o in general will be mix>-d-
valent. Provided the dependence of x on n. the question of whether the M - K K I > 
wil l tend to order or not. and the variation of the internal strain with « ar--
experimentaiiy settled, comparisotts may be per (brine, i to extended models for 
the oxygen ordering process, where the coordination around the M-ioa b taken 
into account. (Because ambient temperature is the relevant temperature for such 
considerations, it b not necessary to estimate the w of any new interaction 
parameters related to the oxygen-oxygen interaction in the vicinity of the M-ion 
Arguments based on the T = 0 variation of / I ? J> with 9 will apply.) Such model> 
are in progress If they become successfully established, il may again be relevant 
to discuss the nature of the charge transfer process. 
The only other family of copper-oxide superconductors, where the oxygen ion* 
play the role of dopants connected with the rock-salt layer ( in contrast to defect.« 
in the C n O j layers) is represented by the compound P*> , »r ;> ' |_ r ra ,O l |+ * [°~j 
In this case the oxygen content b variable in the interval 0 < x < 1 6 . Simul-
taneously, the fa-content is varaible: 0 < * < I l lrre. lite major changes upon 
doping are caused by the mixed-valency of Pb. A* a consequence, both the str-i. -
tural and superconducting schemes are fundamentally different from the YB("() 
case, the superconducting transition temperature as an example is decreasing with 
increasing oxygen content. 
There are several reasons that the charge transfer concept may ultimately fail. 
Mast notably, the structure may couple directly m the pairing mechanism. How-
ever, a discussion of the various models for 'lie normal or the superconducting 
state in the copper-oxides, and their specific relation lo structural coherence i> 
beyond the scope of this thesis. Still, we would like to comment on some recent 
theoretical work due to Kresin and coworkeres. that in rather general terms point* 
to a possible effect of the anisotropy of the materials 
Kresin et al. [98] note that - within an Eliashberg formalism - the short super-
conducting coherence length along the r-axis may lead to a two gap structure in 
Y B C O and other high T, materials. The CuO? hilayers in their model are char-
acterised by intrinsic pairing, whereas the proposed superconducting stale of the 
basal plane is induced by two different transfer channels for Cooper pairs (intrinsic 
proximity effect and phonon mediated transfer) This important observation lias 
naturally attracted some interest lately, but the question remains whether there 1% 
experimental evidence for a gap associated with the basal plane Here. Baret t et 
"Notir«. ihe internal strain varies with the sne nf ih<- HK-HWV Hrore 11 is likely thai the full* 
•XMfced compound* rofTespnnrf lo ilineieni r-nttvn, f«* rlinVro«! RE-substilufmn* This nmclir 
lead to systematic errors, »hen comparing values in the literature. 
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al. [99], reports on NMR measurement on the 63C'w Knight hift of VBa7Cu307 
The Knight shift was used to measure the elt-ctron-spin susceptibility \5(7*) as 
a function of temperature in the superconducting state relative to the normal-
state spin susceptibility. The component of V^T) originating at the ('u(l) site 
apparently follows a conventional weak-coupling BCS form with a gap given by 
2A(T = 0) = ZbksTc. (The other gap having a value ranging between 1.9 and 
3.1 kaTc-) Also the tunneling data by Gurvitch et al. [100] suggests t « j gaps (not 
necessarily associated with planes and chains, but one possibly with the a-b plane 
and the other with the c-axis). Clearly more experimental work is needed, and 
it might be helpful to consider experiments like room temperature annealing in 
order to unambiguously identify the nature of e.g. the 63Cu Knight shift. 
Kresin et al. [S8] further sets up a three parameter model, that for specific values 
of the parameters gives rise to a Tc = T<(x) dependency that mimics the 90 K 
"plateau". The parameters are not easily accessible to experiments. In order to 
explain the 60 K "plateau" the authors have to introduce a second ordered phase 
around x = 0.7 while the Ortho-II phase should be non-existent or negligible. 
Finally "ve note that the Kresir model still implies transfer of charge, cf. the 
dynamic experiment by Veal et al. 
4.5 Conclusion 
The dynamics of oxygen ordering ii. the ASYNNNI model is found to be character-
ized by algebraic growth laws with t..ponem values which depend on whether the 
evolving order is of the Ortho-I or the Ortho-II type. YBa2Cu30s+T is therefore, 
by virtue of its extreme anisotropy with respect to oxygen diffusion, an unusually 
interesting candidate for studying aspects of dynamical scaling in low dimensional 
systems. 
A reanalysis of the d ta by Jorgensen et al. [3] reveals that the same scaling 
symmetry applies to the time-evolution of the experimental Tr values as to the 
evolution of the simulated areas of the Ortho-II domains in the ASYNNNI model 
The simulated result is based on universal properties of domain growth, and the 
correlation between two very different materials properties is therefore unlikely to 
be accident?.'. Hence, our findings strongly suggest a specific coupling between the 
coherent oxygen order and the superconducting state of the material. This con-
clusion is reached independent of whether or not a charge transfer model applies. 
Next, the combined analysis of the equilibrium and dynamic properties of the 
ASYNNNI model provides evidence that within a linear charge transfer model the 
static and dynamic variations of Tc can only be rationalized if the description is 
uased on extended ordered domains, and if the coexistence of the Ortho-I and the 
Ortho-II type of domains is taken into account. A minimal model is proposed, 
where the total charge transfer is found as a weighted sum over the areas of 
the Ortho-I and the Ortho-II domains, and the minimal size of the ;wo types 
of domains are given by a doubling of the unit-cells. The minimal model gives 
a surprisingly good quantitative agreement with the experimental set of data 
An explanation for the need of structural coherence in terms of relaxation effects 
related to the apical oxygens is offered. 
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6 Appendix A: Theoretical De-
scription of the In-diffusion Pro-
cess 
The object of this appendix is to derive an exact equation for the in-diffti*ing 
particle flux as functior of time for the specific experimental set-up presented 
in section 3.3.4. Approximations will be given that lead to a simple exponent in! 
decay-rate, and a discussion on the validity of these approximations offered. In 
the end a comparison with the experiment?.! results is given. We will focus on a 
the diffusion of a single twin-domain of YBCO, and assume that no absorption 
on the surface takes place. Similarly we will neglect the surface barriers, taking 
the intrinsic diffusivity to be smaller than or comparable to the surface diffusivity 
term. 
The thermal relaxation process will be orders of magnitudes faster than the 
kinetics governed by the particle-vacancy exchanges in the interior. Thus the dif-
fusion process is driven by the difference in chemical potential fi,n, inside the 
sample. The coupling to the environment is in form of a constraint, that the 
chemical potential at the surface of the sample should be equal to th» external 
chemical potential fiext. Initially, at r = 0. / i , r t will be higher than the (constant) 
internal field p°nt, leading to in-diffusion of particles. Due to the other constraint 
of mass conservation the following rise of the average /ignf with time will take 
place simultaneously with a lowering of fitTt- At any time after the quench, we 
will therefore have an anisotropic distribution of chemical pot-.itial and particle 
concentration, c, inside the sample, with maxima at the surface and minima at 
the center of the sample. In this context, both /*,-„« and \itr, should be understood 
as three dimensional molar 0 entities. Comparing to Eq. ,'>8 
fe« = ^ ( O 2 ) = |ft7*ln(P/P0) + / W = 0 ) ; (55) 
ftni = NA{MD + V0+tjj±). (56) 
Po is the pressure in the molecular
 6as immediately after the quench. 
Fick's first law applied to the flow of particles of a substitutional alloy in an 
isothermal chemical gradient reads (cf. Flynn [101]) 
7 = -WrcVft.nt (57) 
= -Wrc^-Vc (58) 
ac 
= - B m V c , (59) 
where J is the net flux af particles (in mole/cm2), D' the self diffusion matrix 
of a tracer (in units cm2/s), Dm the mutual diffusivity matrix and r = r(e) the 
vacancy wind factor. Next, we choose a coordinate system (x,y,z) corresponding 
to the principal axes (a,b,c) of the crystal. The local symmetry will gen« rally be 
orthorhombic, and Neumann's principle therefore imply, that the three diagonal 
elements in the diffusivity tensors will be different, while the off-diagonal elements 
are zero. The anisotropy ratio between diffusion along the c-axis and in the (a-b)-
plane has been measured by Rothmann et ai. [8], [67] to be 10~6. For all practical 
purposes we may therefore set D*' to 0, and operate with two-dimensional models 
cnly. In the following we will consider a single crystal of volume V = I, x /, x // 
(the value of H is immaterial). 
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Applying mass conservation ( | j = —VJ) we arrive at the following part in! 
differential equation 
c{r,y,0) = c0; in the bulk. (61) 
0 RT/N-c\\ 
*»t»t - Hint = "o~ l n I jyr _
 f V- ) : a t l,M* s u r f a w > ' > 0- (62) 
witbr(i) = Jciz,y,t)dzdyt and N the total number of oxygen atoms in the sample 
as will as the environment. The bulk will be taken as the area (i.y) 6 [0,1] x 
[0,L]. To be able to solve the set of equations an additional relation specifying 
the equilibrium /i in( = fiint{c) dependency must be provided. The last boundary 
equation may then alternatively be formulated 
dt 2(N-cV) \ dc J dt l ' 
Having solved the differential equation for c = c{r,y,t) we get the following ex-
pression for the relaxation of the pressure in the exterior: 
\ C, - Co ) P(t) = Po+(Pl-Po) [1-——)• W) 
Pi is the final pressure />j = P{t = oo). Similarly for the particle flux through a 
unit area of the surface at time t 
J(t) = - 1 / 4 • ~. (65) 
It is not possible to solve the partial differential equation above in a closed 
form. Note, that the tracer diffusion coefficient itself, D', will be concentra-
tion dependent, in particular it will dependent on the nature of the structural 
phaae(s) present. Thus, unless experiments are run under circumstances that al-
low for simplifications data analysis is at best a very tedious endeavor. To enable 
such simplifications we notice first, that the non-linearity may be suspended by 
performing the quenches in small temperature steps, effectively operating in a 
quasi-stationary mode. In that case the absolute variations in c will be small, and 
provided mnt = Mnt(c) is a smooth function, we may approximate by a partial 
differential equation with constant coefficients. If we for the time being consider 
the analogous one-dimensional case: 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
When the relative number of moles of oxygen in the environment becomes much 
larger than the number of moles in the sample (N — oo in Eq. 63) the environment 
will effectively behave as a particle-bath and we may substitute the boundary 
condition by simply 
etO,!)^! (70) 
dc 
dt 
cfx.O) 
5™ 
RCW) 
mdx* 
= c0; 
Adx* 
= 0 
0 < x < L/2, t > 0 
0 < x < 1/2. 
f = 0. 
i > 0 . 
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Obviously Eq 691 hen reduces to an equation, where we can separate thr variables. 
The result for x < Lf'2 
• v 
cix,t) = C] + £ fc„exp( - (» - l/2)24»2Dmf/I3)siu((n - l / 2 }2» / l . | 7 l ) 
4 fLI-
bn = - / ( c 0 - c , ) s i n ( ( n - l / 2 ) 2 w / I ) (72) 
= " ( f o - c , ) j l—r- (73) 
T (n - 1/2) 
Inserting in Eq. 64 
P(t) = P(0)+(P,-Po) f 1 - ^ f] ( 2 | |^1 ) ,«p(-4T2(n - l/2)-Dmt/L-) J (71) 
For late times all the higher harmonics will have died out and we end up with the 
expected exponential decay rate for the external pressure: 
P(t) = />(<» + (/>, - />„) ( i - £ * x p ( - * 2 D m f / I 2 ) ) . (75) 
In Fig. 35 the the difference between the tinte dependence of P(t) evaluated using 
Eq. 74 and the approximation Eq. 75 is illustrated. 4x2Dm/Z.2 as well as P\ 
has been set to 1. and P0 to 0. We observe that the approximation to a single 
exponential is excellent when (P(<) - P( x))/(P(0) - P(oo)) < 07. 
This limit on the validity of the first-harmonics approach and the above con-
clusions are easily generalized to two dimensions. Thus the equivalent of Eq. 74 
is 
P(t) = P ( 0 ) - r ( P , - P o ) ( l - a ) (76) 
° = ^ E E
 (2m . „212, . »» "*P(-TO™ - 1/2)* + lfn[n - 1/2) W / t f i ) 
Likewise, the equivalent of Eq. 74 is 
P(f) = P(0) + (P, - Po) ( l - ^ e x P ( - T 2 ( / ^ + D*m)t/L7)) (79) 
Next, we will determine a criteria for the validity of the approximation involved 
in setting f.et, equal to a constant. We will demand that the total change in 
concentration at the surface between the final value (at t = oo) and the value just 
after the quench (at t = 0+) should be much less than the similar change in the 
average bulk concentration, r. Integrating Eq. 63 we get 
<»-f''«»TT ,80' 
V,x, is the exterior volume of the ideal gas. 
Finally, we perform a comparison with the experimental set of in-diffusion data 
presented in section 3 3 4 . -^ JV- can be estimated from the equilibrium partial pres-
sure measurements, because // in( = fyi(0?). For the experiment 1>T, = 392r»»3 
and V = 8.1cm3. Inserting, we obtain 
l n ( g ) / ( P o - P , ) « ™ ^ (81) 
(78) 
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Figure 35. Comparison otiwten the titnt acptndtnct of Iht external pressure tral-
uatcd according to Eq. 74 and Eq. 75 with 4x-Dm/L7 = Pi = 1 and P0 = 0. 
with P in Torr, T in Kelvin, and the derivative of the chemical potential in units 
of Jcm3/mol. For a typical example (from trace no. 13) of T = 517*C. P0 = 80.5 
Torr, and P, = 65.8 Torr, we have *&? =. 
The prominent kinks in all the Arrhenius plots for r. c- Fig. 17. are analyzed 
and found to coincide with a very good resolution to the temperature where the 
pressure relaxation achieved at the beginning of the pressure monitoring (17 min 
after the quench) P(17 min) is related die (fitted) total pressure relaxation by 
(P(17mt'n) - P(oo))/(PV - p(oo)> ^ 0.75(5). Comparing with Fig 35 this is a 
strong argument that the deviations from a straight line in the Arrhenius plots 
are due to the fact, that higher harmonics should be included in the analyses 
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Abstract (Mas. 3000 char.) 
This report contains the result of an experimental and theoretical investigation of 
the oxygen ordering process in the High T, superconductor YBa-iCnjOur For 
the experimental part, neutron scattering is used in connection with rn »if« mon-
itoring of the oxygen in-diffusion in a gas-volumetric equipment. Information on 
the variations of the structural phases, the twin domain sixes, the elastic forces, 
the chemical potential of oxygen as well as diffusion are provided. Using Monte 
Carlo simulations we find that a simple two-dimensional lattice gas model of the 
oxygen ordering process, the ASYNNNI model, gives an excellent description of 
the vast majority of these data. Secondly, a systematic study of the relationship 
between the static and dynamic variations of the supercondcting transition tem-
perature, Tf, and the corresponding variations of the low temperature oxygen 
ordering process is performed. Statistics from Monte Carlo simulations based on 
the ASYNNNI model are combined with experimental data from the literature 
The combined static *r»d dynamic analysis makes it evident that within a charge 
transfer model, a linear Tc versus charge transfer relationship can only be ratio-
nalized if the description is based on extended coherent ordered domains and if 
the dynamic co-existence between the Ortho-I and the Ortbo-II type of domain.-« 
inherent to the ASYNNNI model is taken into account. A minimal model is pro-
posed, where the total charge transfer is found as a weighted sum over the areas 
of the Ortbo-I and the Ortho-I I domains, and the minimal size of the two types 
of domains are given by a doubling of their unit cells ir both directions. Hood 
agreement with the experimental set of data is achieved. 
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